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David du Plessis (February 7, 1905- February 2, 1987), known as “Mr. Pentecost,” was a South 
African Pentecostal minister and one of the primary founders of the 20th century charismatic 
movement. He converted to Christianity in 1916, and received the Pentecostal baptism of the 
Holy Spirit in 1923. Du Plessis received ordination from the Apostolic Faith Mission of South 
Africa (AFM) in 1928, and became the general secretary in 1935. Du Plessis helped organize the 
first Pentecostal World Conference (PWC), held in 1947. 
In 1948, Du Plessis left AFM, and became the organizing secretary for PWC (-1959). Also in 
1948, Du Plessis moved to the United States and joined the Assemblies of God USA. During this 
time, he cultivated friendships with Pentecostals in Europe, Africa, and Asia as well as the 
Americas. He also maintained relationships with the South African Apostolic Faith Mission. 
From 1949-1951, Du Plessis taought at Lee College, a Church of God (Cleveland, Tennessee).  
In 1952, the Assemblies of God (USA) granted Du Plessis preaching credentials. At this time, 
Du Plessis’s friendship with John McKay, then President of Princeton Seminary, helped him 
explore ecumenism. Du Plessis was a staff member at the World Council of Churches in 1954 
and 1961. He was also invited as a Pentecostal observer at the Second Vatican Council (1962-
1964). Du Plessis’ preaching credentials were revoked in 1962 in opposition to his ecumenical 
efforts. Du Plessis remained a member of the Assemblies of God church and in 1980, his 
credentials were reinstated. 
An independent minister with a global outreach, David du Plessis held numerous influential 
positions throughout his life. His papers include material related to his tenures as secretary to the 
World Pentecostal Fellowship (Pentecostal World Conference), Far East Broadcasting Company 
agent in Greece, observer to the Second Vatican Council and the Commission on Faith and 
Order, and co-chair of the Roman Catholic/Pentecostal Dialogue. 
 
Scope and Content 
The Papers of David Du Plessis, 1900-1987 include his correspondence with global 
religious leaders and local ministers, sermon notes and outlines, drafts of ecumenical documents 
and minutes (including those related to the International Roman Catholic-Pentecostal Dialogue), 
letters to his wife, and scores of ephemeral materials from various charismatic "ministries." 
Meritorious awards, photographs, newspaper clippings, church bulletins, and cassette tapes of 
talks given by David du Plessis are also within the collection. 
The Du Plessis collection consists of 129 boxes of material, approximately 66 linear feet. 
Material dates throughout the 1900's with the bulk of the collection ranging from 1947-1986. 
The collection principally reflects the integration of Pentecostal and mainline Christian 
denominations, including Catholicism, Episcopalism, Lutheranism, Methodism, and 
Presbyterianism. Formats include diaries, correspondence, newsletters, manuscripts, 
photographs, and ephemera. Ephemera include conferences and organizational materials, 
geographic and topical files, promotional material, and printed material. The printed material 
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contains articles by Du Plessis, interviews with and articles about Du Plessis, and religious tracts 
and pamphlets collected by the Du Plessis.' 
Du Plessis' breadth of influence in the Pentecostal and charismatic movements are reflected in 
the length and diversity of the correspondence. Donald Gee, Leonard Steiner, Dennis Bennett, 
Lewi Pethrus, and Kilian McDonnell were regular correspondents. His correspondence 
with Dennis Bennett, Brick Bradford, Larry Christenson, Norris Wogen, and Bob Whitaker, 
among others, documents the mainline charismatic renewal from its unpopular beginnings to its 
acceptance. Letters from Thomas Zimmerman, Oral Roberts, Yonggi Cho, and Jimmy Swaggart 
address Du Plessis' expulsion and reinstatement in the Assemblies of God, evangelism, and the 
place of Roman Catholics in the Pentecostal and charismatic renewal. Correspondence and the 
Roman Catholic/Pentecostal Dialogue files (1971-1986), which contain administrative material 
as well as notes and papers from dialogue sessions, shed light on theological similarities and 
differences between the two Christian movements. 
People wrote to Du Plessis to support his ministry, inquire about theological issues (baptism in 
the Spirit and glossolalia for instance), request prayers, or invite him to address a congregation 
or, perhaps, a local chapter of the Full Gospel Business Men's Fellowship. While Du Plessis' 
responses to most of these inquiries are not available, the archive has copies of the newsletters 
David and his wife, Anna, sent to supporters.   
 
Subjects: 




Arrangement and Series Description 
Most of David du Plessis's personal library of approximately 3, 000 volumes, including both 
periodicals and books, has been integrated into the Hubbard Library collections. A complete 
listing of these items is found in 2 binders adjacent to Box 1. They are books by popular 
Pentecostal and charismatic authors as well as hundreds of Pentecostal and charismatic 
periodicals from around the world.  
The rest of the collection, including a small number of rare periodicals, is currently organized 
into 13 Series, as follows: 
Series 1. Biographical materials, Boxes 1- 6 & 130-131  
The diaries, planners, and travel logs of Du Plessis recount his ministry from 1947 until 1985 and 
his first trip to America in 1937. (Filed with the manuscripts is the journal kept by Henry 
Stewart, a fellow South African who made the 1937 trip with Du Plessis.) Less a record of his 
thoughts than annotated itineraries, the diaries and travel logs of Du Plessis are sketchy, sporadic 
and often illegible. With time Du Plessis discontinued a diary altogether and came to rely on 
monthly planners. This series also includes biographical sketches, passports, sermon notes, 
address books, the documents of withdrawal and reinstatement issued by the Assemblies of God, 
as well as the Du Plessis’ Newsletters to friends and supporters, and. 
Series 2. Correspondence, Boxes 7-35  
The correspondence of David du Plessis comprises approximately 3, 500 folders and spans over 
sixty years. Almost all of the letters in the collection, however, were written between the years 
1947 and 1986--a time of tremendous growth among Pentecostal denominations. The David du 
Plessis correspondence is arranged alphabetically by sender (with separate folders for each 
recipient) and chronologically within each folder. In those rare instances when material might 
have been damaged if separated, letters to and from an individual are kept in the same folder. 
Many of the letters are written in Afrikaans or Dutch but the majority are in English. 
Most folders contain one or two letters, but some consist of correspondence written over several 
decades.  
Series 3. Manuscripts: writings of David du Plessis and those he collected, Boxes 36-50 
The majority of manuscripts are typewritten. They are divided into those authored by Du Plessis 
and those which were not. Many of the Du Plessis manuscripts, which number 
approximately150, are sermons, prayers, transcripts of talks, and forewords. The 200 or so 
manuscripts not by Du Plessis range in genre from addresses, essays, forewords, textual 
manuscripts, papers, testimonies, prayers, prophecies, reports, sermons, and tracts to poems, 
lesson plans, and transcriptions. Articles translated into English or Afrikaans by Du Plessis as 
well as prophecies (interpretations of individuals speaking in tongues) are processed 
as manuscripts. 
The manuscripts in the Du Plessis collection provide insights into the intellectual and doctrinal 
aspects of the Pentecostal and charismatic movements as well as the experiential side of it. Some 
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are written by internationally prominent Pentecostal scholars and others by individuals who met 
Du Plessis at a prayer meeting or knew him through his newsletter and reputation.  
Series 4. Conferences, Boxes 51-68  
The Archive houses all manner of material from seventy of the conferences attended by Du 
Plessis between 1949 and 1986. Some files may include planning material, promotional 
literature, conference programs, notes taken by Du Plessis, press releases, and souvenirs, while 
others may contain only a song sheet and report written about the conference. Among the more 
detailed files are those for conferences Du Plessis helped organize: Christian Summit 
Convocations; the Pentecostal World Conferences; the Roman Catholic/Pentecostal Dialogue; 
and the World Council of Churches, General Assemblies, (as an observer to the Faith and Order 
Commission.) There exist files from Baptist, Catholic, Episcopalian, Lutheran, Methodist and 
Presbyterian conventions as well as Pentecostal ones. 
Series 5. Organizations, Boxes 69 -79  
David du Plessis was affiliated with scores of Pentecostal and ecumenical organizations and 
served on the boards for several, such as the Elias Malki Ministries, the Institute for Ecumenical 
and Cultural Research, John 17:21, Logos International, One Hundred Twenty Fellowship, and 
the Reinhard Bonnke Ministries. Files from these organizations are often detailed and include 
mission statements, board minutes, financial statements, address lists, publications, and 
promotional literature. Du Plessis, however, also maintained files for organizations in which he 
had an interest (if no position) and sometimes for those which engaged him to speak. Bulletins, 
newsletters, and tracts produced by individual churches were also collected by Du Plessis. Some 
of these organizational files are extensive while others may contain little more than a company's 
brochure and introductory letter. These files are arranged alphabetically by the name of the 
institution. 
Series 6. Geographic and Topical Files, Boxes 80-91 
Du Plessis was an enthusiastic traveler and an inveterate collector of ephemera. The geographic 
files are compilations of the material garnered by Du Plessis in his travels. These materials help 
to document the grass roots nature of the Pentecostal movement. Box 88 contains Du Plessis’ 
original Pentecostal Adherents file for the World Pentecostal Conferences. 
Series 7. Published writings of Du Plessis and those collected by Du Plessis, Boxes 92-106  
This series includes published interviews with David and Anna du Plessis, David du Plessis’ 
published articles, published items about Du Plessis, including articles which quote him, 
unpublished student papers and dissertations, and a large collection of published tracts, pamphlets 
hymnals and booklets collect by Du Plessis. 
Series 8. Promotional Material, Boxes 107-109 
This is a collection of flyers, announcements and programs collected by the Du Plessis’ during 
the course of their worldwide ministry, chronologically arranged. 
Series 9. Conference badges, framed Certificates & Awards, Honors, Memberships, Boxes 
110-112  
Series 10. Bibles, Books, Boxes 113 - 115 
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Series 11. Scrapbooks & Photographs, Boxes 115-121, 134 
This collection includes photographs from Du Plessis' childhood in South Africa in the early 
1900's through 1987. These photographs document his 1937 trip to the United States, his trips 
abroad after his move to the United States in 1948, conferences, the Roman Catholic Dialogue, 
his family and the opening celebration of the David du Plessis Archives at Fuller Theological 
Seminary. 
Series 12. Miscellaneous documents, Boxes 122-129 
This includes Du Plessis' collection of postcards and stamps, newsletters and prayer letters, 
unframed certificates and credentials, visa documents, travel mementos, church bulletins, tape 
ministry papers, collected prayers, poems and sermon ideas, financial documents, his last will 
and testament, and documents and correspondence related to the opening of the Du Plessis 
Center for Christian Spirituality. 
Series 13. Memorials, Condolences, Box 130 
 
Series 14. Ephemera, Box 132  
 





Boxes 1-6: Diaries and Newsletters 
Box 1 
Biographical files; Diaries 1937, 1947-1948, 1951-1954, Athens News Clippings 
1953 
Box 2 Diaries 1956-1968 
Box 3 Diaries 1969-1974, 1976-1977, 1980, 1982 
Box 4 
Diaries 1983-1985, Passports; Newsletter (Afrikaan), 1951-1983 (sporadic); Sermon 
Notes 
Box 5 Sermon Notes, Newsletters 
Box 6 
Address Books: Charismatic minister (1964), Africa-Asia, Europe, Australia/NZ, 
South Africa 
Box 7: AoG, Correspondence, first names only - Archer 
Folder Name of correspondents Date - note 
1 Early Pentecostal History in South Africa  
2-6 
Assemblies of God termination and 
reinstatement 
1962-1980 
7 Itineraries   
8 




Letters signed with first name only, or 
anonymous 
 
10 TV and Radio appearances correspondence 1963-1984 
11 Abernathy, Grace K.J. 1973 – FGBMF, Hawaii 
12 Absheer, Bruce M. 
1953 – Pentecostal World 
Conference 
13 Adams, Edie & Ted 1970-1984 - Brazil 
14 Adams, N. to T.L. Osborne 1961 
15 Adams, Nate 1977 – Congregational church visit 
16 Adams, Ted for Cardinal Arns 1973 – Sao Paolo 
17 
Adams, Vernon T. – Southern Baptist 
Theological S 
1963 
18 Addesa, John J 1976 – FGBMFI, Florida 
19 
Adkins, J. Gene – Holy Spirit and Frontier 
Missions 
1983-1985 
20 Adler, Jeff 1983 – Messianic Jew 
21 Adler, W.J.  n.d. – quotes Dowie, Lake 
22 Affeldt, Opal 1962 – anti WCC 
23 Ahdrian, Sven 1978 – Swedish Charismatic Conv. 
24 Ahern, Barnabas M., C.P. 1980 – Casa Padri Passionisti 
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Folder Name of correspondents Date - note 
25 Ahern, Ira & Lorraine 1984, 1986 
26 Aherne, Vince 197? – Charismatic renewal 
27 
Ahn, Che – Abundant Life Community 
Church 
1985  
28 Aikman, David 1977 – Time Magazine 
29 Ainley, William W. 1983 - Presbyterian 
30 Ainoel, Sabbath 1966 – Pentecostal World Conf. 
31 Ainsworth, Bill & Betty 1977 – South Africa 
32 Aktines Periodical 1953 - Far East Broadcasting Co. 
33 Albanese, Larry 1980, 1986 
34 Albritton, Walter 1972 - Methodist 
35 Alkahe, Joseph 
1974 – World Conf. on the Holy 
Spirit 
36 Allan, Tom 1960 - Bossey 
37 Allen, Carolyn H. 1973-1975 
38 Allen, Dorothy 1967 
39 Allen, Ray 1984 – ACT Ministries 
40 Allin, Vincent Washburn (Fran) 1980 
41 Almasih, Geredja 1970 
42 Almeter, Lawrence n.d. - against ecumenism 
43 Amalfitano, Frank 1972 
44 Amburgy, Kash D 1962  
45 Amy, John 1977 – John 17:21 
45 Anders, Rodolfo 1960 – Brazil 
46 Andersen, Leif 1976 – Oslo invitation to speak 
47 Anderson, Ana Flora for Cardinal Arns 1973-1974 – Sao Paolo 
48 Anderson, Beverly (Mrs. H.A.) 1978 – demon possession 
49 Anderson, Cay M. & Sorenson, Judy H. 1974 – Community of Jesus 
50 Anderson, Donald 1977 – Harvest publications 
51 Anderson, Earl  1963 – Holy Spirit 
52 Anderson, Jim 1985 - Far East Broadcasting Co. 
53 Anderson, Helen M. 1952 - Far East Broadcasting Co. 
54 
Anderson, Howard – Swedish movement 
problems 
1962-1982 – Scandinavia 
55 Anderson, J. Glenn 1971-1986 – Baptist 
56 
Anderson, Leila for the National Council of 
Churches of Christ 
1960 – General Assembly, San 
Francisco 
Billy Graham, R.H. Edwin Espy 
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Folder Name of correspondents Date - note 
57 
Anderson, W.J., Evangelical Foreign 
Missions 
1953  
58 Andor, John A. 1976 – FGBMFI 
59 Andrepont, Willie 1986 – 70 x 7 pin, photo 
60 Andrews, Joyce 1980 – re Mr. Pentecost 
61 Andrews, Sherry 1978-1979 – Charisma 
62 
Annaik, Marie (Sister) Du Plessis prayer 
letter forwarded to her by Dalliere 
n.d. request for prayer to receive the 
Baptism of the Holy Spirit 
63 Annas, Donald 1980 
64 
Ansons, Gunars J. to Arnold Bittlinger 
(Lutheran) 
1976 - Pentecostal World Conf. 
65 Aoyagi, T 1965 – Tokyo 
66 Appelman, Hyman 1960-1964 – Pentecostal 
67 Appia, Georges 
1969-1970 – Charismatic renewal, 
France 
68 Appleby, R.M. (Mrs.) 1971 – request for book 
69 Archer, Ron 1982 – Holland 
Box 8: Correspondence, Ardenfors - Birch 
Folder Name of correspondents Date - note 
1 Ardenfors, Jack 
1978 – Christian Summit 
Convocation 
2 Argue, Don 1977 – North Central Bible College 
3 
Argue, Don to Bill Carmichael re Jerry 
Sandidge 
1982 
4 Argue, Jim 1975-1984 
5 
Arlt, Augusto E. of UNELAM, Peru & 
Chile 
1973 – Raul Zavala & invitation to 
speak 
6 
Armstrong, Hart of Christian 
Communications Inc. 
1984-1986 
7 Armstrong, Jack 1986 – South Africa 
8 Armstrong, Norman L. 1965 – Australia, Oral Roberts 
9 Armstrong, R.E. 1963 – Anglican Church of Canada 
10 Armstrong, Travis 1985 
11 Arnold, A.V. 1965 
12 Arrowsmith, Robert 1975 – Bay Area Renewal Team 
13 Asblom, Rune 1986 
14 Ascheman, Linus, O.S.B. 1976 – St. John’s U., MN. 
15 Aschenheim, Gabriele 1979 – Bible Centre, Pretoria 
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16 Asel, David E. 
1982 – invitation to Charismatic 
Conf., NH 
17 Ashey, John P. 1976 – Episcopal Renewal  
18 Ashey, Katheen n.d. songs given by the Spirit 
19 Ashworth, Brian 1965 – Australia 
20 Asikainen, Toivo 
1972-1986 – Finland, charismatic 
conf 
21 Asplund, Ken 1982 – Word of God Tabernacle 
22 Asplund, Larry 8 p. 1982 – RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
23 Assaad, Fahim 1980 – Egypt 
24 Assemblies of God General Council 3p. 1952, 1962 
25 Assimacopoulos, Theo N.  1952 – Far East Broadcasting 
26 Atienza, Max 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
27 Atkin, Don 1980 – Covenant Fellowship 
28 AuCoin, Eric C. 1978 – Sonshine Radio 
29 Audet, Denis 1981 – request to write foreword 
30 Ausdenmoore, R.J. (Mrs.) 7p. 1982 – questions on ecumenism 
31 Austin, Bruce G. 1973-1984 – newsletter 
32 Avceo (Avcero? Aucero? Arceo?), Helen 1978 - Philippines 
33 Baba, Toshihiko 1968, 1978 – Korea, Original Gospel 
34 Babbish, Francis 1970 
35 Bachert, Alice 1963 – possession 
36 Bachman, E. Theodore 1972 – Lutheran 
37 Bacon, L. Calvin 1977, 1985 – Trinity Assembly 
38 Baer, Richard 1973 - Oklahoma City Conference 
39 Baeyertz, R.E. 1966 
40 Bahnson, J. Alex 1964 – FGBMF 
41 Baird, Attie 1982 – in Afrikaner  
42 Baker, Angela; Baker, Hugh & Betty 
1981 – Jesus ’81; 1985 – Singapore 
conference 
43 Bakker, Jim 7p. 1978 – PTL television 
44 Balkam, Bob 1970 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
45 Balthau, William & Marian 1986 – newsletter 
46 Bamford, Dick 1974 – FGBMFI 
47 Baney, Ralph E. to Von Blomberg, Frary  1952 – Holy Land Mission 
48 Banning, Earl J. 1971 – Assemblies of God 
49 Barbeau, Clayton C. 1971 – Catholic viewpoints 
50 Barber, Bob 1972 – Lutheran 
51 Barbieri, Sante Uberto 1960, 1984 – Methodist 
15 
 
52 Barbosa, Achilles & Maryann 1972-1983 – Brazil 
53 Barnard, David 1976 – to Poland with Du Plessis 
54 Barnard, Jerry 1983-1986 – Christian Faith Centre 
55 Baines, Olga  1982 – Baptism in the Spirit 
56 Barnes, Roswell P. 6p. 1960-1963 – WCC 
57 Barnett, Ray 1981 – Jesus ‘81 
58 Barnhouse, Donald Grey 1952 - Far East Broadcasting 
59 Barrett, William P. 
1978 - Christian Summit 
Convocation 
60 Barstow, Dorothy 
1963 – Princeton, WCC, 
Presbyterian 
61 Barstow, Robbins W. 1953 - Far East Broadcasting, NCC 
62 Barth, Markus 1960 
63 Bartholomew, Harold W. 1976 – Assemblies of God 
64 Barttell, Ron 1984 
65 Bass, Jim 1986 – TBN, Spirit Bade Me Go 
66 Batarseh, Bahjat 1976  
67 Bates, Elmer L. 1981 – Presbyterian 
68 
Batsel, John David, Librarian, Garrett 
Theological S 
1967 
69 Baum, Gregory 1964 – The Ecumenist 
70 Bayer, O.S. 1972 – Brazil, Missions 
71 Bea, Aug. Cardinal 
1964 – invitation to Vatican II, 3rd 
session 
72 Beahm, William 1960 
73 Beatty, William J. 1983 – Catholic Charismatic 
74 Beaubien, Irenee, S.J. 1976 – Ecumenical Centre, Montreal 
75 Beemen, Bill 1981 – FGBMFI 
76 Belling, Paul 1986 – Impetus ’86 Sri Lanka 
77 Belknap, Dan 1978 – Holy Redeemer Center 
78 Bell, James S. 1986 – Bridge publishing 
79 Bell, Robert 1975 – New Covenant 
80 Bell, Steven W. 1981 – Assemblies of God 
81 Bell, Wade H. 1972 – FGBMFI 
82 Bennett, Denis 21p. 1962-1983  
83 Bennett, Denis to Dan Malachuk 4p. 
1978 – Logos International, 
resignation 
84 Bennett, Jean 
n.d. Central Union Mission, 
Washington  
85 Benz, Ernst to J. Rodman Williams 1972 
16 
 
86 Berkey, Edward 
1980 – Assemblies of God, Logos 
Fellow. 
87 Berkhof, H. 1985, 1986 – Leiden 
88 Berko, Anna 
1980 – Helsinki Agreement, 
Kuhlman 
89 Bernini, Anna  
90 Berntsen, J.M. 1983 – Willebrands 
91 Berry, Lowell 1979 
92 Bertermann, Eugene R. 1972 - Far East Broadcasting 
93 Bethany, Edgar 1973 - Assemblies of God 
94 Betzer, Dan 
1985 – Revival Time Media 
Ministries 
95 Beu, Isabella 1975 – Holy Spirit 
96 Bevan, Colin J. 
1965 – New Zealand, Spirit Bade Me 
Go 
97 
Beyerhaus, Peter to “Concerned Christians” 
5p. 
1976 – International Christian 
Network 
98 Bially, Gerhard 1974-1986 – Jesus Haus 
99 Bible Society of South Africa 1983 – Afrikaans 
100 Bickford, F. Harold 1975 
101 Bigelow, Deb & Jim 1977 – Foreword 
102 Bilby, Charles R. 
1964 - New Zealand, Spirit Bade Me 
Go 
103 Bilheimer, Robert S. 1959, 1976 – WCC 
104 Birch, Robert 3p. 1969, 1982 – Reformed Episcopal 
Box 9: Correspondence, Birkhead - Broger 
Folder Name of correspondents Date - note 
1 Birkhead, Joe B. to Von Blomberg, Frary 1952 - Holy Land Mission 
2 Bishop, Richard W. 1986 – AG Theological Seminary 
3 Bittlinger, Arnold 44p. 
1963-1983 – RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue 
4 
Bixler, Russ - Greater Pittsburgh 
Charismatic Conf 
1977  
5 Blackwell, Richard 1973 - FGBMFI 
6 Blair, Charles E. 1980-1983 – Calvary Temple 
7 Blaisdell, R. Carter 1984 – PRRMI 
8 Blake, Eugene C. 1972 – WCC 
9 Blank, Dick 1974 – dispute, charismatic renewal 
10 Blansett, Phillip L. 1982 – Episcopal 
17 
 
11 Blattner, John C. 1976 - New Covenant 
12 Block, Dill & Fran 1984 
13 Bloyd, Jon A. & Frank Maloney 4p. 
1979 – Catholic Charismatic 
Renewal 
14 Blythe, Elida Jo 1979 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
15 Boettiger, Richard 1981 - Assemblies of God 
16 Bombay, Carl 
1978, 1984 – Evangel Publishing, 
100 Huntley Street 
17 Bonnke, Reinhard (and Annie) 1975-198?  
18 Booth, F. Carlton  
1960 - Fuller Theological Seminary 
chapel 
19 
Borel, Pierre – Kansas City Charismatic 
Renewal Conference planning, Kevin 
Ranaghan 36p. 
1969-1977 – Emile Dalliere French 
translator of Mr. Pentecost 
20 Boring, Mel, Gingy & Josh 1969 
21 Borrelli, Charles n.d. 
22 Bortner, Ernest 1977 – Methodist 
23 Bos, Pieter 
1978 – Christian Summit 
Convocation 
24 Bosenberg, Charles E. 3p. 1971 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
25 Bosch, David 1977 – Afrikaans 
26 Boswan, Daddy 1985 – Apostolic Faith Mission 
27 Bottagaro, Anthony 1983 – Tom Hess 
28 Bourassa, Louise M. 1974 - New Covenant 
29 Bowen, Hazel 
1967 – 8th Pentecostal World 
Conference 
30 Bowling, J.H. 
1969 – Miracle at Pentecost 
Foundation 
31 Bowman, Robert H. 1976, 1984 - Far East Broadcasting 
32 Boyd, Jonathan 1983 – Vision Foundation 
33 Boyette, Karlene  
34 Bozeman, Betty M. 7p. 
1973 – Catholic Charismatic 
Conference 
35 Bradbury, Beryl & Charles 1974 
36 Bradford, Brick to Anna du Plessis 1987 
37 Bradford, Brick 90 p. 1966-86 Presbyterian Renewal 
38 Bradford, Brick to Matt du Plessis 1986 
39 Bradford, Marjorie L. 1970 – Christian Renewal Ministry 
40 Bradley, Doris A. 1984 – 70 x 7 pins 
41 Bradley, George 1976 
18 
 
42 Braemer, Alice 
1976 – Women’s Aglow, Rushtoi, 
Hayford 
43 Bragg, Wallace S. 1963 - Assemblies of God 
44 Bragwell, Debra 
1982-1984 – National Leadership 
Conf. 
45 Brandon, Rose 1977 – Wilkerson’s vision questions 
46 Brandt, R.L. 1974-1981 - Assemblies of God 
47 Brasil, Paulo 1969 – Scandinavia 
48 Breau, Adrian 1963 – Geraldine Russell 
49 Bredesen, Harald 1976 
50 Bredesen, Harald to Thomas Zimmerman 1961 – re Du Plessis 
51 Bredesen, Harald to David Allan Hubbard 1985 – Du Plessis Center, FTS 
52 Bredlow, Irene 1984 
53 Breebaart, Ethne 1975- Mooi River, S. Africa 
54 Brehm, C.E. 1982 – FGBMFI 
55 Brendiar, Paul S. 1976-1978 - Assemblies of God 
56 Brewer, Aileen M. 1981 – charismatic renewal 
57 Brewer, Philip 1986 – Emmaus 
58 Brewster, Percy S. 1970-1976 – World Pentecostal Conf 
59 Briere, Father E., Madonna House, Ontario 1982 
60 Bright, William L. 1983 
61 Brim, Billye 1983 
62 
Bringham, Ray – Inter-Church Renewal 
Ministries 
1966-1986 – RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue 27p. 
63 Brinsfield, J. Stewart 1962 – AG termination 
64 Brinsfield, Lola 1982 – Logos Journal 
65 Briscoe, Charles 1984 - Assemblies of God 
66 Britton, Bill 1976-1979 – Voice of the Overcomer 
67 Britz, Sam 1977 – S. Africa 
68 
Broadley, Harry of Southern Evangelical 
Mission 
1966 
69 Broger, Dorothy 1952 - Far East Broadcasting 
70-71 Broger, John C. 1951-1954 - Far East Broadcasting 
72 Broger, John C to Nicolas Sakalac 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
73 
Broger, John C to Baron Frary Von 
Blomberg 






Box 10: Correspondence, Bronkhorst - Cheese 
Folder Correspondent Date - note 
1 Bronkhorst, Theunie & Marie to Friends 1969-1985 – Zambia 
2 Brooks, Bob 1981 
3 Brooks, C.L. & Sharon 1975-1977 – Calvary Temple 
4 Brooks, Dale A. 1976 – Calvary Temple 
5 Brooks, Gayle D. 1977 – Charisma, Bredesen 
5 Brooks, Wesley J. 1982 - AG 
6 Brown, Barron Kirkpatrick 1986 – Cathedral of the Holy Spirit 
7 Brown, Alf 1985 – Restorer Ministries 
8 Brown, Henry F. 1973 – questions work of Spirit 
9 Brown, Jim T. 1978 
10 Brown, Julius 1975 – Kuhlman 
11 Brown, Marianne 1960 – Presbyterian 
12 Brown, R. O’dell 1978 – Methodist 
13 Brown, Sanford 1985 – Trinity United Methodist 
14 
Brown, Vin – New Zealand and Australia 
group 
1965 – National Revival Churches 
15 Browne, Bernard 1985 – Evangel Assembly of God 
16 Browning, Max 1974 – Methodist 
17 Bruce, Claribel E. 1962 
18 Bruce, James R. 1982 – Baptist 
19 Bryan, Donald R. 1973 – SPS 
20 Bryant, Sydney and Harriett 1977- Firs Cottage, Landour, India 
21 Bryant, T.C. 
1975 – Healing, Baptism of the 
Spirit 
22 Bubier, Douglas S. n.d. – AG 
23 Buchett, Edith 1986 – Catholic Newletter 
24 Buckley, Gregory J.  
25 Buel, Ensor H.  
26 
Bueno, Elmer to George MacLean & Hal 
Ezell 
1978 – John 17:21, PTL Television 
27 Buentello, Tony  1982 – FGBMFI Convention, Texas 
28 Bundy, Colin & Eileen 
1963 – re Bob Jones, Baptism of 
Spirit 
29 Buntain, Mark D. 1976 – AG, glossolalia 
30 Buras, Ray 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
31 
Burchett, A Dwight – pastor Bethany 
Church 
1971 – invitation, Sacramento 
20 
 
32 Burden, Randy 1984 - Fuller Theological Seminary 
33 Burger, Colleen 
1982 – Christian International 
Fellowship of South Africa 
34 Burke, Fred H. 1967 - South Africa 
35 Burke, Walter 1982 – Union Theological Seminary 
36 Burnett, B.B. 18p. 
1972-1984 - RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue 
37 Burnett, B.B. to Justus du Plessis 1984 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
38 Burns, Percy M. 1985 – Presbyterian 
39 Burton, Moya for the WCC 1960 – Meeting in St. Andrews 
40 Burton, Willie X.P. 
1969 – anti-Catholic, worship of 
Mary 
41 Burtram, Ken 1980 – AG 
42 Buskirk, James B. 1983 – Oral Roberts University 
43 Busse, G.W. 
1973 – invitation Suffield 
Fellowship, OH 
44 Butler, Buford Espy 1975 - FGBMFI 
45 Byrd, Robert 1981 – a prophetic vision 
46 
Byrne, James E. 
10p. 
1970-1973 – Catholic Charismatic 
Renewal, Kevin Ranaghan 
47 Bystroff, Sally of AD Magazine 1979, 1980 – Maginnis Ministries 
48 Caldwell, E.S. 
1981 – Glad Tidings A of G, 
Springfield 
49 Caldwell, William A. 1961 – T.L. Osborn 
50 Campbell, LaVerne R. 
1975 – Summit Conf of Church 
Leaders  
51 Campbell, Wayne 
1970 – International Christian Tours 
Inc. 
52 Campbell, William G. to Hazel Ferner 1962 – World Travel Tours Inc. 
53 Camper, Bernard & Myrtle 1971-1981 
54 Campos, Enrique Chavez 
1972-1982 – Iglesia Pentecostal de 
Chile 
55 Cannon, Bob 1976 – resume 
56 Carberry, Tom 1986 – Medugorje 
57 Carlisle, Frank 1965 – New Zealand 
58 Carlquist, Marie 
1952 – World Pentecostal 
Conference 
59 Carlson, G. Raymond 
1978 – AG role in Charismatic 
Renewal  
60 Carlson, Grace L. 1975 – Christian cruise 
61 Carlson, W.T. 1985 – Bible Boat tour 
21 
 
62 Carlton, Anna Lee 1972 – Bread for Children 
63 Carmichael, William L. 1977-1984 
64 Carmichael, William L. to Reinhard Bonnke 1985 
65 
Carmichael, William L. to Carlson, G. 
Raymond 
1982 
66 Carmichael, William L. to Justus du Plessis 1985 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
67 
Carmichael, William L. to Cardinal 
Willebrands 
1983 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
68 
Carmichael, William L. to Thomas 
Zimmerman 
1982 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
69 Carpenter, Isabel 
1976 – Mr. Pentecost, Pax Christi 
Award 
70 Carroll, Terence A. 
1980 – Soul's Harbor, Fresno 
meetings 
71 Carruth, Thomas 5p. 1977 – Bill Bright 
72 Carter, G. Emmett to priests, Ontario c. 1970 – photocopied extract 
73 Carter, Howard M 1963 
74 
Carter, Jimmy from Christian Summit 
Conference 
1978 – by Du Plessis 
75 Carter, R. Berry 1986 
76 Cartledge, Maurice 10 p. 
1975-1985 – WCC, Berlin 
Declaration 
77 Cartwright, Ruth n.d. – Roy Masters fan 
78 Casdorph, Mr. & Mrs. L.E. 1971-1976 – shepherding 
79 Casey, Harold 1978 
80 Casler, Douglas 1975 – Kenya Visa 
81 Cassidy, Michael 1976-1986 
82 Castillo, Rudolfo 1986 
83 Cataldo, Everett 1981 – Lutheran 
84 Cathcart, William 1977 
85 Catholic friends in Yugoslavia 1983 
86 
Catta, Herve-Marie of Emmanuel 
Community 
1987 – condolences 
87 Cavnar, Bobbie J. 
1975 – Catholic Charismatic 
Conference 
88 Cavnar, James J. 9p. 
1972 – Charismatic Renewal 
Services 
89 Cerrato, Clara V. 1974-1976 
90 Cerullo, Morris 1984 – World Evangelism Inc. 
91 Chachere, Richard 




92 Chan, Sara Loo 
n.d. – Ernest Chan, Chinese 
Presbyterian 
93 Changuion, Oscarr F. 1964 – S. Africa 
94 Chant, Barry 1982, 1986 
95 
Chappell, Paul G. of Oral Roberts 
University 
1981, 1986 – Du Plessis Center 
96 Chapman, Dale Wesley 1972 
97 Chapman, Ken & Grace 
n.d. Iglesia Cruzada Evangelica 
Mundial 
98 Chase, Barbara Ann 1979 – pastors’ retreat 
99 Chavez, Enrique 1969 - Iglesia Pentecostal de Chile 
100 Chawner, C. Austin to Frary Von Blomberg 1951 
101 Cheese, David E. 
1979 – Mr. Pentecost, Spirit Bade 
Me Go 
Box 11: Correspondence, Chesnut-Dalliere 
Folder Correspondent Date - note 
1 Chesnut, A.B. 1973 – Full Gospel Church, Okinawa 
2 Chesser, Harold L. 1983 
3 Chiliza, William J 1967 – African Gospel Church 
4 Chitwood, Leta H. 1976 
5 Cho, Paul Yonggi 
1972-1977 - Pentecostal World 
Conference 
6 Chopores, John L n.d. – questions on apostles 
7 Chou, Peter & Philip S. Choy 1986 
8 Choy, Leona Frances 44p. 1970-1983 
9 
Chrisman, Robert M. to Far East 
Broadcasting 
1953 – Siam Mission, CMA 
10 Christ the King n.d. notes of thanks 
11 Christensen, Ansgar 1971 – New Melleray Abbey 
12 Christenson, Larry 1967-1981 
13 Christenson, Larry to Derek Crumpton 1979 – Lutheran, discipleship 
14 Christian, Don 1975 – Christos Lavatus 
15 Christman, J.C. 1959 – Evangelical Theological SOT 
16 Christofferson, Enoch S. 1979-1983 – FGBMFI 
17 Church, Peter 1980 
18 Cirner, Randy of New Covenant 
1974 – Catholic Charismatic 
Renewal 
19 Clairborne, Gifford 1981 – Faith Community Church 
23 
 
20 Clark, Elmer T. 
1959-1962 – World Methodist 
Council 
21 
Clark, John – Apostolic Church, New 
Zealand 
1965 – request Spirit Bade Me Go 
22 Clark, Steve 5p.00 
1971-1986 - Catholic Charismatic 
Renewal 
23 
Clark, Steve, Bert Ghezzi, George Kosicki, 
Ralph Martin 
1970 - Catholic Charismatic 
Renewal, Ann Arbor – Community 
formation days 
24 Clarke, Sundar 1978-1986 – Church of South India 
25 Clasen, Don 1980 
26 Clendenia, W.C. 1982 – Presbyterian 
27 Coats, Dallas R. 1973 – AG 
28 Coffin, William Sloane 
1962 - Pentecostal fervor at Yale 
good for us 
29 Cogan, Patrick J. 
1985 – Graymoor Ecumenical 
Institute 
30 Coggin, Alice B. 1979 – PTL 
31 Coggins, Wade T. 1977 – Evangelical Foreign Missions  
32 Cole, Edwin Louis 1984 
33 Cole, Elizabeth 1970 
34 Cole, James 
1967 – Community Lighthouse of 
Prayer 
35 Coleman, Jack 1978 – Mustard Seed Ministries 
36 Collier, Ronald 1966 – Australia 
37 Collier, Ronald to Geoffrey Moon 1966 – tongues 
38 Colligan, Nyles A. 1975 – FGBMFI 
39 Collins, Clarence C. 1960 – Methodist 
40 
Collins, David B. 
14p. 
1975-1984 – Episcopalian observer, 
RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
41 Commons, Patricia 1966 – Australia 
42 Conatser, Howard 1978 – Baptist 
43 Conniff, Cindy 1974 - New Covenant 
44 Conti, Dick 1984 – Medjugorje 
45 Cook, Allen W. & Ronald Thomas 1983 
46 Cooney, Jerry 1971 
47-48 
Cooper, Arch – Standard Bearer Publishing 
Co. 
1949  
49 Cooper, Cecil & Lillian 
1969-1986 – Springs of Living 
Water 
50 Cooper, Fred 1972 – FGBMFI 
24 
 
51 Coppin, Norman R 1983 - Mr. Pentecost 
52 Cordle, Charles 1984 – The Trinity Trust, London 
53 Corlile, W.R.P. Regle 1949 
54 Cornelder, Hans & Cheryl 1981 
55 Cornwall, Judson 1985 
56 Corona, Pedro 1975 – ECCLA, Catholic charismatic 
57 Corral, Michelle 1984 – Breath of the Spirit 
58 Cortez, C.R. and Rosanna 1973 – Philippine Native Crusade 
59-60 Corvin, R.O. 
1962 – Oral Roberts U. modular 
education 
61 Costa, Irma – San Rafael Improvement Club 1977 – sent tapes of sermon 
62 Costelloe, Max 1985 – Australia's New Day 
63 Cottle, Ronald E. 5 p. 
1977-1979 - RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue 
64 Cottriel, Fred 1986 – AG 
65 Coulter, Bruce  
66 Courson, David 
1983 – National Christian 
Fellowship 
67 Courtney, Howard P 1976 – Foursquare 
68 Cove, David E. 1983 – Donnell Tilghman 
69 Covey, John B. 1975 – Episcopal 
70 Cox, Ezra A 1972 – FGBMFI 
71 Coxill, H. Wakelin 1966 
72 Crace, C.C. 6p. 
1953 - World Pentecostal 
Conference 
73 Cranford, Stephen 1977 – WCC 
74 Crites, George 1973 
75 Cronje, F.H.J. 1979 – Afrikaans 
76 Cronje, M.F.J. 1971 – Full Gospel Church of God 
77 Crosbie, Donald B. 
1972 – World Missionary Assistance 
Plan 
78 Cross, Dorothy F. 1974 
79 Crotty, Dan 1985 
80 Crouch, Paul F. 
1981 – Trinity Broadcasting of 
Indiana 
81 Crouch, Philip 1971-1985 – reinstatement (AG) 
82 Crous, Freddie & Kio 1976 – Afrikaans 
83 Crowder, W.G. 9p. 
1952 - World Pentecostal 
Conference 
84 





85 Crumpton, Derek 
1976 – South Africa Renewal 
Conference 
86 Cunliffe, Peter 1972 – Mundo Cristao 
87 Cunningham, Robert C. 1970 – Pentecostal Evangel 
88 Cunningham, T.C. 1962-1985 – AG 
89 Currens, Wayne  
90 Curtis, Ken & Ding 1984 
91 Cuthbert, Bob & Karin 1985 – L.D. De Kroon 
92 D  
79 Dabney, Jack 1982 - Presbyterian 
80 Daebler, sister Jacinta to Friends 1980 – Indonesia 
81 Dalliere, Emile 1971-1984  
Box 12: Correspondence, Dalliere - DuBose 
Folder Correspondent Date - note 
1 
Dalliere, Louis – Union de Prière 
newsletter #75 
1972 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 3p. 
2 Dalton, William, S.J. 1984 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 2p. 
3 Damaris, Stephanus 1977 
4 Damm, Hartmut 1976 – FGBMFI 
5 Damm, Hartmut to Jerry Sandidge 1976 – re visit by Du Plessis 
6 Damov, Ralph O. 1967 
7 Dank, G.L.S. 1965 
8 D'Antonio, Nicholas 1975 – Instituto San Francisco 
9 Danzey, Frank 1952 
10 Darnall, Jean 
1965, 1977 – Jean Stone, Angelus 
Temple 
11 Darsey, Jane 1972 
12 Darunday, Teotie D. 1980 – Christian Summit Convocation 
13 Darville, Joe Ann n.d. – Dallas Maranatha Conference 
14 Daugherty, Billy Joe 
1985 – Charismatic Fraternal 
Fellowship 
15 David, V.M. 1982 – Indian Charismatic Centre 
16 Davies, Ivor 1965 – Initial Evidence 
17 Davies, William 1985 – Romanism 
18 Davis, Bob & Yvonne 1986 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
19 Davis, Ralph S. 1965 – FGBMFI 
20 Davis, Rex  1966-1977 – WCC 
21 Davis, Father Thomas n.d. 
26 
 
22 Dawkins, Godfrey & Elizabeth 1986 – Kenya, Missions 
23 de Aquino Ribeiro, Francisco 1967-1970 - Brazil charismatic 
24 de Feaniedes 1971-1973 – from S. Africa 
25 de Fretes, J.B. 1970 – Djakarta 
26 de Garcia, Lunecia 1975 
27 de Gersigny, Cliff A. n.d. – Dove House 
28 de Maria Inmaculada, Beatriz 1976 – charismatic renewal 
29 de Monleon, J. Albert 1977 – in communion with you 
30 de Oliveira Brasil, Paulo 1969 - Presbyterian 
31-32 De Prizio, George 1970-1972 – charismatic retreats  
33 De Vaughn, Deborah A. 1985 – invitation Chicago radio 
34 de Vries, Bill 1979 – Project Lookup 
35 Deacy, Michael J. 1965 – Church of Our Lady of Victory 
36 Dean, Duane & Nedra 1985 – Spoken Word 
37 DeBlase, Betty Esses 1982 
38 Decker, J.W. 
1956 – WCC, International 
Missionary C. 
39 Decker, Rutherford L. 1953 – NAE 
40 Delong, Lambert 
1978, 1984 – Church of God in 
Europe 
41 Delong, Lynn 1983 – New Beginnings Ministry 
42 de la Puente, Jacoline 1983 – Peru 
43 Denison, William 1972 
44 Denlinger, George A. 1967 
45 Denman, Harry 1962 – Methodist 
46 Dennis, J.A. 1984 – Words of Life inc. 
47 Dennis, Lorraine 1982 – Cathedral of Faith 
48-49 Denny, Dick 
1972-1982 – Lutheran Conf on Holy 
Spirit 
50 Denny, Robert K. 1976 – Presbyterian 
51  
Department of Defense, Union of South 
Africa 
1927 – exemption from military 
service 
52  Derry, L.J. 1966 – New Zealand 
53  
Derstine, Gerald– Christian Retreat Gospel 
Crusade 
1971-1981  
54-55 DeSa, Dom 1974 - Charisindia 
56 Desimon, M. Joseph 1965 – Italy 
57 Devine, Harold & Eloise 1979 – Faith Center, R.A. Schoch 
58  Dexter, Dean & Helen Dexter 1984 – Norman M. Dexter 
27 
 
59  Dharma, Jahja Daniel 
1980 – legal dispute, Tarakan Raya 
Ltd. 
60  Dibiase, Carmine 1979 – Church of Philadelphia 
61  Dickerson, Keith 1972 – Anglican Church of Canada 
62-63 Dietler, Marcel 1973-1984 – Earl J. Morrey 
64 Dietrich, Wolfgang  
65 Difato, Joseph C. 1978 – Mother of God Community 
66 Dillman, Mike 1976 – AG 
67 Dillon, G.M. n.d. – "Baptism in Jesus Name" 
68 Dilworth, David E. 1969-1971 – Whitworth College 
69 Dives, F.K. 1963 – Du Plessis tapes 
70 Dixon, Larry A 1975 
71 Dixon, Steve 1985 – Christian Life Center 
72 Djojodihardjo 1966 – invitation to Indonesia 
73-74 Djurfeldt, Olof 1976-1980 – Dagen, Aril Edvardsen 
75 Dobbie, G.S. 1972 – Missions 
76-77 Dodenhoff, John and Ivadell (Mrs.) 1972-1980 
78 Dodzweit, May & Arthur to Friends 
1972-1986 – Africa Intercontinental 
Miss. 
79 Dominish, C.M. 1966 – Methodist Church of Australia 
80 Donahower, Elise 1983 
81-82 Donahue, Bernard F. 1977 
83 Donaldson, David 1985 – New Era Ministries 
84 Donnan, H. Stanley 
1983 - Oxford Association for 
Research in Renewal 
85 Dooley, Mike 1978 – Catholic Charismatic Renewal 
86 Dorpat, Norman P. 1967 
87 Dorrance, Edythe & Earl 1966, 1977 – Angelus Temple 
88 Double, Dan 1985 – Good News Crusade 
89 Dougherty, Ed 1973 – Cardinal Arns, Brazil 
90 Douglas, John E. 
1976 – World Missionary Evangelism 
inc 
91-92 Douven, K 1965 – Holland 
93 Downey, Paul V. 
1981 – interview questions for Du 
Plessis 
94 Downing, Frank A. 1984 
95 Drier, William H. 1985 – American Baptist Charismatic 
96 Dreyer, Dick 
1973 – Elim Fellowship, Missions, 
Iran 
97-98 Drinkwater, Ian J. 1965 
28 
 
99-100 Drouin, Father Pedro 1976-1977 – ECCLA II 
101 DuBose, Francis 1980 - Baptist 
Box 13: Correspondence, Dueker - DuPlessis, David 
Folder Correspondent Date - note 
1 Dueker, Joyce 1972 – « God Has No Grandsons » 
2 Duerr, Caroline 1986 – Robert Duerr 
3 Duff, Alice & Wood 1981-1984 
4 Duffield, Guy P. 1963 – Foursquare 
5 Dugas, Graham C. 1986 – false signs 
6 Dumont, Anthony 1977 – Guyana 
7 Dunberg, Lars 1985 – Living Bibles International 
8 Duncan, James L. to E.D. Purvis 1965 – Episcopal view Spirit baptism 
9 Duncan, Jacqueline 1985 
10 Duncan, Philip 1965-1977 – AG 
11 Dunford, Bill & Linda 1971 – Methodist, Germany 
12 Dunn, Wanda 1983 – UCC, Spirit Bade Me Go 
13 
du Plessis, Anna miscellaneous 
correspondence 
1939-1987 
14-15 du Plessis, Anna to David du Plessis 
1954, 1966 – 2 in Afrikaans, 1 in 
English 
16 du Plessis, David to Annon Afrikaans 
17 du Plessis, Anna to David Allan Hubbard 1987 
18 du Plessis, Anna to Kilian McDonnell 1987, note from Kilian to Kate 2000 
19 du Plessis, Anna to Russ Spittler 1989-1995 
20 du Plessis, David to Audeh, Farid 1953 – Far East Broadcasting 
21 du Plessis, David to Axelos, Christofe 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
22 du Plessis, David to Bergstrom, Richard J. 1959 – Princeton Lectures 
23 du Plessis, David to Bernald, E. 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
24 du Plessis, David to Bhenge, Nicholas 1966 – Kenya, Uganda 
25 du Plessis, David to Boewinkel 1959 
26 du Plessis, David to Boyer, O.S. 1972 – Ted Adams, Brazil 
27 du Plessis, David to Brooke, P.J. 
1976 – Pentecostal World 
Conference 
28 du Plessis, David to Brown, James 1968 
29 
du Plessis, David to Brothers in Christ, 
World Conference of International 
Pentecostal Churches 
1978 – Christian Summit 
Convocation, Singapore 
30 
du Plessis, David to Burnett, William & 
Sheila 




31 du Plessis, David to Cachat, Theo 1981 – Mr. Pentecost, French edition 
32 du Plessis, David to CAC Brethren 1975 – WCC, Spirit Bade Me Go 
33 du Plessis, David to Davison, Leslie 1971 – RC/Pentecostal dialogue 1 
34-35 du Plessis, David to du Plessis, Justus  
36 du Plessis, David to Editor 1962 – validity of tongues 
37 du Plessis, David to Elder, E.E. 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
38 du Plessis, David to Erwin, G. 1984 
39 
du Plessis, David to Evaristo, Paulo, 
Cardinal 
1973, 1978 - RC/Pentecostal 
dialogue 
40 du Plessis, David to Fallert, Ed 1968 
41-42 du Plessis, David to Friends 
1952, ‘54 – World Pentecostal 
Conference 
43 du Plessis, David to Frinsel, J.J. 1965 
44 du Plessis, David to Frodsham, Stanley 1949 - testimony 
45 du Plessis, David to Grace, C.C. 1953 - Pentecostal World Fellowship 
46 du Plessis, David to Graham, Billy 4p. Du Plessis Center for Spirituality 
47 du Plessis, David for Grant, James 1977 - recommendation 
48 du Plessis, David to Griffin, Robert F. 1983 - Swaggart 
49 du Plessis, David to Griswold, Clayton 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
50 du Plessis, David to Haines, H.H. 1967 
51 du Plessis, David to Harris, Toni 
1976 – 3rd World Conf on Holy 
Spirit 
52 du Plessis, David to Henry, Carl F.H. 1961 – John MacKay 
53 du Plessis, David to Hitt, Russell T. 1963 - Eternity 
54 du Plessis, David to Hustad, Jack F. 1972 
55 du Plessis, David to Ireland, William 1962 
56 du Plessis, David to John Paul II 1983 - Medjugorge 
57 du Plessis, David to Johnson, Roy 1959 - Norway 
58 du Plessis, David to Karna, Tapani 1964 
59 du Plessis, David to Kitts, John 1966 
60 du Plessis, David to Knuston, Kent 1972 – American Lutheran Church 
61 du Plessis, David to Kornmo, Morgan etal 1977 - Norway 
62 du Plessis, David to Kosicki, George etal 1970 
63 du Plessis, David to Kotsonis, Jerome 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
64 du Plessis, David to le Roux, Harold 1985 - Fuller Theological Seminary 
65 du Plessis, David to Louch, Tony 1975 – South Africa 
66 du Plessis, David to Mann, Erika 1959 – Ecumenical Institute 
67 du Plessis, David to Manuel, David 1985 
68 du Plessis, David to Marais, Jan S. 1977 – South Africa Foundation 
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69 du Plessis, David to Markezini, Yeta 1954 - Far East Broadcasting 
70 du Plessis, David to Merrybrookers 1963 – Merrybrook summer retreat 
71 
du Plessis, David to Ministers & Doctors in 
the Historic Churches Baptized in the Holy 
Spirit 
1963 
72 du Plessis, David to Moore, Jack 1952 
73 du Plessis, David to Mueller, J.J. 1952 
74 du Plessis, David to Nelson, J. Robert 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
75 du Plessis, David to Noyes, Gary 1975 – Paul Williams 
76 du Plessis, David to Nunn, David 1984 
77 du Plessis, David to Olander, Paul 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
78 du Plessis, David to Olson, E. Yngve 1976 – ECCLA V 
79 du Plessis, David to Opperman, J.J. 1952 – South Africa 
80 du Plessis, David to Paulo, Dom 1974 
81 du Plessis, David to Perry, Carl 1974 
82 du Plessis, David to Phinis, Lewis A. 1962 – termination from Assemblies 
83 du Plessis, David to Pethrus, Oliver 1950 
84 du Plessis, David to Phillips, Dennis 1985 
85 du Plessis, David to Price, Charles 1976 - Bethany 
86 
du Plessis, David to Salika, Archibishop 
Philip 
 
87 du Plessis, David to Salm, Eva 1961 - Holland 
88 du Plessis, David to Schoeman, A. J. 1952  
89 du Plessis, David to Scott, Gene 1977 
90 du Plessis, David to Sifneos, P 1953 – Prime Minister, Greece 
91 du Plessis, David to Sjolberg, Stanley 1979-1983 
92 du Plessis, David to Skeans, Howard 1974 
93 du Plessis, David to Smith, H.J. 1986 
94 du Plessis, David to Spyridon, P. 1953 - Far East Broadcasting, Greece 
95 du Plessis, David to Stanton, R.R. 1952 - Pentecostal World Conference 
96 du Plessis, David to Stenstrand, Bo-Anders 1978 
97 du Plessis, David to Stewart, Ray & Birdella 1985 - Foreword 
98 du Plessis, David to Svanell, Elon 1972 – false Pentecost 
99 du Plessis, David to Van Rensburg, J.M. 1963 
100 du Plessis, David to Verhoef, W.W.  1967 - Vuur, Holland, Lovett 
101 du Plessis, David to Weber, Jaroy 1974 – Southern Baptist Convention 
102 du Plessis, David to Western World Tours Narramore, Fallert 
103 du Plessis, David to Whitehead, James 
1974 – RC/Penecostal Dialogue, 
Church of God in Christ 
104 du Plessis, David to Williams, J. Floyd 1976 - RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
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105 du Plessis, David to Woods, Randy America Reborn 
 
Box 14: Correspondence, Du Plessis, Justus - Evans 
Folder Correspondent Date – note 
1 
du Plessis, Justus T. to Carmichael, William 
L. 
RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
2 du Plessis, Justus T. 1985 – Apostolic Faith Mission 
3 du Plessis, Justus T. Clippings 
4 du Plessis, Justus T. to Hamilton, Allan 
1984 - RC/Penecostal Dialogue, Int”l 
Church of the Foursquare 
5 du Plessis, Justus T. to le Roux, J.F. 
RC/Penecostal Dialogue, Penecostal 
Steering Committee (1985), 
Apostolic Faith Mission of South 
Africa 
6 du Plessis, Justus T. to McAlister, Roberto RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
7 du Plessis, Justus T. to McPherson, Rolf K. 1984 - RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
8 du Plessis, Justus T. to Meares, John 1984 - RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
9 du Plessis, Justus T. to Rasmussen, A.W. 
1986 – RC/Penecostal Dialogue, 
Independent Assemblies of God 
10 du Plessis, Justus T. to Robeck, Cecil M. RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
11 du Plessis, Justus T. to Sandidge, Jerry L. RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
12 du Plessis, Justus T. to Schepers 1983 RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
13 du Plessis, Justus T. to Smith, Robert 
Parkway Christian Fellowship, 
RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
14 du Plessis, Justus T. to Splitter, Russ 1988 
15 du Plessis, Justus T. to Splitter, Russ 
1972 – Faith Center **This folder 
was found empty 6/25/18 AW** 
16 
du Plessis, Justus T. to Willebrands, John 
Cardinal 
Extraordinary Synod of Bishops, 
RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
17 
du Plessis, Justus T. to Zimmerman, 
Thomas F. 
RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
18 du Plessis, Justus T. to Zopfi, Jakob RC/Penecostal Dialogue 
19 
du Plessis, Matthew to Full Gospel Business 
Men’s Chapter Officers 
 
20 du Plessis, Matt Seminars 
21 du Plessis, Peter  1983, 1985, Baptist 
22 DuPont, Anne & Briand 1972 
23 Duprey, Pierre 1984- RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 




Durasoff, Steve– list of leading Pentecostals 
in Europe 
1963 - Oral Roberts Evangelistic 
Association 
26 Durbin, Bill 1972 – AG 
27 Durham, Alice 1963 
28 Durham, Ralph A 1952 – World Pentecostal Fellowship 
29 Dvaz, R. 1982-1984 – Bangalore, India 
30 Dyess, Tony & Joyce 1975 – Healing 
31 Eargle, Jon 1981 – Bridge Ministries 
32 Earle, A.W. 1954 - World Pentecostal Fellowship 
33 Earnest, George R. 1967 - World Pentecostal Fellowship 
34 Easterly, Gerald 1977 – Mr. Pentecost 
35 Easterly, Orville E. 1981 – AG 
36 Ebaugh, David Bible School 1977 
37 Eberhardt, Anne R. 1972 – India 
38 Ebersole, Lester & Lois n.d. – Brazil 
39 Edestav, Samuel 
1978 – Christian Summit 
Convocation 
40 Edgett, John 1982 – FGBMFI 
41 Ediger, Ardean 1974 – Healing 
42 Edmonds, Betty & David 1966 – Australia 
43 Edvardsen, Aril 1976-1978 – evidence of faith 
44 Edwards, Betty 1977 – Women’s Aglow 
45 Edwards, Dwight W. 1982 – AG 
46 Edwards, H. David 1977-1982 – Elim Bible Institute 
47 Edwards, H. David to Justus du Plessis 1985 – Elim, Dialogue 
48 Edwards, Martha G 1972, 1986 
49 Edwards, Quentin & Frances 1978 
50 
Eggerud, Thelma & Ada Johnson, her 
mother 
1980 – request spiritual advice 
51 Ehrhart, Ruth A 1976 
52 Eichenberger, Wilbert B 1980 – Robert Schuller Institute 
53 Elbert, P 1979 – Howard M. Ervin festschrift 
54 Elkanah, Elizabeth 1970 – India 
55 Ellard, Glen 1984 – Gospel publishing House 
56 Ellickson, Waldo L 1973 – Lutheran 
57 Ellingboe, R. Theodore 
1975 – Lutheran charismatic 
conferences 
58 Ellingwood, Herbert E. 1977 
59 Ellison, Hubert B 1971 – FGBMF 
60 Elmer, Stephen B 1986 
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61 Emeis, J.F to H.N. Van Ameron 1960 – in Dutch, about Du Plessis 
62 Emge, Richard A 1972 – Notre Dame continuing ed 
63 Emmert, Athanasios 
1972-1974 – Holy Spirit Orthodox 
Church 
64 Emmerson, Derrel E 1983 – Christian Assembly Center 
65 Emmons, David 1972-1986 – UCC, ecumenism 
66 Engle, Blaine 1968 – testimony 
67 Engle, Harold G. 2p. 1970 – Rita Bennett 
68 Englebrecht, A 1967-1972 – S. Africa 
69 Englebrecht, A to John Sherrill 
1966 – tongues, Bible Center, Du 
Plessis 
70 Eppler, Hans 1973 – Switzerland 
71 Erickson, Marian 1985 – FGBMF 
72 Ervin, Gretchen 1978 
73 Ervin, Howard M. 13p. 
1978-1984 - RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue 
74 Eshleman, P.N. 1973 
75 Espy, R.H. Edwin 1974-1976 – Project Forward ‘76 
76 Esquinance, Dewey 
n.d. – Assembly Convention, St. 
Louis 
77 Estrada, Carlos & Celia 1985 – Peru, Missions 
78 Evans, Bruce 1973 
79 Evans, Carolyn 1984 – Christian Woman of the Year 
80 Evans, Desmond T to du Plessis, David J. 
1978 – Bethesda Community 
Church, TX 
81 du Plessis, David J to Evans, Desmond 1984 - Du Plessis Center 
82 Evans, Desmond T to Swaggart, Jimmy 1983 
83 
Evans, Desmond T to Ron (McConnell, or 
Haus) 
1981 – John 17 :21 rep at Atlanta 
meeting 
84 Evans, Len and Bette   
1977-1986, du Plessis Center on 
Christian Spirituality, Pleasant 
Valley Evangelical Church, 14.75 
 
Box 15: Correspondence, Evans - Gamarsh 
Folder Correspondent Date – note 
1 Evans, Raymond 1981 
2 Evans, Robert – South Africa 3p. 1984 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
3 Evanson, Art 1973 – FGBMFI 
4 Evaristo, Paulo Cardinal Arns 1973-1974 
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5 Ewald, Tod W. 1977-1981 - Episcopal 
6 Fabbi, Nancy & Jerry 1980 – Cursillo movement testimony 
7 Fabre, Laurent and Alain Schvartz 1983 – Viviers ’73 reunion proposed 
8 Fairless, Mark W. 1971 
9 Faith Center, Gene Scott 1977 
10 Falcione, Carmen 
1983 – Montgomery, Alabama 
ministry 
11 Falvo, Serafino 1984, 1985 
12 Falwell, Jerry  1984, 1985 
13 Fannin, Grady L. 1955 – AG 
14 Farago, Nada 1972 
15 Farah, Chuck 1981-1984 
16 Far East Broadcasting 
1953 – requests for support for 
Greece 
17 Farmer, John B. and Dennis Easter 1984 – Church on the Way 
18 Farraye, Lou  1978, 1979 
19 Farrell, Frank E. 1961 – Christianity Today 
20 Fassbinder, Sister Mary Dolores 
1969 – Preaching conference, 
MacNutt 
21 Fast, Todd H. 1973 – Episcopal 
22 Faught, Chuck & Lois 1972 
23 Faulconer, C. Newman  1965 – Presbyterian 
24 Faupel, David 1972 
25 Fauvel, Etienne 1973, 1981 
26 Federal Theological College 1976 – Afrikaans 
27 Feider, Paul 1980 
28 Fenny, Nancy 1977 
29 Ferguson, John R 1980 – AG 
30 Ferguson, W.A. 1981 – Anglican, Canada 
31 Ferleman, Marlene 1982 
32 Ferm, Robert O.  
1969 – Billy Graham Evangelistic 
Assoc 
33 Ferner, Hazel M. 1962 – Holy Land Tour 
34 Fernn, Robert H. 1973 – Prisoner visitation 
35 Ferre, Nels 1960 
36 Ferris, james Jay 1980 
37 Field, S. Graham 1986 
38 Finch, Gretchen 1971 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
39 Finke, Bill and jan 1975-1977 – John 17:21 
40 Fioder, Balthasar n.d. - death of John McTernan 
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41 Fiorentino, Joseph 1971 
42 Firebaugh, James 1966 
43 Fischer, F.O. 1973 
44 Fischer, Jean-Daniel 
1972-1985 – La Porte Ouverte, 
Dalliere 
45 Fisher, Herbert V. 1986 
46 Fisko, Walt 1978 
47 Fjordbak, Everitt M. 
1981-1986 – Lakewood Productions, 
AG 
48 Flagg, David & Astrid 1972-1981 
49 Flagg, Geoffrey 1982 – St. Francis House 
50 Flattery, George M. 1980-1984 
51 Fleevelling, D.L. (T.L.?) 1982 
52 Flower, J. Roswell 
1952, 1953 - World Pentecostal 
Conference 
53 Flower, J. Roswell to Herman H. Webber 1952 
54 Flower, Joseph Roswell to Jerry Sandidge 1983 – no release for research 
55 Floyd, David L. 1977 
56 Flynn, Mike 1983 – Episcopal renewal 
57 Follette, Justin P. 1975 – FGBMF 
58 Ford, Bob 1984, 1986 – Faith Christian Center 
59 Ford, Irving F. 1982-1985 – Michael Green 
60 Ford, Leighton 1984 
61 Forrest, Paul 1980 – Creative Christian Ministry 
62 Forrest, Thomas 1973-1981 – ECCLA V 
63 Forsberg, Richard 1976 – PTL appearance 
64 Forster, Herbert 3p. 1962 – Pentecostal & Ecumenical 
65 Foss, Betty J. 1981 – Freda Maves 
66 Foss, Larry 1984 – Prayer Summit 
67 Foster, E.R. 
1952 - World Pentecostal 
Conference 
68 Foster, E.R. to Herman H. Webber 1952 
69 Foster, Tom 1977, 1986 
70 Foth, Richard 1982, 1984 – Bethany Bible College 
71 Fox, Lorne & Ruth 1976 
72 Foxley, K. Richard 1966 – New Zealand 
73 Frahm, Joseph, editor of Challenge 1978 - New Zealand 
74 Francis, Shakeel 1981 – Pakistan 
75 Franck, Leon 




76 Frandsen, Beth 1984 
77 
Frantsen, Kearney– Riverside Lutheran 
Bible Camp 
1970-1971, 1983  
78 Frazer, Solomon 
1975 – World Vision ministries, 
India 
79 Frederick, Charles 1979 – One in the Spirit ’79, AG 
80 Freund, Jerome R. & William E. Brooks 
1978 – Methodist, Charismatic 
Christianity 
81 Fretz, Paul R. 
1975 – Gospel Literature 
International 
82 French, Jack 1974 – Springs of Living Water 
83 Fredrikson, Roger 1985 – First Baptist Church 
84 Freeman, Joel 1981 
85 Friberg, Hans 1970-1978 
86 Frick, Larry 1981 - AG 
87 Fritchle, Rita P 1973 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
88 Fritschi, Walter 1964 
89 Fritz, William H 1962 – travel 
90 Fritzon, Wilgot 1979 – Slaviska Missionen 
91 Frost, Robert C 1971 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
92 Fruhling, Gerhard 1982 
93 Fry, Steve 1983 
94 Fullilove, Harry 1980 – Lutheran 
95 Fulcher, John H.R. & Brenda 
1974-1975 – Nairobi Conf. On 
Renewal 
96 Gabriel, Vierginia 1975 – FGBMFI 
97 Gaines, Mildred 1977 
98 Gallun, Jane 1986 
99 Galovan, Walter 1964 
100 Gamarsh, Jeffrey 1985 
Box 16: Correspondence, Gamble - Griggs 
Folder Correspondent Date – note 
1 Gamble, Ivan S. 1964-1984 – Presbyterian, Canada 
2 Gamble, James 
198? – World Agape Mission Bible 
College 
3 Gardiner, Jean 1972 – Indonesia 
4 Gardner, Dorothea 1967 – Prophesy 
5 Garner, Russell 1976 
6 Garr, John D. 1980 – Lamplighter 
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Folder Correspondent Date – note 
7 Garrett, James W. 1983 – Tulsa, Chuck Farah 
8 Garrett, John 1985 
9 Garretts, Thomas E. 1977 – Wichita Christian Center 
10 Gartner, Bertil E. to Arne Linen 
1972 – note from Du Plessis to 
Edvardsen 
11 Gasque, Ward 1980 – New College, Berkeley  
12 Gass, Bob 1984 – Atlanta Alive 
13 Gaudet, Valerian 3p. 1970 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
14 Gay, Danilo 
1977 – Ligue pour la lecture de la 
Bible 
15 Gaytas, Jan 1979 – WCC 
16 Gee, Donald 85 p. 1947-1965 
17 Gee, Donald 40 p.  
18 Gee, Jean 1966, 1973 
19 Gengenbach, Albect 1973 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
20 Gentzler, Lisa 1985 – Pentecostal Evangel 
21 George, William Frederick 1964 – Australia 
22 Gerard, Bernice 12 p. 1965-1983 
23 Gerhart, Joseph L. 1970 – AG 
24 Gerner, K 1985 
25 Ghezzi, Bert 1975-1985 – New Covenant 
26 Gidman, Alfred 1952 - World Pentecostal Conference 
27 Gie, Tjoa Tjin 1966 – Indonesia 
28 Gifford, Donald G 1984 – AG 
29 Giglio, Phyllis 1982 – Mr. Pentecost 
30 Gilbertson, E.O. 1971 – Lutheran 
31 Giles, Judith 1977 – Christ for the People 
32 Gill, David 1975 – WCC, 5th 
33 Gillen, Gretchen 1977, 1986 
34 Gillies, George 1981 
35 Gillis, David 1980 – 70 x 7 
36 
Giminez, John, Bill Bright & Pat 
Robertson 
1980 – Washington for Jesus 
37 Giminez, John 1984 
38 Gingerich, Harold 1985 
39 Gisselquist, C.A. 
1971 – Lutheran, Iowa Pastoral 
Institute 
40 Gjelten, Ernest A. 1972 – Lutheran 
41 Glasser, Arthur F. 1976 – PACLA, Nairobi 
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Folder Correspondent Date – note 
42 Glassey, Boyd 1966 
43 Glazier, Ed 1975-1983 
44 Glennen, Jim 1966 – Agnes Sanford 
45 Godwin, David & Doris 1986 
46 Golden, James & Marlene 1983 – thanks 
47 Golubich, Anne 1980 – Women’s Aglow 
48 Gomez, Mary Alice 1985 – Sacred Heart Prayer Group 
49 Gontao, Alejandro 1982 – Philippines 
50 Good, Glen - Mennonite mission, France 1975 – invitation 
51 Goodrich, Gerald T 1982 – resume 
52 Goodwin, Faith 1985 
53 Goodwin, Paul 1971 – Calvary Temple, AG 
54 Gordon, Delton J. 1979 
55 Goree, Robert  1975-1982 – AG 
56 Goring, Paul A. 1963 – South America, Missions 
57 Gorman, Marvin E 1979 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
58 Gouger, Tom 1963 – America 
59 Gowgiel, Thomas 1981 – St. Mary’s Rectory 
60 Graber, Robert M. 
1980 – Bethel Temple, Holy Spirit 
Conf. 
61 Grace, Ruth to Rogert Bowman 1953 – Far East Broadcasting, song 
62 Graf, E.H. 1961-1963 – Holland 
63 Grainger, Ernest & Ruth 1985 – South America 
64 Grams, Monroe D. 1984 
65 Grant, Robert G. 
1984, 1986 – American Christian 
Cause 
66 Grant, U.S. 3p. 1962-1981 – AG 
67 Grant, V.W. 
1984 – International Deliverance 
Churches 
68 Graulich, Chris 1971 – Catholic Charismatic Renewal 
69 Grazioso, Tom 
1981 – AG termination, Spirit Bade 
Me Go 
70 Green, Charles 1984 – Word of Faith Ministry 
71 Green, David 1975 
72 Green, Leon 1972-1986 – Du Plessis Center 
73 Green, Philip N. to Herman H. Webber 1952 - World Pentecostal Conference 
74 Greenway, Charles E. 1972 – AG 
75 Gregory, Elsie n.d. 
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Folder Correspondent Date – note 
76 Gregory, Pete 
1971-1977 – Mass Rally for Christ, 
Canada 
77 Gregory, Yolande 1979 
78 Greisen, V.G. 
1952, 1959 - World Pentecostal 
Conference 
79 Greisen, V.G. to H.N. Van Ameron 1959 - AG 
80 Greisen, V.G. to Peter Van der Wood 1960 
81 Greisen, V.G. to Herman H. Webber 1952 - World Pentecostal Conference 
82 Griffin, Dorothy 1985 – New Covenant 
83 Griggs, Donald E. 3p. 1963 – Pacific Union College 
Box 17: Correspondence, Grimm - Hezmalhalch 
Folder Correspondent Date – note 
1 Grimm, Robert E. 
1978 – Council of Churches, New 
York 
2 Grimstead, Jay 1986 
3 Grobler, G.M. 1976 – South Africa 
4 Gros, Jeffrey to Ray Hughes 1985, 1986 – NAE 
5 Gschwend, J. Reinhard & Evaline 1949-1986 
6 Gulbronson, Thomas F. 1986 
7 Gulin, Eelis 1962 – WCC, New Delhi 
8 Gundlach, George P 1980 – New Wine 
9 Gwynne, Mary 1971 – songs, gift of the Spirit 
10 Gyalokay, Szabolcs 1981 
11 Gyland, Rose & Steve 1986 
12 Haag, Paul & Helen n.d. – South Africa 
13 Habte, Shim 1982 
14 Hackett, Charles 1978 – AG 
15 Haddad, Roger H. 1983 – Medjugorgje 
16 
Hadjiantoniou, G.A– Greek Evangelical 
Church 
1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
17 Hadland, Irving 1975 – Catholic 
18 Haffert, John M. 
1985 – film, The Great Sign, Morning 
Star 
19 Hagen, Roy & Alma 1978 – Christian Summit Convocation 
20 Hagin, Kenneth response to invitation 
1979 – U.S. Leadership Prayer 
Convocation 
21 Hailu, Wondwossen 1979 – Ethiopia 
22 Haines, Ron n.d. 
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23 Hall, Dwayne E. 1973 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
24 Halley, Hazel 1967 - World Pentecostal Conference 
25 
Halsmer, Joseph L – copy to Father 
Ignacio Mancini, OFM. 
1974 – First World Conf. on the Holy 
Spirit, Spirit Bade Me Go 
26 Halvorson, Stella 1972 
27 Hamer, Father Jerome 3p. 1971 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
28 Hamerton-Kelly, Robert G. 1978 – Chapel, Stanford 
29 Hamilton, Allan 1976 
30 Hamilton, Ian 1966 
31 Hampel, Viktor E. 
1975 - Spirit Bade Me Go, German 
translation 
32 Hannon, David 1970 
33 Hansen, Nancy 
1983 – Elim Bible Institute, Mary 
Larsen 
34 Hanson, Walter T. 1978 – John 17:21 
35 Haraldsen, Gene 1974 – AG, Earl Book 
36 Harding, A 1965 – AG, New Zealand 
37 
Hardt, John R. advises withdrawal from 
AG 
1962 – AG termination, Acts 4:19 8 p. 
38 Hardy, Ken 
1983 – South Africa Broadcasting 
Corporation 
39 Hardy, Leonora 5 p. 1976-1982 – anti charismatic renewal 
40 Hardy, Rudy 1978 – FGBMFI 
41 Hargis, Billy James  
1978 – Church of the Christian 
Crusade 
42 Harley, A.R. 1972 
43 
Harper, Michael - RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue 35p 
1964-1984 – J. Rodman Williams, 
Acts '86 
44 Harper, Mike 1975 – Southern Methodist University 
45 Harris, Benjamin 1972-1981 
46 Harris, Grace to Far East Broadcasting 1953 – OMF, radio convert 
47 Harris, Mike 1984 – Smith Wigglesworth 
48 Harris, Ralph 1973 – AG 
49 Harrison, Henry & Susan 1983 – PTL television 
50 Harry, J. Michael 1975 – Scandinavia 
51 Harthern, Roy A. 1978 – Christian Summit, Singapore 
52 Hartje, Paul 
c.1980 – Bible prophecy, U.S. 
Presidents 
53 Hartmann, Emil 1973 - World Pentecostal Conference 
54 Harvey, Ed & Mary Anne 1973 – Pacific Theological College 
55 Hasman, Melvin D. 1975 – Pana Creation, Methodist 
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56 Hastie, Ronald W. 
1980 – Center for charismatic 
worship, AG 
57 Haus, Connie 1981 – John 17:21 
58 Haus, Hendrick Kraemer 1982 
59 
Haus, Ronald C. - First Century 
Broadcasting 
1970-1986 - John 17:21, AG,  
60 Hawkins, Floyd L 1964 – Life Line Ministry 
61 Hawkins, Harold S – Foursquare 1983 - World Pentecostal Conference 
62 Hawkinson, Don 1975 – CBN, 700 Club 
63 Hawn, Pattie to Anna du Plessis 1980 
64 Hawn, R.H. 3 p. 
1976-1980 – Dennis Bennett, 
Episcopal 
65 Haworths, Alton & Hazel 1982 – Mary & Leon Green 
66 Hayes, John W 1986 – newsletter 
67 Hayhurst, J.G. 1965 – New Zealand 
68 Hays, Norman E. 1981 – AG 
69 Hazher, Beverly 1978 
70 Heath, Robert T. 1980 
71 
Heath, Robert W. - Oral Roberts 
University 12p thesis – influence of The 
Spirit Bade Me Go 
1972-1973 – abstract: Persuasive 
patterns and strategies in the Neo-
pentecostal movement 
72 Hedin, Arnold 
1981, 1984 – Latin Amer. Lutheran 
Mission 
73 Hefflin, Sister Ruth 1978-1984 – Mt. Zion Fellowship 
74 Heinerborg, Karl-Erik  1976 – Filadelfia Church, Edvardsen 
75 
Heinerborg, Karl-Erik & J. Ostby & 
O.Djurfeldt 
1980 - Filadelfia Church, Stockholm 
76 Heins, Rely 1975-1983 – Melodyland 
77 Heinz, Urs & Veronica 51 p. 
1969-1986 – German Catholic 
charismatic 
78 Heinz, Urs & Veronica 24 p.  
Kirche Schweizerische Kirchenzeitung 
7/78 
79 Heinzmann, Gerhard 1977 – JZM, Germany 
80 Helderman, Carmen 1981 
81 Helms, Hal M 1986 – Life Together 
82 Heming, James 1969 – Cursillo 
83 Henderickx, L.H. 1963 – FGBMF, Netherlands 
84 Hennesy, James L. 1981 – AG 
85 Henning, Ivan 1985 – Du Plessis Center, 70 x 7 
86 Henning, Mary E. 1975 – prayer request 
87 Henrich, Frank 3 p. 1981 – Princeton Theological Union 
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88 Henry, Carl & Harriet (not F.H.) 1977 – sermons on Divine healing 
89 Herdichst 1985 – John 17:21 
90 Herndon, R. Olin 1977 
91 Herpick, Stanton R. 1976 – Melodyland 
92 Hervis, Samuel C. 1967 – Bernice Strickland Folta 
93 Hess, Esther N. 
1984 – Peninsula Christian Center, 
missions 
94 Hess, Klaus 3 p. 1975 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
95 Hess, Thomas 1984-1986 
96 
Hezmalhalch, Philip - letters of his 
grandfather Tom Hezmalhalch, 1911  
1974 – report from Jan 1907 Apostolic 
Faith (Azusa) mission to South Africa 
Box 18: Correspondence, Hobin-Jakab 
Folder Correspondent Date – note 
1 Hickox, Philip H. 1982 – Living Waters Ministries 
2 Hictor, Barbara 1985 
3 Hidy, Ross F. 1980-1985 – Lutheran History Center 
4 Hiebsch, Fred 1978 – Brazil, missions 
5 Higgins, Paul O 1980 – Reconciliation Outreach 
6 Hightower, Dick & Joyce 1981 – healing 
7 Hildebrandt, Naomi 1977 
8 Hill, Harold E. 1974-1984 – foreword to King’s Kid 
9 Hill, James W.L. 1963 – Presbyterian 
10 Hill, Jep 1976 
11 Hill, Mildred S. 1972 – Du Plessis name 
12 Hill, P.B. 
1972 – Pentecostal Fellowship, North 
America 
13 Hillman, Dora (Mrs. J. Hartwell) 1965-1975 
14 Hinds, Dave & Marg 1983 – Canada 
15 Hinkle, John 
1973-1986 – Christ Church, Du Plessis 
Center 
16 Hipp, John G. 1973-1974 - Methodist 
17 Hobin, J.M n.d. – New Zealand, Australia 
18 
Hocken, Peter to David & Anna du 
Plessis 
1980-1987 
19 Hodges, Lynn E 
1976-1977 – North CA Ecumenical 
Council 
20 Hodges, Melvin L. 1977 – AG 
21 Hoehn, Frederick E. 1978 
22 Hoekendijk, Ben 1967-1982 – Holland 
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23 Hoerburger, Brigitte 1972 – Germany 
24 Hoffman, Al 1986 – Lutheran Renewal Outreach 
25 Hoffman, Brett 1982-1983 – Conf. on the Holy Spirit 
26 Hogan, J. Philip 1953, 1978 – Far East Broadcasting 
27 Hogebrink, L.J. to Arie R. Brouwer 
1983 – WCC, NATO, Reformed 
Church 
28 Hogg, W. Richey 1962 – SMU 
29 Holland, John 
1974-1985 – Foursquare, Angelus 
Temple 
30-31 Hollenweger, Walter 1967-1986 
32 Holter, Don W. 1960 – Methodist Seminary 
33 Hollis, Charles L 1963 – Foursquare 
34 Holton, Harrison H. 1982 – Worship 
35 Holman, Ann 1971 – Forgiveness, Clark Holman 
36 Hon, Barry G 1986 – Reinhard Bonnke Ministries Inc. 
37 Hood, Wes & Rose 1976 
38 Hoooper, Dorothy 
1984 – Jerusalem ’84, 70 x 7, John 
17:21 
39 Hope, John K. 1975 – Peter van Woerden 
40 Hoover, Immanuel J 1972 – Lutheran 
41 Hoover, Reg 1973 – AG, Brazil 
42 Hoppe, Anneliese 1975 – WCC 
43 Horgan, Thaddeus 1986 – Ecumenical Trends 
44 Hornbaker, H. Wayne 1974 – New Wine article 
45 Hornberg, Bo 1978 – Edvardsen, Filadelfia 
46 Horner, Jerry 1982  
47 Horsthuis, J.H. 1964-1969 – Holland 
48 Horsthuis, Franz Th. 1982 
49 Hoskins, Bob 1986 
50 Hostetler, Harold 1979-1980 – Logos Fellowship 
51 Hotchkiss, Charles S. n.d. Episcopalian testimony of healing 
52 Hottinger, H. 1971 
53 Houghton, David L 1972 – AG 
54 Houreld, Ron 1984 – South Africa 
55 Houston, Pat, Mike & Baby n.d. Christmas card 
56 Howard, Rick C 1973-1976 – AG 
57 Howell, Ken 1971 
58 Hubbard, David Allan 1981 
59 Huff, John J n.d. - World Pentecostal Conference 
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60 Hulet, William A. 
1973-1975 – Methodist, Cruzada 
Mundial 
61 Hull, William L. 1955 - World Pentecostal Conference 
62 Huls, Mary A 1972 
63 Hummel, Charles E 1978 
64 Hummel, Frank 1971-1972 – FGBMFI 
65 Hummer, Ric 1976 – City Union Mission 
66 Hundy, Nigel W. 1980 – Glad Tidings Church 
67 Hunt, Heather 1966 
68 Hunt, Ian 
1964 – Baptist, Bible Faith Crusade, 
N.Z. 
69 Hunter, Charles & Frances 
1979 – Angels on Assignment, Roland 
Buck 
70 Hunter, Dorothy 1977 
71 Hupkes, Mieke 1976 – FGBMF, Sandidge, Suenens 
72 Hurley, Denis E. 1981-1983 – Catholic, South Africa 
73 Hurst, D.V.  1981 – Northwest College, AG 
74 Hurston, John W. 1980 - Korea 
75 Hurtado, Larry W. 1972 – North Shore AG – invitation 
76 Hutchens, Clarence 1977-1978 – Methodist 
77 Hymes 1961 – Paul Schoch 
78 Hywel-Davies, Jack 1984 – Daily Studio 
79-80 Idahosa, B.A. 1976-1986 
81 Igbokwe, C.O. 1986 – testimony, Nigeria 
82 Illig, Alvin A. 
1984 – National Catholic 
Evangelization 
83 Ingley, Kathryn P. 1986 – Christ for the Nations 
84 Irvin, Thomas D. 1972 – South Africa, Oral Roberts U. 
85 Irwin, Bessie 1980 - AG 
86 Jackson, Brian T. 1968 
87 Jackson, Jim 1975-1982 
88 Jacob, V.T. 1978 
89 Jacobs, Danie 1985 
90 
Jadot, Jean, Archbishop to Dan 
Malachuk 
1973 – World Conference on Holy 
Spirit 
91 Jaeger, Lynn Wesley 1952 
92 Jakab, Desi & Martha 1981 - prophecy 
93 
Jadot, Jean (Archbishop to Malachuk, 
Dan) 
1973, World Conference on Holy Spirit, 
Logos, Pope Paul  
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Box 19: Correspondence, Jan - Kydd  
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Janet-Marie, Sister 1970 – Carondelet House of Prayer, MI 
2 Jenkins, Claude 1981 – Foursquare 
3 Jenkins, Robert 1980 
4 Jepsen, Dee 1986 – Women in Leadership 
5 Jessen, Betty & Dick 1979-1980 – Lutheran 
6 Jesze, George & Helen 1979-1989 – Germany 
7 Johansson, Bob 1984  
8 Johansson, Marianne 1986 – Dagen 
9 Johnson, G.L. 1984 – Peoples’ Church 
10 Johnson, Gordon D. 1983 – Presbyterian 
11 Johnson, James E. 
1980 – Presidential Inaugural 
Celebration 
12 Johnson, Marlene 1986 – William Branham 
13 Johnson, Ray W. 1976 – Life Messengers 
14 Johnson, Raymond A. 1972 – Gospel Echoes Music 
15 Johnson, Sam 1979 
16 Johnson, Sandra n.d. – Du Plessis 
17 Johnston, Elmer 1972 
18 Johnston, McCready 1972 – Mt. Paran Church of God 
19 Jollay, McArthur 1972 – Christ Church of Washington 
20 Jones, Bob to Whom it May Concern 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
21 Jones, Gil 1976-1977 – Christian Faith Center 
22 Jones, Gordon & Lozetta 1980 
23 Jones, Gwilym P. 1967, 1972 – Presbyterian 
24 Jones, J.C.? 1986 – Christmas card 
25 Jouodan, R and Mary 1982 – South Africa, invitation 
26 Judson, Douglas & Ada 10 p. 1972-1986 
27 Julian, Virginia 1974-1975 – Inter-Church Renewal 
28 Jumper, Andrew A. 1969 – Presbyterian 
29 Kaiser, Anne 1977 – Charismatic Renewal Services 
30 Kaiser, Johannes 1963 – Holland 
31 Kalverstrand, Vernon R 1973 – gifts of the Spirit 
32 Kanaga, Ann 1986 – Paraclete Press (Du Plessis tapes) 
33 Karlsson, Nil-Erik 1980-1983 – Interskrift Publishing 
34 Karlsson, Pelle 1984 – Sweden travel 
35 Kasch, R.F. (Mrs.) 1984 – Medjugorgje 
36 Kasdorf, George 1960 – Bredesen, Jean Stone accusations 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
37 Kast, David P. 1982 – Calvary Temple 
38 Kaupp, Louie 1975 – newsletter request 
39 Kearns, Bernard 1977 
40 Keasberry, Milly 1965 – Indonesia 
41 Keer, Samir Abo n.d. – Sudan 
42 Keesling, E. Lee 1976, 1985 – David Wilkerson 
43 Keidel, Levi 1983 – Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission 
44 Keigher, Jeanne 1973 - Charismatic Renewal Services 
45 Keil, Waltraud 1984 – Volkhard Spitzer 
46 Keim, E.M. 1973 – Whitaker Books, royalties 
47 Keller, Siegfried 3 p. 1976 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
48 Kendall, Lucille 1980 
49 Kennedy, James W. 6 p. 1954-1956 – WCC 
50 Kennedy, Joseph B. 1980, 1985 – Nanjing University 
51 Kennedy, Robert 1975 – Holy Spirit 
52 Kenyon, John 10 p. 1977 – Christian Herald Magazine 
53 Kerr, Cecil, cc Malachuk 1973, 1986 – Christian Renewal Centre 
54 Ketchum, Rachel 1978 – Christian Summit 
55 Keyser, Ronald D. 1980 – AG 
56 Kheng, Goh Ewe 1977-1978 – FGBMFI 
57 Kibler, Joel Wm. 2 p. 1972-1974 – Charismatic Renewal Conf. 
58 Kilner, Patrick 1981 – Paulist Evangelization Center 
59 Kilpatrick, Harold  1960 – Texas Council of Churches 
60 Kincaid, Jack 1982 – AG 
61 Kincaid, Jim & Val 1976-1986 
62 Kinchlow, Ben  1980 – Christian Broadcasting Network 
63 Kinderman, G. 1964 – Catholics, Poland, L.J. Bass 
64 King, George E. 1984 – Life Renewal Ministries 
65 King, Keith 1975 – Baptism in the Spirit 
66 Kinnamon, Michael K 1980-1981 – WCC, Faith & Order 
67 Kirk, Jerry 1972 – Presbyterian 
68 Kiteley, David 1985 
69 Kitts, John 1974-1986 – Nairobi Conf. on Renewal 
70 Kivengere, Festo 1976 – African Enterprise 
71 Kiemetz, David 1972 
72 Kleven, Nancy J. 1978 – Nambia 
73 Klinger, Karen 1982 
74 Knott, Margaret 1976 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
75 Knowles, Tom C 1973 – South Africa 
76 Knuge, Richard K. 1983 
77 Kohler, Girard J. 1981-1985- Tanzania 
78 Koller, Dieter 1971 – Schloss Craheim 
79 Koons, G. Maynard 1967 
80 Koornstra, Hans & Marijke 1972-1983 – Full Gospel Training Center 
81 Koski, Marnie 
1971 – Church of Christ’s Healing 
Shrine 
82 Koster, C.J. 1970 – South Africa 
83 Kovac, Paul J. 1977-1980 
84 Kovics, Michael 1981 – Foursquare 
85 Kramaric, Franz 1984 
86 Kramer, John H. 1968 – Lutheran, baptism in the Spirit 
87 Krause, Henry 1962 – AG termination 
88 Krenski, Morris 1970 
89 Kresach, George W. 1952 – World Pentecostal Conference 
90 Krige, Willie & Helna 1982 
91 Kroll, Paul & Pat 1975 – Concordia Seminary 
92 Kruger, Veroni 1986 – Word for the World 
93 Krupp, Nate 1984 
94 Krust, Christian 1971 
95 Kuehne, Dale 1970 – Springs of Living Water 
96 Kuhlman, Kathryn 
1975 – TV appearance, clipping re law 
suit 
97 Kulbeck, Earl N.O. 
1972 – Pentecostal Fellowship of N. 
America 
98 Kuls, Frank, Fr. 1977 – St. Monica Church 
99 Kupara, L 1980 
100 Kutzner, D.L. 1984 
101 Kuzmic, Mihael 
1978-1986 – Christian Summit 
Convocation 
102 Kuzmic, Peter 1978, 1983 – WCC 
103 
Kuzmic, Peter to Jerry Sandidge & Du 
Plessis 
1984, 1986 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
104 Kydd, Ronald 1985-1986 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
Box 20: Correspondence, La Pierre - Lucas 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 La Pierre, William G. 2 p. 1965-1971 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
2 La Rivière, Leen 1983 
3 Lacan, Mar Grancois 1973 – Catholic, baptism in the Spirit 
4 Lachat, Theo of Editions Foi et Victoire 
1980 – new last chapter for Mr. 
Pentecost 
5 Lacy, Ronald E 1982 – demonology 
6 Ladewyk, C.P (Lodewyk?) 
1974 – Apostolic Faith Mission, S. 
Africa 
7 Ladybrand Secondary School 1921, 1924 
8 Lafolette, James 1977 – Holy Spirit Center 
9 Lally, Hugh G. 1982 – Paulist Press 
10 Lally, Joe E. 1972-1975 
11 Lamberth, Jimmy 1983 
12 Land, Scot E 1974 
13 Lane, S.A. 1951 
14 Lanes, Theoldore for A.W. Rasmussen 1985- Independent Assemblies of God 
15 Laney, James T. 2 p. 1973 – Emory University 
16 Lang, Charles 
1977 – Logos International 
Fellowship 
17 Langford, B.L. 
1966, 1972 – Australia Council of 
Churches 
18 Langstaff, A 1978-1981 – Vision Ministries 
19 Langstraat, J. 1981 – Holland 
20 Lannero, Per-Ove 1980 – Interskrift 
21 Larson, Bruce 1974 
22 Larsson, Sverre 1979 – Dagen, Mr. Pentecost 
23 Lashway, Glenn C. 1972 – Lutheran 
24 Latourette, Kenneth 3 p. 
1960-1967 – thanks for Pentecostal 
history  
25 Laubach, Frank 
1953 – Far East Broadcasting, support 
for proposed station in Greece 
26 Law, Terry - Living Sound 1980-1984 – radio for Poland, Russia 
27 Lawley, Timothy E. 1984 – re Moseley, Manifest Victory 
28 Lawrence, Fred 1973 – Baptist 
29 Lawrie, Paulaseen 1982 – India 
30 Layzell, Reg 
1977 – Maranatha Missionary Bible 
Church 
31 Lazear, Roberto W. 1963 – Colombia, testimony 
32 





Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
33 
Le Cossec, Clement – Gypsies for Christ 7 
p. 
1976-1978 – RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
34 le Roux, Harold 1985 
35 le Roux, Jannie F. to MNR Louw 1983 – Afrikaans 
36 Learned, Wanda  1973 – Episcopal 
37 Leatt, James 
1983 – Journal of Theology for S. 
Africa 
38 
Lebel, Jean– Assemblée de Dieu, Suisse 
Romande 
1984 – invitation 
39 Ledkicker, Bob 1982 
40 Lee, Jessie 1985 
40 Lee, Jimmy 1978 
41 Leeming, Bernard, S.J. 1960 
42 Leep, Robert 1972 - FGBMFI 
43 Lees, Donald E. 1972 – invitation 
44 Leggatt, Dick 1981 – New Wine 
45 Lehman, Allen L. 1973 – AG 
46 Lehman, Elaine 1975 – Healing 
47 LeMaster, Roger D. 
1982 – Harry Thornson, Paul 
O'Higgins 
48 Lensch, Rodney 
1978, 1986 – Christian Summit, 
Singapore 
49 Leonard, Virginia 1972 – 120 Fellowship speech 
50 LeSourd, Leonard E.  
1973 – Guideposts, "The Surging 
Spirit" 
51 Lester, Donald G.  1960 – PCUSA 
52 Leusch, Rodney 1985 
53 Lew, Ishak & Henry Utomo 1972 – Indonesia 
54 Lewis, Gayle F. 
1952, 1960 – Pentecostal World 
Conference 
55 Lewis, John F 1972 – God Has No Grandsons 
56 Lewis, Joseph E. 1972 – Inspirational Tape Library 
57 Lewis, Joyce 
1981 – Spirit Bade Me Go & Mr. 
Pentecost 
58 Lewis, L.B. 
1962 – Bethel Church, AG 
termination 
59 Liggett, Donald 1975 – audio cassettes 
60 Lilli, Silvano 1983 
61 Lim, Sonia Y. 1984 – Dove Award 
62 Lincoln, Howard L. 1972 – FGBMFI 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
63 Lincoln, Howard L. 
1972 **This folder was found empty 
6/25/18 AW** 
64 Lindberg, Alf 1986 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
65 
Lindsay, Freda for Christ for the Nations 
Inc. 
1985 – Voice of Healing Convention 
66 Lindsay, Gordon 1962 – AG termination 
67-68 Lindvall, John A. –Mission Ministries 1948-1988 - 120 Fellowship 
69 Lindvall / Anna du Plessis 1987-1993 
70 Linhart, Milton D  1965 – Lutheran 
71 Lipsey, Victor 1985 – Howard Foltz 
72 Little, Bryce & Phyllis 
1965 – Ecumenical Institute, Celigny, 
SW 
73 Little Church Board to Paul O'Higgins 1980 – Pastor Vaughn 
74 Little, Michael 1981 – 700 Club 
75 Littrell, Terril D, Bishop 1978 – Church of God Cleveland 
76 
Littrell, Terril D, Bishop to Kilian 
McDonnell 
1978 
77 Littwiller, Nelson 1970-1981 
78 Livingston, Chuck 1985 – testimony 
79 Lloyd, Ralph W. 
1960 World Alliance of Reformed 
Churches 
80 Loesch, William S. 1977 – tongues 
81 Logos Correspondence 1975-1982 
82 Long, Kermit 1963, 1972 – Methodist 
83 Longobardo, David A. 1980-1987 
84 Lopez, Claude 1985 – Catholic Charismatic Renewal 
85 Lorenzen, Alfred 1977-1981 
86 Lorimer, Malcolm G n.d. – British Methodist minister 
87 Lotter, F (Mrs.) 1978 
88 Lotz, Walter 1975 
89 Louise, Yvonne 1985 – demon possession 
90 Louw, Johnnie & Lenie 1966 – Afrikaans 
91 Lovelace, Richard 30 p. 
1980-1986 – Gordon Conwell 
Seminary 
92 Lovelace, Richard to Renewal Groups 1983 - annotated 
92 
Lovelace, Richard to John Gerstner & 
Jerry Kirk & R.C. Sproul 
1981 
93 
Lovelace, Richard to J. McCord & W. 
Thompson 
1982 
94 Lowe, Hannah 1950 – Evangelical Missions Officers 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
95 Loy, Roger 1981 – AG 
96 Lozada, Jorgelina 1961 
97 Lucas, Emmett 
1974, 1979 – Episcopalian, 
questionnaire 
Box 21: Correspondence, Ludgren - Madsen 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Lundgren, Ivar – re Swedish translation 
1969-1986 – Dagen, Svenska 
Journalen 
2 Lunn, John H. 1971 
3 Lunsford, Don 1980 – AG 
4 Luuring, H.A. 
1963, Volle-Evangelie Gemeente 
(Dutch), Full Gospel Church 
5 Lyons, J. 1965 
6 M  
7 Maasbach, Johan 1963-1983 
8 McAlister, Jack 1953 – World Literature Crusade 
9-10 McAlister, Robert 1972-1984 – Dialogue 
11 McAlister, Robert to Basil Meeking  
12 McAlister, Robert to Vinson Synan  
13 McAlister, Walter E. 
1962 – Pentecostal Assemblies of 
Canada 
14 McBrayer, Odell 1972 
15 McCallum, Bruce 1982 – Anglican, Canada 
16 McClung, L.Grant 
1983-1986 – thesis abstract, Azusa St. 
and Beyond, mentor C. Peter Wagner 
17 McConnell, Ron 1974-1986 
18 McConnell, Ron to Kevin Ranaghan 1983 – Swaggart 
19 McConnell, Ron to Jerry Sandidge Dialogue 
20 McConnell, Ron to Harold W. Tobin 
1984 – David du Plessis Center for 
Christian Spirituality 
21 McCord, James I. 1959-1981 – MacKay, Princeton 
22 McCord, James I. to Harald Bredesen 1961 – with note from Du Plessis 
23 McCourt, James W. 1973 – FGBMFI 
24 McCrae, Alex to Anna du Plessis 1972 
25 McCrory, George C.  
26 McDonald, Betty 




27 MacDonald, William G. 
1981-1983 – SPS, Continental Bible 
College 
28-29 McDonnell, Kilian 1966-1984 
30 McDonnell, Kilian to Anna 1969-1982 
31 McDonnell, Kilian to Justus 1984 
32 McDonnell, Kilian to Jerry Sandidge Dialogue 
33 McDowell, George T. 1975 
34 MacFadyen, Douglas 1972 
35 McGavran, Donald 
1964 – request copy of Spirit Bade Me 
Go 
36 McGaw, Laurie A.  
37 McGeorge, John  
38-39 McGlasson, Robert T. 
1947-1965 – World Pentecostal 
Conference, AG termination, Webber, 
Blomberg 
40 McGowan, Matthew 1983 – Presbyterian 
41 McGrath, Frank 1978- Belgium 
42 MacGregor, David 1965 – New Zealand 
43 MacInnes, Jim 1976 – Ordet 
44 Mack, S. Franklin 
1964 – WCC, Division of World & 
Evangelism 
45 Mack, S. Franklin to James W. Kennedy 1954 – Far East Broadcasting 
46 MacKay, Margaret 1976-1984 – Scotland 
47 MacKay, John A. 1959-1975 
48 McGuire, Pat 1984 
49 McKay, Ann 1980 
50 McKay, Orville H. 1972 – Methodist 
51 McKewen, John 1966 – FGBMF 
52 McKewin, Robert W. 1976 – Episcopal Churches 
53 McKinney, Joseph C. 
1978 – Christian Summit 
Convocation, Mr. Pentecost 
54 McLanahan, Connie 1976 
55 McLaughlin, Donna Evangel Temple Brithish Columbia 
56 McLaughlin, Jane  
57 McLean, Donnel Venda 
Schoch, Christian Summit 
Convocation, AG Japan 
58 McLellan, Vern 1980 – PTL Television 
59 McLendon, Mary 1981 - PTL Television 
60 McLuhan, M.G. 
1972-1986 – Mount Paran Church of 
God 
61 McNary, Dale 1984 – Presbyterian 
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62 MacNutt, Francis 1969-1970 
63 McNaughton, Dan R. 1983 – People’s Church 
64 MacPherson, Edith 1951 – Far East Broadcasting 
65 McPherson, Rolf K. 1981-1984 – Angelus Temple 
66 McQuilkin, Aimee 1983 - Mr. Pentecost 
67 MacRae, Diana 
1976-1984 – Holy Spirit Conference 
Jerusalem, Melodyland, Ecumenism, 
Judaism 
68 McRae, E.L. 1965 – Full Gospel Church 
69 McTernan, John 1972-1975 
70 Madarang, Jaun to Far East Broadcast 1953 – song request from Zambales 
71 Maddoux, Marlin 1979 
72 Maddy, C.A. 
The Fellowship Biblical College 
Ormond Beach, FL 
73 Madsen, Darrel D. & Naomi 
1975-1984, Missions, American 
Caribbean Mission 
Box 22: Correspondence, Mag-Mbiti 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Magelund, Johannes  
2 Mahoney, Ralph 1973-1982 
3 Main, Gaye 1972 
4 Mainee, Lillie  
5 Mainse, David 1977 – 100 Huntley Street 
6 Maitilasso, A.J. 1973 – FGBMFI 
7, 8 Malachuk, Al 1964 – FGBMFI 
10 Malachuk, Daniel 
1972-1981 Logos Fellowship, World 
Conference on the Holy Spirit 
11 Malki, Elias Dialogue 
12 Mallone, George 1985 
13 Mallory, James A. 1977 – tongues 
14 Mallough, Don 1952 – AG, Bell Ringers 
15 Malm, Jean Lepramissionen 
16 Maloney, David 1985 
17 Mamalis, Harry 1949 – Greece 
18 Mann, George J. 1967-1972 – Lamplighter 
19 Manninen, V. 1967 
20 Manning, Joseph H. 1972 
21 Mansdoerfer, Steve 1979 – Joost Sluis 
22 Manzano, R. Whitney (Bob) 1975-1979 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
23 Marchant, Don 1984 – World Missionary Assistance 
24 Margaret Kelly, Sister 1973 – Spirit Bade Me Go 
25 Margull, Hans J. 1967 – UCC, Japan 
26 Marr, Ron  
27 Marshall, Catherine 1971 – “aughts against the anys” 
28 Marshall, Peter 1969 – Paul Gerrard Jackson 
29 Marshall, Wayne 1972 
30 Marsic, Marilyn 1960 – Baptism in the Spirit 
31 Martin, Burt 
1975 – Catholic charismatic 
conference, Whitaker, Barks 
32 Martin, Ira Jay 1970 - Berea College 
32 Martin, Derwin & Joanna Italy 
33, 34 Martin, Ralph 
1972-1984, New Covenant, 
International Leaders’ Conference 
35 Martin, W. Burton 1954 – Far East Broadcasting 
36 Martinez, John 1980 – Jesus ‘81 
37 
Martinez, Renato G. to Brothers and 
Sisters  
1983 – Christ the King Prayer 
Community 
38 Martisius, Bill 
1983 – Day of Prayer, Central 
America 
39 Marx, Michael J. 1986 
40 Mary Eleanor, Sister 1978 
41 Mary Francis, Sister 1975 
41 Mary Bernard, Sister  
42 Mascarenhas, Fio 
1978-1986 – Charismatic Renewal 
Services India, Catholic Charismatic 
Bible Camp 
43 Mascher, H 1985 
44 Mason, C.H., Mrs. 1952 – Pentecostal World Fellowship 
45 Mason, C.H. 1952 
46 Mathee, Thomas  
47 Mathews, Letha M. American Baptist 
48 Matlock, Glen 1984 – Jesus Christ the Baptizer tract 
49 Matthews, Peggy & David 1980 
50 Mattsson-Boze, Daga 1966 – Herald of Faith 
51 Mattsson-Boze, Joseph 1973-1981 
52 Mattsson-Boze to Jim MacInnes 1976 – Sweden 
53 Mattsson-Boze, Winston 1982-1984 – Herald of Faith Ministry 
54 Maurice, Charles E. 1962-1964 – AG termination 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
55 Maurice, Charles E. to Princeton TS 1959 – David du Plessis 
56 Maurice, Charles H. 1976 – FGBMFI 
57 Maxwell, Herman & Ann Salt Lake City 
58 Maynard, Billie 1979 
59 Mbiti, John 1976 – Ecumenical Institute 
Box 23: Correspondence, Meade-My 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Meade, L. 1982 
2 Meakin, Michael 1964 
3 Meares, John L. 1973-1982, Dialogue 
4 Meares, John L. to Eugene Scott 1973 
5 
Meares, John L. and David 
Longobardo and Lilli Salvano 
1982 
6, 7 Meeking, Basil 1971-1979 
8 Meeking, Basil to Arnold Bittlinger 1975 
9 Meeking, Basil to Jerry Sandidge Dialogue 
10 Mehegan, Constance M. 1979 
11 Meier, Henri 1977 
12 Meissner, Wolfgang 1976 
13 Meller, Leo 1979 
14 Melnyk, Mary L. 
1973 – Spirit Bade Me Go, God Has No 
Gransons 
15 Meltzer, Frank  
16 Melvin, Nelson B. 1980 
17 Menaldino, Edward E. 1981 
18 Mendheker, Joanne B. 1976 
19 Menzies, William W. 1971 – Evangel College 
20 Meppelink, H.J. 1980 - AG 
21 Mercier-Reynaud, Juliette 1982 – Germany 
22 Merkle, Paul 1984 
23 Merrell, Lowell 
1969 – FGBMF, York, Thomson, Sumrall, 
Ramby, Chury, Moore, Hawkins 
24 Merriman, J.E. 1974 
25 Messer, Thomas F. 1981 
26 Messick, J.D. 1963 – ORU 
27 Meter, Ted 1978 remove from mailing list – One World 
28 Metikos, Mildred  
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
29 Metzger, Bruce M. 1969 – Princeton 
30 Meyer, P.H. 1982 
31 Meyer, Walter H. 1975 – Elim 
32 Michael, Jack D 1982 
33 Midgett, Ralph E. 1971 – AG 
34 Mikula, P. 1973 – Birch to Tyler enclosed 
35 Milas, Felix F. 1972 – Elim, Lutheran charismatic 
36 Miles, Houston 1972 – AG 
37 Millard, A.D. 1982 – AG 
38 Miller, Clyde C. 1974 – AG 
39 Miller, Deo 1984 – Sri Lanka 
40 Miller, Fred A. 1972 
41 Miller, Jane  
42 Miller, Jill Jackson 1979 
42 Miller, Jill Jackson to Ron Hasus 1977 
43 Miller, Maxiene 1986 – Ecumenical Charismatic Conference 
44 Mills, Dick  
45 Milne, William Australia 
46 Mishler, Dick 1983 – Osburn 
47 Missen, Alfred F. 1966, 1970 – Dialogue, death of Gee 
48 Mitchell, Stewart Renewal Conference 
49 Mitchell, William 1976-1984 
50 Mitchum, Jackie 1980-1986 – 700 Club, CBN 
51 Mitzner, Herman D. 1966 – Angelus Temple 
52 Moddle, Harold 1971 
53 Mohanty, J. 1973 – Full Gospel Assembly, India 
54 Moller, Fanie 1970-1972 – Afrikaan 
55 Moller, Fanie 
1970-1975 – Afrikaan **This folder was 
found empty 6/25/18 AW** 
56 Montgomery, James 1972 – PFNA Conference 
57 Montgomery, Ruth R. 1976 
58 
Moon, Philip to William 
McCormick 
1972 – thank you note for “Holy Name” sent 
to Queen Elizabeth 
59 Moore, Billy 1972 - Apostolic Faith Mission 
60 Moore, Don 1970 
61 Moore, E.W. 1980 – Real Life Assembly 
62 Moore, Lazarus 1986 
63 Moorhouse, Marjorie 1972 - Spirit Bade Me Go 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
64 Moraes, Benjamin 1960-1967 – Presbyterian 
65 
Moran, Paul – Renewal Resources, 
Brazil 
1981-1985 – Trindade – journal for news of 
the renewal in the Episcopal Church, Brazil 
66 Morck, Arnfeld 1981-1984 
67 Morey, Earl Wesley World Conference on the Holy Spirit 
68 Morgan, Alston 
1981-1983 – AG, National Leadership 
Conference 1983, ORU student publications 
69 Morgan, James O. 1976 – World Neighbors 
70 Morgan, Wayne 1976 – exorcism 
71 Morison, Chris 1974 – cousin 
72 Morris, Hughes Bentley 1972 – Methodist 
73 Morris, Raymond P. Institute for Ecumenical & Cultural Research 
74 Morton, Hugh 1978 
75 Mossholder, Ray  
76 Mount Zion Fellowship 1986 – Sister Ruth, Sister Irene 
77 Mowat, William 1973 
78 Moyes, G.K. 1978 – Christain Summit Convocation 
79 Muggleton, Jack 1976 – Glad Tidings Tabernacle 
80 Mueller, J.J. 1952 – AG 
81 Mueller, Robert 1984 
82 Muhlen, Heribert 1979 
83 Mullaly, Lawrence 
1979-1981 – Ecumenical Affairs, San 
Francisco 
84 Muller, Hanny & Kurt 1978-1983 – Afrikaans 
85 Muller, Ray 1965-1966 
86 Muller, Ray to F. Carlisle 1966 – David du Plessis visit 
87 Mumford, Robert 1982-1986 – Lifechangers 
88 Munk, Jerry 
1983 – Orthodox renewal, Theosis, 
Stephanou 
89 Munro, Ian M. 1965 – Windsor Full Gospel Church 
90 Munro, John 1974 
91 Murdy, Bob 1970 – Catholic 
92 Murrells, Alan 1965 – Belmont Full Gospel Church 
93 Musgrove, Clifford L 
1953 – Pentecostal World Conference, H.H. 
Webber 
94 Mussel, F. 1973 
95 Mustard, Bill 1983 – 100 Huntley Street 
96 Myers, Ed 
1973, They Speak With Other Tongues, 
Baptism & Fullness of the Holy Spirit 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
97 Myers, Judith 
Spirit Bade Me Go, Assemblies of God, 
Wedding Anniversary 
98 Myerscough, Lena 1986 – Filadelphia Church 
Box 24: Correspondence, N-O 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Nabb, Herbert G. 1966-1975, Congregational Church (UCC) 
2 Nace, J. Michael 1982 – AG 
3 Naranjo, Claudio 1973 - Chile 
4 Narramore, C. Earl 1967 – 8th Pentecostal World Conference 
5 Nayu, Nay Bax  
6 Neal, Wayne 
1970-1982 – FGBMFI, missionary to Capitol 
Hill 
7 Nee, Rayme 1985 
8 Nehl, Sister Terence 1972-1973 
9 Nelson, DeVaughn 1984 
10 Nelson, Don 1976-1985 – KJNP radio 
11 Nelson, E. 1962 
12 Nelson, Francis 1966 – FGBMFI 
13 Nee, Rayme 1985 
14 Nersasian, Arthur 1976 – FGBMFI 
15 Nesta, Angelo Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity 
16 Neth, James A. 1975 
17 Nevels, Johnny 1980 
18 New Pentecost 1986 
19 Newell, Peggy 1982 – Conference on the Holy Spirit, healing 
20 Newberry, David A.  
21 Newbigin, Lesslie 
1961-1962 – International Missionary 
Council, Yale Pentecostals 
22 Newell, Peggy 1982 - Conference on the Holy Spirit, Healing 
23 Newberry, David A.  
24 Newton, Alan H. 1971 – Methodist 
25 Neyland, E.P. 1976 
26 Nichol, John T. 1966 
27 Nicholson, Daniel A. 1986 
28 Nicholson, Don 1975 - Trinity Christian Center 
29 Nicholson, George 1976 – International Conference for Renewal 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
30 Nickel, Thomas R. 
1976-1986 – Testimony, Azusa St., 
Zimmerman 
31 Nielsen, Charles & Elsie 1975 - Apostolic Faith Mission, Transkei 
32 Nienaber, P.J. 1983 – Afrikaans 
33 Nims, Carelton E. 1979 
34 Nio, Tan Sien 1966 – Latter Rain, FGBMF 
35 Nissiotis, Nikos 1968 – Ecumenical Institute 
36 Nobb, Herb 1976 
37 Noble, M  
38 Nordenhaug, Joseph 1962 – Baptist 
39 Normal College 1924 
40 Norman, Kathleen 1976 
41 Nerris, John 1972 
42 Norris, RJN 1975 – prophecy 
43 Norwood, Norman 1972 – Houston Convention 
44 Nott, Bernice 1981 – Thornton 
45 Noyes, Gary 1975 
46 Nugent, Donal 1973 – racism 
47 Nunes, W.I. 
1978 – Metro Toronto Charismatic Clergy 
Fellowship 
48 Nwonye, Jerry O. 1986 – Progressive Vision 
49 Oak Cliff Assembly 1959 
50 O’Connell, Tom 1980 – Paulist Press 
51 O’Connor, Edward D. 1970-1978 – Notre Dame 
52 
O’Connor, Edward D. to Catholic 
priests 
c. 1965 – enquiry re Pentecostal movement 
53 O’Dowd, Leslie  1973 
54 O’Driscoll, Richard 1979 – Mumford, Bennett 
55 Oevtly, Nick & Alison (Oertly?) 1977-1984 – New Zealand 
56 
Officials of the Philippines to Far 
East Broadcasting 
1953 – 5th anniversary 
57 Ogasawara, Diane Gaylord 1974 – Presbyterian 
58 Ogg, Sammy Foursquare 
59 O’Hanlan, Daniel 1963 – Cardinal Bea 
60 O’Higgins, Paul 1973-1985 
61 
O’Higgins, Paul to Little Church 
pastors 
1980 
62 Ohlson, Goran Dagen 
63 Olinger, Sharon 1984 – Maranatha Christian Churches 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
64 Oliwole, Omolade  
65 Olson, Lawrence 1972 
66 Olson, Russell H. 1980 – Evangel Temple 
67 Olson, Samuel & Nancy 1972-1983 – Venezuela 
68 Olsson, Bernt 1979 – Filadelphia 
69 Onaitis, Susan 1971 – St. Anthony Messenger 
70 Ono, Solomon 1972 – FGBMFI 
71 Oosterwijk, L. 1966 – Gideon Foundaiton, Wilkerson 
72 Oosterwijk, L. to David Wilkerson 1966 
73 Opdyke, Rogert 1972 
74 Opmeer, John  1977 
75 Orchard, R.E. 1978 – AG 
76 Orr, J. Edwin & Carol 
1985 – Oxford Association for Research in 
Revival 
77 Ortiz, Juan Carlos 1973-1976 
78 Ostby, Josef 1977-1980 - Filadelphia 
79 Ostby, Josef 
1977 – Frank McGrath **This folder was 
found empty 6/25/18 AW** 
80 Otis, George 1966 – Bible Voice 
81 Outler, Albert 1960 – Methodist 
81 Ove, Robert S. 1972 – UCC 
82 Overstreet, Stephen 1984 – Far East Broadcasting 
83 Oxley, Hal 1978 – Christian Summit Convocation 
Box 25: Correspondence, P 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 P  
2 Pablo, Hermano 1976 
3 Pace, Charles 1976 
4 Pacleb, Benito 1981 – Philippines 
5 Pae, Mark John 17:21, Anglican Church in Korea 
6 Pagard, Ken 1977 – Baptist 
7 Pagett, Bob 
1984 – John Wimber, Bill Carmichael, 
Fuller Theological Seminary, initial 
evidence 
8 Pagett, Bob to Reinhard Bonnke 1985 
9 Paino, Paul 1979-1986 – Dialogue 
10 Palma, Anthony D. 1978 – SPS, James Beaty 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
11 Palser, Barry 1980 – AG 
12 Pancratius, Brother 
1970 – St. Boniface Church, Catholic 
Pentecostal Prayer Community 
13 Panoke, Wayne Kahoonei 1973 – FGBMF 
14 Panos, Chris 1975 – Far East Reporter 
15 Panos, Earnestine (Mrs. Chris) Release the World for Christ 
16 Pantaleo, Ted 1981 – Jesus ‘81 
17 Parish, Norman & Betty to Friends 1980, 1984 – Guatemala 
18 Paris, D. Leland 1976 
19 Park, Jeffrey T. 1975 – Koinonia Magazine 
20 Parks, Keith 1982 – Lay Leadership Institute 
21 Parks, Keith 
1982-1983 **This folder was found 
empty 6/25/18 AW** 
22 Parli, Hermann 1972 – Schoch, Dialogue 
23 Parli, Hermann & Andrée 1972-1986 – Claropa Radio 
24 Parvin, Richard H. 1986 – PRMMI – Jack Chisolm 
25 Pate, Robert A. 1975 – Living Word 
26 Patterson, Chuck 1986 – FGBMFI 
27 Patrick, Henry 1971 – South Africa  
28 Paul VI to Du Plessis & Kilian McDonnell 1972 – Dialogue 
29 Paul, Winifred I. 1980 – India 
30 Paulk, Earl P. to Anna du Plessis 1987 
31 Peacocke, Dennis T. 1979-1984 – Summit 
32 Peak, Elsie Fellowship of the Healing Christ 
33 Pearson, Mark A. 1983 – Institute for Christian Renewal 
34 Pearson, Wallace 1967 – AG 
35 Peck, Dan 1982-1985 
36 Peck, Don 1984 
37 Pefanis, Pom 1971 
38 Peghoux, Alain 1978 
39 Pelser, Andre  
40 Pember, Vyrl 1975 
41 Pendergrast, John J 1980 – Catholic charismatic 
42 Penman, Winnie  
43 Pennekamp, J, W.C. van Dam & E. Arons 1983 
44 Pereira, Rufus (Fr.) 
1978-1981 - Catholic charismatic, 
India 
45 Perkin, Noel  




Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
46 Perkin, Noel to John Broger Far East Broadcasting 
47 Perkins, Elwood 1973-1983 – 120 Fellowship 
48 Perkins, Harvey 1966 
49 Perna, Alfred 
1973 Continental Team Challenge, 
Germany 
49 Perry, Anita Emory University 
50 Perry, Morton Mesa College 
51 Peters, Charles B. 1952 - World Pentecostal Conference 
52 Peters, David 1977 
53 Peters, John L. 
1962, 1976 – FGBMFI, World 
Neighbors 
54 Petersen, Jonathan  
55 Peterson, Bartlett 1961 – AG termination 
56 Peterson, Bartlett 
1961-1962 – AG termination **This 
folder was found empty 6/25/18 
AW** 
57 Peterson, Paul B. 1976 – Eastern European Mission 
58-59 Pethrus, Levi 
1927-1972 – Mattsson-Boze, 
Willebrands 
60 Pethrus, Levi 
1970-1972 RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
**This folder was found empty 
6/25/18 AW** 
61 Pfeiler, Robert 1986 – Paraclete Press 
62 Pflug, Nancy 1973 – New Covenant 
63 Phillips, I.N. 1984 
64 Phillips, J. Samuel 1963-1976 – Baptist 
65 Phillips, Maudie 1978 – John 17:21 
66 Phillips, McLandish 1979 
67 Phillips, Randall C. Methodist 
68 Phillips, Syvelle  
69 Phillips, William K. 1972 – AG 
70 Philo, Stephen  
71 Pickthorn, William E. 1962 – AG termination 
72 Piedmonte, R.E. 1976 – AG 
73 Pierce, T. Burton 1986 – AG 
74 Piet, Brother 1979-1984 Netherlands 
75 Pike, Garnet 1970 – Emmanuel College 
76 Pinsince, Thetis Sheldon 




Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
77 Piper, Ben C. 1974 – AG, Foursquare 
78 Piper, Otto A. 
1960-1963 – AG termination, 
Princeton 
79 Pirtle, Robert W. 1981 – AG 
80 Pitt, Charles (Bud) 1982 – FGBMFI 
81 Plotts, Morris 1984 
82 Plullzes, Sam & Gloria 1985 
83 Poertner, Patty 1986 
84 
Porte Ouverte (Groupes de Priere de 
Payerne) 
1984 – Jerusalem, ecumenism 
85 Postfay, George 1972-1983 – Lutheran 
86 Pollard, Judith A. 1978 – Dennis Roberts, Mr. Pentecost 
87 Possiel, Ray P. 1977 
88 Poteat, Dorothy 1962 – ORU, Pentecostal Collection 
89 Potter, Charles 1964 – FGBMFI 
90 Potter, Philip 1975-1983 – WCC 
91 Pottinger, Earle 
1963-1975 – FGBMFI, Lebaka 
Mission 
92 Powers, Tim 1969 
93 Poysti, Earl 1952 – Far East Broadcasting 
94 Pradervand, Marcel 1977-1982 
95 Prankard, Bill 1978 
96 Prather, Bob 1980-1987 
97 Preller, A.W.W.F. 1952 
98 Prenel, Georges 1972 – France 
99 Price, Frank W. 
1960 – Union, Missionary Research 
Library 
100 Price, Handel Christian Challenge 
101 Prichard, Margrete  
102 Prince, Derek 1975-1978 
103-104 Pritchard, L.A. (Thelma) 1977-1984 – Team Trust 
105 Pritchard, Marjorie 1973 – Indonesia 
106 Prosser, Peter E. 1972 
107 Pruett, Gene C. 1962 St. Michael’s Legions 
108 Pruett, Robert 1983 – Harbor Church, Lomita, CA 
109 Pugsley, Betty 1986 – Paraclete Press 
110 Pula, DeAnne 1979 
111 Purvis, Eldon 1971 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
112 Putterill to Brother Jean 
1950 – Harrismith meetings, Du 
Plessis 
Box 26: Correspondence, Q - Rizzo 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Quanabush, E.T 1971 
2 Quanabush, E.T to Frary Von Blomberg 1951 
3 Quackenbush, Betty 1972 
4 Quebedeaux, Richard 1977-1978 
5 R  
6 Ragsdale, Duncan A. Banner Publishing 
7 Ragsdale, Joe to H.N. Van Ameron 1959 
8 Raiger, Sr. Laura 1971 – Mary College, glossolalia 
9 Raines, Richard C. 1960 – Methodist 
10 Rainwater, A.J. 1979 
11 Raiser, Konrad 1982 
12 Rakow, Gordon Lutheran 
13 Ramsey, Bonnie 1983-1985 
14 Ranaghan, Dorothy 1969 
15 Ranaghan, Kevin M. 1976-1980 
16 Ranaghan, Kevin to Ronald D. McConnell 
1983 – Catholic Charismatic, 
Swaggart anti-catholicism 
17 Randall, Robert L. 1972 – Whitaker Books 
18 Raney, Al Homer 1975 – Apostolic Faith Mission 
19 Ranson, Charles W. 1952 – WCC 
20 Raper, Oliver H. (uncle) 1968 – Central Tabernacle 
21 Rath, Ralph 1982-1983 
22 Raubenheimer, Martha South Africa 
23 Raudszus, S. Juanita Dialogue, ORU 
24 Rawling, Les  
25 Re, G.B., Monsignor 1983 – Papal audience 
26 Read, David H.C. 1969 – Presbyterian 
27 Reakoff, June 1986 
28 Redman, Henry F. 1974 – Boze, Full Gospel Mission 
29 Reed, William Standish 1983 
30 Reece, Lloyd 1972 – AG 
31 Rees-Thomas, David C. 1974-1986 – Evangel Temple 
32 Reeves, Glenn 1980 – AG 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
33 Reeves, K.R. 1962 
34 Regimbal, Jean-Paul 1969, Dialogue 
35 Reid, John AG 
36 Reid, Thomas 1986 – Du Plessis Center 
37 Reimbold, Irene 1971 – travel 
38 Reimers, Al 1983 
39 Reinhardt, Jake 1976 – Latter Rain, M.M. Fraser 
40 Reis, Clare E. 1976 
41 Repko, Dick 1976 
42 Revival – Phoenix, AZ  
43 Rex, Frederick J. 1959 – Riverside Church, New York 
44 Rex, Frederick J. 
1959 – World Literacy and Christian 
Literature **This folder was found 
empty 6/25/18 AW** 
45 Reynard, Juliette Mercier 1978 
46 Rhine, Jim & Polly 1977 
47 Rhodes, Richard B. 1981 
48 Rice, Jerry P. 1971 – FGBMFI 
49 Rice, Jerry P. 
1972 – Church meeting **This folder 
was found empty 6/25/18 AW** 
50 Rice, Robert F. 1968-1985 
51 Rice, Shepherd 1985 – Bonnke 
52 Richard, H. 1970 – Spirit Bade Me Go 
53 Richards, John H. 1974-1984 
54 Richardson, Carl  
55 Richey, Raymond T. 1962 – FGBMF 
56 Ridings, Bernard B. 1973 – AG 
57 Riihl, James H. 1983 
58 Riley, Richard D. 1981 – tongues, Church of God 
59 Riling, Don 1978-1981 
60 Rincon, Elizabeth 1976-1979 
61 Ringli, Otto 1984 – Suisse 
62 Rivett-Carnac, Nicholas to Matt du Plessis 1987 
63 Rizzo, Michael Full Gospel Tabernacle 
Box 27: Correspondence, Robb - Ryan 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Robb, John D. to Bill Bright 1979 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
2 Robb, John D. to Pete Domenici 1979 
3 Robb, John D. to Du Plessis 1979-1982 
4 Robb, John D. to Billy Graham 1979 
5 Robb, John D. to W. Stanley Mooneyham 1979 
6 Robb, John D. to Pope John Paul II 1979 
7 Robb, John D. to President of the U.S. 1979 
8 Robb, John D. to Pat Robertson 1979 
9 Robb, John D. to Lorne Sanny 1979 
10 Robb, John D. to Ruth Carter Stapleton 1979 
11 Robb, John D. to H.A. Van Lau 1980 
12 Robeck, Cecil M. to Bill Carmichael SPS, Ecumenism 
13 Robeck, Cecil M. to Du Plessis 1982 
14 Robeck, Cecil M. to Justus du Plessis RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
15 Roberson, james 1978 
16 Robert, Jean-Marie 1977-1979 
17 Roberts, James R. 1965 
18 Roberts, Louis 1963 
19 Roberts, Oral 1962-1964 
20 Roberts, Thomas 1972, 1976 – Dialogue 
21 Roberts, William J. 1950 
22 
Roberts, William J. to Frary Von 
Blomberg 
1953 – Far East Broadcasting 
23 Robertson, Pat 1980 
24 Robertson, William H. 1977 
25 Robinson, John Wood 1975 – Methodist 
26 Robinson, Karen 1984 – ORU Library 
27 Robinson, Martin 1979-1986 – biography, Lynda Martin 
28 Roddy, Lee 1976 
29 Rodig, Gertrude 1980 
30 Rodriguez, Luis Manuel 1965 
31 Rogstad, Adolph 1977 
32 Rohrer, Norman 1976 – infallibility 
33 Romero, Nancy 1986 – Hosanna College 
34 Ronnback, Inge 1973-1976 – Dialogue 
35 Roos, C.B. & Mooi, R.J. 1983 – Nederlandse Kerke 
36 Rose, Shirley 1981-1984 
37 Rosebaugh, Howard 1972 
38 Rosenow, M.L. 1985 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
39 Ross, Brian R. 1974 – Donald Gee 
40 Rossin, Delbert R. 1971-1975 
41 Rossouw, P.I.  
42 Rothuizen, J. 1967 healing conference 
43 Roux, Harold le 1985 
44 Rowles, L.W. 1959 – Princeton lectures 
45 Rowles, E.A. 1981 – MacKay, McCord, Princeton 
46 Rowlands, Alex  
47 Rozell, Jack V. 1981 – AG 
48 Rudolph, John-Willy 1968-1978 
49 Rundle, Allen G. 1974-1978 - Logos 
50 Rushman, Geoffrey 1972 
51 Rushton, David E. 1970-1976 – Templeton 
52 Rusthoi, Howard  
53 Rutenber, Culbert 
1970-1977 – Southern California 
College 
54, 55 Rutke, Fem 1977 – Holland 
56 Ryan, H. Sidney AG 
Box 28: Correspondence, S - Scott 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 S  
2 Saint-Hilaire, Dave  
3 Saint Peter, Jeff & Cindy 1986 
4 Saita, Yutaka  
5 Saiz, Al 1978 – God’s Army Biblical Seminary 
6 Sakalac, Nicholas J. 1952 – Far East Broadcasting, Broger 
7 Salley, Ron 1985 – Foursquare 
8 Samaddar, H.R. 1974 
9 Samarin, William J. 1968-1972 – glossolalia 
10 Samelson, Alta Post card 
11 Sandberg, G.E. 1964 – Charismatic renewal 
12 Sanders, Bill 
1972-1979 – Tulsa Christian 
Fellowship 
13 Sanders, D. Leroy 1969 
14 Sanders, James N. 1980-1983 – John 17:21 
15, 16 Sandidge, Jerry L 1976-1986 
17 Sandidge, Jerry L. to Hartmut Damm 1976 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
18 Sandidge, Jerry L to Justus du Plessis Dialogue 
19 Sandidge, Jerry L to Peter Kuzmic 1984 
20 Sandidge, Jerry L to Miroslov Volf 1986 
21 Sandidge, Jerry L to Robert McAlister Dialogue 
22 Sandidge, Jerry L to Basil Meeking Dialogue 
23 Sandidge, Jerry L to Kilian McDonnell Dialogue 
24 
Sandidge, Jerry L to participants in the 
Dialogue 
1986 
25 Sandidge, Jerry L to Mel Robeck Dialogue 
26 Sandidge, Jerry L to J. Rodman Williams SPS 
27 Sandidge, Jerry L to Zimmerman, Thomas 1983 
28 Sandru, Trandafir 
1975-1983 – Pentecostal TS, 
Bucharest 
29 Sanford, Robert L. 1980 
30 Sapp, Roy G. 1983 – AG 
31 Sate, Lowell J. 1977 – Luther TS 
32 Sattler, Henry  
33 Scanlan, Michael 1975 – College of Steubenville 
34 Schacklford, Floyd 1959 – World Literacy 
35 Scheepers, Noel 1972 
36 Schenk, Ronald H. 
1971 – Catholic priest leaving order to 
marry 
37 
Scheurer, Sr. Lore and Reinhard Thiel to 
Friends 
1979 – Schlos Craheim 
38 Schiblin, Richard  
39 Schiller, Ruth 1979 
40 Schindler, Jerry 1966 
41 Schjerning, Reg  
42 Schloemer, Edna M 1973 
43 Schmauss, Joseph & Frances 1986 
44 Schmeider, Sr. M. Lucinda 1981 
45 Schmidgall, Bob 1975 
46 Schmidt, Harold 1973-1983 
47 Schmitt, Charles 1972-1977 
48 Schmitz, Helmut  
49 Schneider, Bernardine  
50 Schneider, Bob 1963 
51 Schneider, Bob to Steve Sheldon 1980 
52 Schneider, Bob & Lois 1978-1984, Brazil, Wycliffe 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
53 Schneider, Lois 1963 
54 Schnyder, Kurt 
1976-1984 – Continental Sound, 
Switzerland 
55 Schoch, David 1976 
56 Schoch, David E. 1986 – Bethany Chapel 
57 Schoch, Paul C. South Africa, tongues, AG 
58 Schoch, Ray 1962 – tongues 
59 Schoeman, A.J. to Frary Von Blomberg 1950 – Far East Broadcasting 
60 Schoeman, A.J. to William Branham 1951 
61 Schoeman, A.J. to Anna du Plessis 
1951– Apostolic Faith Mission, South 
Africa 
62 Schoeman, A.J. to to Du Plessis 
1949-1951 – Pentecostal Churches of 
Canada 
63 Schoeman, A.J. to Leonard Steiner 1948 
64 Scholand, Lucy 1984 – Medjugorje, New Covenant 
65 Schot, W.J. 1972-1985 – WCC, Schlos Craheim 
66 Schotte, Jan to Justus du Plessis Extraordinary Synod of Bishops 
67 Schreck, Alan 
1973-1974 Charismatic Renewal 
Services 
68 Schreiner, Ursula 1982 
69 Schreiter, Karl 1986 
70 Schuller, Robert 1980-1984 
71 Schultz, Bill 1973, 1980 
72 Schultz, Judi 1984 – Bonnke 
73 Schultz, Klaus 1980 – Rayma 
74 Schumack, Betty 1980 – End-Times handbook 
75 Schwab, A. Wayne 1980 – Episcopal 
76 Schwane, John 1986 
77 Schwartz, Michael 1986 – Catholic Center 
78 Schwarzfeller, Rolf 1980 – Berlin 
79 Scott, J.R.  1983 - Methodist 
Box 29: Correspondence, Sealls - South 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Sealls, Arthur 1976 – FGBMFI 
2 Sebastian, Lucy Prayer Summits 
3 Secord, Geoffrey 1984 – FGBMFI 
4 Seidel, E.H. 1965 – FGBMFI Australia 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
5 Seiler-Melches, Lotte 1980 
6 Sein, Sister 1972 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
7 Sejahtera, Suhana 1974 – Indonesia 
8 Sellinger, Sharon & Frank 1982 
9 Senduk, Ho L. 1966 – Bethel Foundation 
10 Sepponen, Eero 1975 
11 Sequeira, R.J. 1977 
12 Seromik, Gary 1972 – New Covenant 
13 Setzer, Roy B. 1972 
14 Severance, Rollin M. 1969 
15 Sevener, Harald A. 1984 – Missions to the Jews 
16 Shadley, Norman to John Weaver 1961 – Du Plessis book 
17 Shannon, Al & Barb 1979, 1984 
18 Shannon, Margaret 2 p. 1959 – Presbyterian 
19 Shaw, Alexander J. 15 p. 1972-1986 - RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
20 Shaw, Dorothy to Anna du Plessis 1966 
21 Sheats, Morris 1980 – Baptist 
22 Shehan, Dennis J. 
1976 – Charismatic Catholic 
Evangelist 
23 Sheley 1973, 1984 
24 Shepherd, David A. 1981 – Bethel Gospel Tabernacle 
25 Sherman, Helen W. 1977 – Don Tilghman 
26 Sherrill, John L. 11 p. 
1959-1981 – Peale, Guideposts, 
Chosen  
27 Sherwood 1967 
28 Shigo, Leone 1972 
29 Shoemaker, Helen S. 25 p. 1972-1977 – Spiritual Ecumenism 
30 Shoemaker, Helen S. 3 p.  
31 Shoemaker, S.M. 1960 – Episcopal 
32 Short, Stephen N. 1977-1986 
33 Sickler, Bud & Fay 1965-1984 – Africa Now 
34 Sievers, Ernst 1978 
35 Sievers, Muriel 197? – Schoch, Gene Scott 
36 Sigmond, J. 1963-1974 – Afrikaans 
37 Silverthorn, Mary 1981 – Klock 
38 Simak, Alexandra Ecumenism 
39 Simpson, Charles 1981 
40 Simpson, Helen B. 17 p. 1963-1983 – Methodist 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
41 Simonson, Gale 1977 – PTL 
42 Simpfendoerfer, Werner 1984 – Philip Potter 
43 Sims, Floyd  
44 Simon, R.E. 1965 – Australia 
45 Sinclair, Mary 1970 
46 Sipe, Vernie to Evelyn Brock 1972 – Du Plessis interview for Logos 
47 Sit, Hong 1984 – Grace Chapel 
48, 49 Sjoberg, Stanley 
1975-1986 – Edvardsen, Sweden, 
Singapore 
50 Sjostrom, Gini 1979 
51 Skandamis, John Paul 1976 
52 Skinner, Basil 1968 
53 Skinner, Frieda 1986 
54 Skinner, Tom 1982 
55 Slaybaugh, Ressa 1973 
56 Slosser, Bob Logos 
57 Slosser, Bob 
1977 **This folder was found empty 
6/25/18 AW** 
58 Sluis, Joost 1975-1980 – 120 Fellowship 
59 Smail, Thomas A.  1977 – Fountain Trust 
60 Small, Doug 1979 – West Coast Bible College 
61 Small, Doug & Barbara 1984 
62 Small, Robert 1978 – Albion College 
63 Smeeton, Donald 1978 – Donald Gee, Belgium 
64 Smith, Bob 1984 
65 Smith, Donald J. 1972 – Ecumenism, Koenig 
66 Smith, Donald P. 1960  
67 Smith, Eugene L. 1962 – Methodist 
68 Smith, Frannie B. 1951 – South Africa 
69 Smith, G. Moore 11 p. 1962, 1982 – Anglican, Canada 
70 Smith, Gerald L. 1959-1962 – annotated newsletters 
71 Smith, H.M. 1980 – Evangel Temple 
72 Smith, Hazel R. 1982 
73 Smith, J. Arlen 1976 – PTL, Manzano 
74 Smith, Jill 1973 
75 Smith, Luther 1980 
76 Smith, Peter 1971 
77 Smith, Rolland and Carrie 1984 – Mission Omega 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
78 Smith, Ron and Judy 1978 
79 Smithius, Gerrit and Anne 1975 
80 Snelgrove, L.S. to pastor 1962 – FGBMFI 
81 Snider, Allan G.  
82 Snow, Fred 1982 – AG 
83 Snyder, La Vern H. 1985 – AG 
84 Soderstrom, Donald G.  
85 Soeharjo, D. 
1970 – Bethel Evangelistic Training 
College 
86 Solbu, Aksel 1982 
87 Solheim, James E. 1973 – Lutheran 
88 Somerville, Robert S. 
1980 – Church of God (Cleveland) 
Charismatic Leadership Convocation 
89 Somes, Nanci 1980 
90 Sousa, Margie 1985 – Reinhard Bonnke 
91 
South African Mutual Life Assurance 
Society 
1967 – Mattheus K. du Plessis 
Box 30: Correspondence, Spencer - Sung 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Spencer, Carlton 24 p. 1965-1984 – Elim 
2 Spencer, Carlton 
1975-1976 – Elim, RC/Pentecostal 
Dialogue **This folder was found empty 
6/25/18 AW** 
3 Spencer, Jerry 1973 – Foursquare 
4 Sperling-Botteron, Arnold 1977-1980 
5 Spini (?), Hans & Erika 1977 – Zurich 
6 Spittler, Russell P. 1972-1986 
7 
Spittler, Russell P. to Elizabeth 
Fitzamaurice 
1986 – Du Plessis Center 
8 Spittler, Russell P. to Kevin Ranaghan 1983 
9 Spittler, Russell P. to Harold Roux 1986 
10 Spittler, Russell P. to Oral Roberts 1964 
11 Spitzer, Volkhard 1977-1983 – Jesus ’81, Berlin 
12 Spradling, Don 1975 – Calvary Temple 
13 Sproles, Ernest 1976 
14 St…, Gerald 1966 
15 Stalwick, Cliff 1981 
16 Stamm, Guido  1979 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
17 Stange, Dag 1976 – Finland 
18 Stapleton, Ruth Carter 1977 – Inner Healing workshops 
19 Statham, Dan 1981 
20 Steelberg, Wesley R. 
1949-1952 – Pentecostal World 
Conference 
21 
Steele, Warren H. to Clergy, Baton 
Rouge, LA 
1962 – Episcopalian Charismatics, 
Louisiana 3p 
22 Steendam, L 1972 
23 Stegner, William Richard  
1970 – Evangelical Theological 
Seminary 
24 Steigler, Ken 1982 – Methodist 




1947-1985 T.L. Osborn, Oral Roberts, 
Billy Graham, Pentecostal/ Roman 
Catholic Dialogue 
27 Steiner, Leonhard 26 p.  
28 Steiner, Mimi 2 p.  
29 Stenhouse, Everett 1980 
30 Stephanou, Eusebius A. 1975 
31 Stephanou, Eusebius 
1975 – Orthodox Charismatic 
Conference **This folder was found 
empty 6/25/18 AW** 
32 Stevens, Charles F.  
33 Stevens, Steven B. Charisma 
34 Stevenson, Robert F. 1968 – Presbyterian 
35 Stewart, Brian  
36 Stewart, David 1983 
37 Stewart, R. Thomas 1973 – Methodist 
38 Stewart, Susan Joy 1986 – Hermano Pablo Ministries 
39 Stilp, Deporres 1981 – Maryknoll Fathers 
40 Stoddard, Williams 1980 – Lowell Berry Foundation 
41-42 Stone, Jean 1961-1968 
43 Stoop, Vernon 1984 – UCC Charismatic Fellowship 
44 Stotts, George R. 1978-1980 
45 Strader, Karl 1981 – AG 
46 Stradley, Duane C. 1975 
47 Strang, Stephen E. 30 p. 1978-1984 
48 Stransky, Thomas F. 3 p. 1964 – Vatican II 
49 Strock, John Henry 1969 – Presbyterian 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
50 Stroethoff, F.A. 1973 
51 Strong, Everett 1986 – Network of Christian Ministries 
52 Stroud, Laurine, J.C. 1972 - The Spirit Bade Me Go 
53 Struble, Rhode 1977 
54 Stube, Barbara H. 1970 
55 Stube, Ed 1964-1970 
56 Stube, Peter 1962 – FGBMFI 
57 Stuckelberger, H. 1978 – Christian Solidarily International 
58 Stucky, Jerry 1973 
59 Studer, Gerald C. 1987 
60 Studer, Urs & Veronica 1972-1983 – Dutch 
61 Stuelpnagel, C.  1976 
62 Sturgis, Carol A.  1966-1972 
63 Sudlow, David H. 1982 
64 Suelflow, Roy A. Far East Broadcasting 1953 - Japanese Lutheran Hour 
65 Suenens, L.J. Cardinal 1977 – Joseph Orsini 
66 Summers, Oliver 1977 – AG 
67 Sumners, Thomas W. 1984 – Episcopal 
68 Sumrall, Lester 1981, 1984 
69 Sung, S.K. 1975 
70 Sung, S.K. 
1973 – Jean Darnall **This folder was 
found empty 6/25/18 AW** 
Box 31: Correspondence, Suthard - Tyson 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Suthard, Jim 1975 
2 Sutherland, Mark M. 1979 – God Has No Grandsons 
3 Sutton, Robert A. 1974 – New Wine 
4 Svartdahl, Hans 1977 
5 Svartdahl, Hans 
1977 – Evangelical Press **This folder 
was found empty 6/25/18 AW** 
6 Svenhard, Ronny 1981 – FGBMF 
7 Swaggart, Jimmy 15 p. 1983 – Catholicism 
8 Swaim, John 1973 – World Missionary Assistance 
9 Swamidorai, G. 1974 – International Miracle Fellowship 
10 Swartz, Gordon P. to Brother Erickson 1950 
11 Sweet, Lloyd - WHCT-TV 1972 – Bushnell Memorial Conference 
12 Sweitzer, Marion 1969 
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13 Swiger, LeMoyne 1985 
14 
Synan, J.A. (Bishop) to Valdivia, 
Geraldo 
1969 – Pentecostal Holiness Church, 
Chile 
15-16 Synan, Vinson 
1975-1987 – Emmanuel College, SPS, 
Chile 
17 Synan, Vinson to Bob McAlister  RC/Pentecostal Dialogue 
18 Syverson, Sandra Columbia 
19 T  
20 Tadas, Esa 1975 
21 
Taitinger, R.W. Pentecostal Assemblies 
of Canada 
1974 
22 Talavera, Carlos 1984 
23 Tanii, Buichi  
24 Tanneberg, Ward  
25 Tanutama, T.A. 1970-1977 
26 Tanuwarta, J. 1970-1978 - FGBMFI 
27 Tappeiner, Daniel A. 1975-1980 
28 Tappy, B.E. 1986 
29 Taswell, H.L.T. to Robert F. Kennedy 1966 – South Africa 
30-31 Tavilla, Ernest B.  
32 Taylor, Chris 1980 
33 Taylor, Clyde W. 1953 – Far East Broadcasting 
34 Taylor, David 1965 
35 Taylor, Jim 1977 – papal infallibility 
36 Taylor, J.R. 1977 – South America missions 
37 Taylor, John R. Mrs. 1985 
38 Taylor, Maggie 1978 – Glenn Anderson 
39 Taylor, Reichardt 1973 – Brazil 
40 Taylor, Robert C. 1964 
41 Taylor, Theophilus Mills 1960 – Pittsburgh Theological Seminary 
42 Teague, Robert 1975 
43 Tebbs, Gifford R. 1976 – Templeton 
44 Temlett, Conrad 1984 – South Africa 
45-46 Templeton, John 9 p. 1976-1978 
47 Teneff, Steve 1978 
48 Terrell, Terry L. 1982 – Conference on the Holy Spirit 
49 Teshima, Ikuro 1965 
50 Thanaraj, H.S. 1979 
51 Thatcher, Floyd W. 1972-1978 – Word Books 
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52 Thiessen, Willard 1979 
53 Thom, Robert 1952 – AG 
54 Thomas, Bill 1972 – FGBMFI 
55 Thomas, J.H. 1966 
56 Thomas, James S. 1974 – Methodist 
57 
Thomas, Kurien – Churches of God in 
India 
Christian Summit, Singapore 
58 Thomas, Leo 1972 
59 Thomas, Robert B. 1977, 1981 
60 Thompson, Alex  1984 
61 Thompson, Gloria 1981 – Koinonia 
62 Thompson, Lionel 1985 
63 Thompson, J.Ray  1977 – UCC Charismatic Fellowship 
64 Thomson, Isis & Harry 1984 
65 Thornton, Bill 1975-1979 – Renewal Center 
66-67 Thureson, Birger 1979 
68 Tibbetts, Jim 1985 – Fatima 
69 Tiemann, Edwin 197? – Roman Catholicism false 
70 Tilghman, Donnell 1972 
71 Tingson, Greg 1978 
72 Tito, Agustin C. 1978 
73 Toaspern, Paul 1983 – Lutheran conference  
74 Tobin, Harold W. 1979-1985 
75 Toiviainen, Veli-Pekka 1969-1973 
76 Tollefsen, B. 1963 – Finland 
77 Tomlinson, Allen 1980 
78 Tomlinson, Homer 1958 – Church of God 
79 Torley, Angie 1976 – Faith Center 
80 Torrella, Ramon 1978, 1983 – John Paul II 
81 Torrey, Archer 36 p. 1972-1984 – Jesus Abbey 
82 Torrey, Reuben G. 1981 – Church of the Messiah 
83 Townsend, W. Cameron 1978 – Wycliffe 
84 Train, D.L. 1962 – WCC, The Spirit Bade Me Go 
85 Trask, Thomas E. 1976 
86 Traub, Cliff  
87 Trenhaile, Dale Ann Arbor 
88 Trowbridge, Anthony V. 1980 – South Africa 
89 Trulin, Duane 1975 
90 Trulin, Paul  
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91 Tryfiates, Mary 1981-1984 – FGBM, Greece, Orthodox 
92 Tsirintanes, A.N. 1953 - Far East Broadcasting 
93 Tune, Ruth 1975 
94 Tunstall, Frank G. 1972 – SPS 
95 Turkis, Harry 1978 – Israel 
96 Turner, W.H. Pentecostal Pulpit 
97 Tweed, Malcolm 1978 
98 Tyson, Tommy 1965 - ORU 
 
Box 32: Correspondence, U - V 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Uebbing, Tom 
1977 – Charismatic Renewal 
Services 
2 Ungerer, Walter J. 1973 
3 Upshaw, William D. and Lily 196? 
4 
Upton, George R. Pentecostal Assemblies of 
Canada 
1959, 1979  
5 Usherwood, Ridley N. 1985 
6 v.d.Dries, P.W. 1963 – FGBMFI 
7 Vaagenes, Morris 
1975 – Lutheran Conference Holy 
Spirit 
8 Valdivia, Gerardo 1967-1975 – Synan 
9 Van Ameron, H.N. 1959 
10 Van Ameron, H.N. to Emeis, J.F. 1960 – Dutch 
11 Van Ausenhine  
12 Van den Berg, Edward 1982 – Apostolic Faith Mission 
13 Van Den Brink, J.E. 1963 
14 Van den Heuvel, Matthijs 1970  
15 Van der Ban, Mevrouw 1977 
16 Van der Giessen, W.  
17 Van der Horst, Evert  
18 Van der Laan, Cees & Paul  
19 Van der Westhuizen, S. 1981 – South Africa 
20 Van der Woude, P 1961-1968 
21 Van Dim, Wim 198 ? 
22 Van Dingstee, J. to Zimmerman 1967 
23 Van Dusen, Clema 1977 
24 Van Dusen, Henry P. 1960  
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
25 Van Exel, Nicholas J.A. 1981 – Holland 
26 Van Eyssen, J.B. 1966 
27 Van Gijs, Jan Kracht Van Omhoog 
28 Van Heukelom, Clarence 1986 – Melody Land 
29 Van Kampen, Cary 1978 
30 Van Leeuwen, P. 1980-1983 
31 Van Mansum, I. 1967 
32 Van Steenis, Dale 1982 
33 Van Veen, M.D. 1974 
34 Van Vliet, Hank 1974 
35 Van Weerden, Peter 1953, 1983 – Jerusalem ‘84 
36 Van Wyk, Bertus 1985 
37 Van Zyl, W. 1975 – Justus 
38 Vanada, Gail 1983 – Prayer Summit 
39 Vann, Hobart 1978, 1986 
40 Vantassel, Albert 1983 
41 Varela, Don 1984 – New Creation Community 
42 Vashchenko and Chmykhalov Families 1978 
43 Vasconcelos, Alcebiades 
Pentecostal World Conference, 
Schoch 
44, 45 Vega, Gonzalo 1977 
46 Vegh, Christine 1976 
47 Veidmark, Arvid 1952 – Far East Broadcasting 
48 Venter, Martie  
49 Verbeek, F.M. Tongen als van Vuur 
50 Vereb, Jerome 1980 
51 Vereb, Jerome to William Carmichael  
52 Vereb, Jerome & Pierre Duprey 1980 
53 Vereide, Bonnie 1966 
54 Vereide, Milton 1966 
55 Verhaag, Virginia 1972 – Notre Dame, FGBMF 
56 Verhulst, Roger 1973 – Eerdmans 
57 Vierling, Barbara 1982-1986 
58 Vincent, E.E. 1976 
59 Vinley, Jason 
1972 “I was delivered from 
Deliverance” 
60 Vinyard, Richard R. 1973 
61 Vischer, Lukas 1971, 1976 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
62, 63 Visser ‘t Hooft, W.A. 1954-1980 
64 Viviano, Anthony J. 1981 
65 Vivieo, L.M. 1962 – Justus, glossolalia 
66 Vlug, Pieter 1967 
67 Vogler, Fred 1970 
68 Von Blomberg, Frary William 1953 
69 Von Blomberg, Frary William Photos and clippings 
70 Von Orelli, Helene 1972-1984 
71 Von Orelli, J.A. 1979 
72 Von Trapp, Maria 1973 
73 Voordewinde, D. 1976 
74 Voorhoeve, J.N. 1975 
75 Vourliotis, Peter – Greeks for Christ 1983 
Box 33: Correspondence, W - Whyte 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 W  
2 Wacker, Wilbur H. 1973-1980 
3 Wagoner, Donna & Jerry 1986 
4 Waisner, Homer 1985 
5 Walkem, Charles Wm. 1974 – Life Bible College 
6 Walker, David d. 1983 – Little David Revival Crusades 
7 Walker, Herbert & Lucille 1970 – Germany 
8 Walker, J. Herbert 1948 – Church of God Cleveland 
9, 10 Walker, Paul H. 1952 – Church of God Cleveland 
11 Walker, S. Juanita 1964 – ORU 
12 Walker, T.W. 1984 - Elim 
13 Walla, Joseph L. to Von Blomberg, Frary 1950 – Evangelical Lutheran Mission 
14 Wallace, Mary Jo 1983-1985 – Swaggart 
15 Wallace, Rod Covenant Outreach 
16 Waller, Stacy 1985 – Back to the Bible Broadcast 
17 Wallin, Barbro Sweden 
18 Walterman, DeVore H. 1978 – Philadelphia Church 
19 Walters, Joyce 1978 – 700 Club 
20 Walton, J.C. 1983 
21 Walton, Jerry Alan 1984 – Baptist 
22 Wannebo, Ode 




Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
23 Wanner, Chuck 1977 – Presbyterian 
24 Ward, C.M. 
Bethany Bible College (honorary 
doctorate) 
25 Ward, Horace S. 1981 – Church of God Cleveland 
26 Ward, John J. 1972 – Karlene Boyette 
27 Wardel, F.R.M. 1965 – Australia 
28 Ware, R.K. 1978-1981 – France, AG, Yongi-Cho 
29 Warner, Gary 1979 
30, 31 Warner, Wayne 1983 – slain in the Spirit, AG archives 
32 Warren, John C. 1982 
33 Warren, Larry 1984 – Maranatha 
34 Wasilenko, Samuel J. 1952 – AG, Russia, Herman Webber 
35 Waterhouse, M. 1965 – Australia 
36 Waterhouse, Vi 1963-1984 - Schneider 
37 Watkins, Jerry 1982 – Trinity Memorial Church 
38 Watson, Dick 1984 – ORU 
39 Watts, John M. 
1965 – Pentecostal Assemblies of 
Canada 
40 Way, S. Warren 1971- charismatic 
41 Waymire, Jerry W. 1976 – AG 
42 Wead, Doug to Dan Malachuk 1974 
43 Wead, Roy H. 1974 – Trinity Bible Inst. 
44 Weaver, Jean 1973 
45 Weaver, John 1972 
46 Webb, Bert 1952 – AG 
47 Webber, Herman H. 1952 
48 Weber, A.F. 1973 – baptism 
49 Weber, C. Vance 1975 – renewal 
50 Weber, H.R. 1962 – WCC 
51 Weber, Joseph C. 1968 – WCC 
52 Weeks, Philip E. 
c. 1980 – charismatic leaders 
conference 
53 Weigel, Jovian 1971-1976 – St. Francis 
54 Weigel, Van 1978 – Baptist, charimatic 
55 Weiner, Bob 1984 
56 Weingrad, Leonard 1972 
57 Weising, Ed 1973 – AG 
58 Weiss, I.D. 1977 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
59 Welch, Dick and Muriel 1976 
60 Wells, David M. 1982 – AG 
61 Wenk, Marianne 1979 – Germany 
62 Wenzel, B. 1981 
63 Wertz, Robert G. 1977 – Episcopal 
64 Wessler, Gerhard 1973 – Belgium 
65 West, Al Logos International Fellowship 
66 West, Charles C. 1959 – WCC 
67 West, James R. 1958 – World Directory 
68 Westcott, Harry 1982 
69, 70 Weston, Arnold C. 1953 – Far East Broadcasting 
71 Weston, Carlos 1974 – Indonesia 
72 Wheeler, Miriam 1981 – France 
73 Whitaker, Amel 
1972 – Charismatic Conference on 
Spirit 
74 Whitaker, Robert C. 1960-1979 – Silver Lake Presbyterian 
75 White, Clinton 1977-1982 – World Radio Mission 
76 White, Christopher N. 1976 
77 White, Melvin W. 1986 – FGBMF, 70x7 
78 Whitener, John 1980 – Troy State U. 
79 Whiting, Francis 1963-1983 – Baptist 
80 Whiting, Francis to Ward, C.M. 
1978 – Bethany Bible College, Du 
Plessis 
81 Whittemore, Ed 1976 
82 Whitlow, Arlie 1979 
83 Whittington, Jim 1981 
84 Whyte, H.A. Maxwell 1971 – United Apostolic Faith Church 
Box 34: Correspondence, Wick - Y 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Wickramaratne, Colton S. 1972-1986 – Impetus ’86, Paul Beling 
2 Widdowson, Charles Zeroa World Outreach 
3 Widmark, Don 1973 – Juan Carlos Ortiz 
4 Wierenga, Angeline 1973 
5 Wiens, Delbert 1967 – Mennonite 
6 Wilardjo, L. 1974 
7 Wilbur, Robert T. 1972 
8 Wild, Bob 1967 – charismatic renewal 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
9 Wilkerson, Ralph 1978 
10 Wilkinson, Barbara 1986 
11 Willans, Jean Stone 1961 
12-16 Willebrands, John Cardinal  
17 Williams, Frank 1972-1975 
18 Williams, Geoffrey and Pauline 1972, 1979 – India 
19 Williams, John 1986 – World Prayer Summit 
20-23 Williams, J. Rodman  
24 Williams, Paul 1975 – Blaine Wesleyan Church 
25 Williams, Richard A. 1962 
26 Williams, Wendy 1973 
27 Willis, Bob 1975 – AG 
28 Willoughby, Paul 1977 
29 Wilmore, Paul 1962 
30 Wilson, Elizabeth W. 1972 – The Spirit Made Me Go 
31 Wilson, Elsa to Anna du Plessis 1952 
32 Wilson, Eric H. 19 p. 1965-1976 
33 Wilson, Ernest F. 1983 – finances 
34 Wilson, Everett A. 1980 – Bethany Bible College 
35 Wilson, John 1984 
36 Wilson, Mark 1984 – CBN University, Donald Gee 
37 Wilson, Ralph F. 1985 – Baptist 
38 Wilson, Samuel  1985 – MARC 
39 Wilson, T.H.  1984 – Billy Graham 
40 Wilson, William K. 
1980 – Faith Temple, Washington for 
Jesus 
41 Wine, Dale 1971 – Glad Tidings Missionary Society 
42 Wine, Richard 1980 – 70x7 
43 Winley, Jesse H. 1974 
44 Winscott, J. David 1980 – Robert Schuller 
45 Winter, Bill 1978 – Africa Enterprise 
46 Winter, Ernst F. 1975, 1983 – Maranatha 
47 Wirkkala, Martin S 1977-1982 
48 Wirmark, Bo 1980 – Mr. Pentecost 
49 Wirth, Lanny 1976 
50 Wist, Ted 1982 – personal logo 
51 Witmer, Joseph W. to Jerry Sandidge  
52 Witt, Otto 1961 – T.L Osborn 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
53 Witt, William A. 1972 
53 Witt, Wm.Jos.  
53 Witte, Fritz 1976 – FGBMFI 
54 Wittenbrink, Boniface  
55 Woerner, J.M. 1972 
56 Wogen, Norris L. to Anna du Plessis 1973 – Dagen 
57, 58 Wogen, Norris L. 1971-1986 
59 Wolf, H.H. 1959 – Ecumenical Institute 
60 Wolfe, Philip  
61 Wolfe, Virgie 1983 
62 Won, Jesus 1975 – WCC 
63 Wondergem, Jan 1985 – feast days of Israel 
64 Wong, james 1977 – Singapore Summit 
65 Wood, Ernie 1976 – Bethany Bible College 
66 Wood, Ian 1985 
67 Wood, William 
1984 – Philippine Ecumenical Christian 
Church 
68 Woodham, W.J. Full Gospel Book Depot 
69 Woods, Louis 
1981 – Pleasant Valley Evangelical 
Church 
70 Woods, Randy America Reborn 
71 Worley, Earl America for Jesus 
72 Worsfold, james E. 1965-1986 
73 Wright, Bob 1977 – Koinonia 
74 Wright, Dave and Doreen 1984 
75 Wright, Dorothy Gregg 1970, 1977 – Elbethel 
76 Wright, Jim 1984 – family Protection Lobby 
77 Wright, V. Halley 1985 – South Africa 
78 Wyatt, Eric and Gladys 1973, 1984 
79 Wynja, Sharon 1973 
80 Wysner, Glora M. 1952 – WCC 
81 Yang, Bill 1978 – Singapore 
82 Yarian, George 1972 – Calvary Temple 
83 Yates, Sue Tucker 1965 
84 Yoder, David & Anna 1973 – Corrie Ten Boom 
85 Yoder, Howard M. 2 p. 1961 – Lima Conference, NCC 
86 Yon, Glenda 1978 – AG pastor Quentin Edwards 
87 Yont, Peggy 1977 
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Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
88 York, Thurnace 1980 – Tabernacle 
89 Yoshimura, Masatoshi 1975 
90 Young, C.G. 1966 – Archbishop of Hobart 
91 Young, Norvel 1986 
92 Yount, Paul W. 2 p. 1964-1969 
93 Yurchak, Katherine S. 1971 – Ten Boom 
Box 35: Correspondence, Z and Unknown Sender 
Folder Correspondent Date – Note 
1 Zamboni, Edith Catholic Mission 
2 Zauhar, Marilyn 1981 – Mary 
3 Zellmer, W.G. 1973 – Like a Mighty Wind 
4 Zettersten, Paul 1952 
5 Ziemianski, Lawrence L. 1972, 1979 
6, 7 Zimmerman, Thomas 1970-1980 
8 Zimmerman, Thomas to Harald Bredesen 1961 
9 Zimmerman, Thomas to Justus du Plessis Dialogue 
10 Zimmers, Eugene, S.J. 1964 
11 Zirkle, Jack 1972 
12 Znoj, Lucille New Covenant  
13 Zoller, Zaida to Anna du Plessis 1978 – Charisma 
14 Zollner, Richard C. 1969-1973 
15 Zopfi, Jakob 1971-1986 
16 Zurfluh, Walter 1984 – Eastern European Mission 
17 Zytka, Edward Scandinavia 
18 Unknown sender  
Box 36 Manuscripts: Writings of David du Plessis (A – D) 
Folder Title 
1 Address to Pentecostal Fellowship of North America: “And it came to pass…” 
2 Address given at Charmes, France 23 May, 1968. Translation by Louis Dalliere 
3 Afterward and Last days 
4 Along the Appian Way 
5 Annual Christian Conference, Lima, NY 
6 Are Charismatics Becoming Church? 
7 Are We Going Back to the Churches? 
8 Azusa Street Revival of 1906 




10 The Baptism in the Holy Spirit Is for the Children of God 
11 Believe in His Name 
12 Bestaat Pinksteren nog wel voort in de Kerken? 
12 Blessings in Europe 
13 Born of and Baptized in the Holy Spirit 
14 Brief History of Pentecostal Movements 
15 
By One Spirit...Into One Body (attached: Manifesto & Declaration of the World 
Pentecostal Conf) 
16 Case of Wrong Punctuation 
17 Chaff, Fire, Wheat 
18 Charismatic Experience and Catholic Theology 
19 Charismatic Meetings in Europe 
20 Charismatic Movement in Our Day 
20 The Charismatic Fellowship Grows (written from Johannesburg April, 1973) 
21 The Christian Testimony 
22 Christ Church, Washington 
23 Christian Unity in the Trinity 
24 Come, Inherit 
25 Conference for renewal Spells Unity 
26 A Confidential report to Pentecostal Leaders  
27 
Critical Evaluation of the re-Affirmed Position of the general Council of the AG 
Regarding the Ecumenical Movement 
28 
De Oekumene van de Geest: Oekumenische Orientatiekusus: Akademie Pro Mundi 
Vita (PMV) 
29 Die Doop of Die Vervulling Met Die Heige Gees 
Box 37 Manuscripts: Writings of David du Plessis (D – G) 
Folder Title 
1 Difficult Questions which Have troubled Serious Christians 
2 The Ecumenical Movement 
3 Ecumenical Institute lectures by Du Plessis – Transcript 101 pages 
3 Ecumenism and Pentecostalism 
4 Eerstw Liede, Eerste Werken 
5 El Espirtu Me Ordeno Que Fuera 
6 Eulogy for Donald Gee 
7 Evangelicals at Vancouver: An Open Letter 
8 An Even More Insistent Challenge 
9 Everywhere Preaching the Word 
10 Exceptional Pentecostal Revival in Puerto Rico 
11 Forgiveness and Love (1976) 




13 The Fruit of the Spirit 
14 Full Gospel Fellowship Banquet 1974 
15 Future of the Pentecostal Movement 
16 Gather the Wheat-Burn the Chaff 
17 Gifts or Manifestations of the Holy Spirit 
18 Gifts or Manifestations of the Holy Spirit: Which? When? Where? 
19 A Glorious Revival Service in an African Pentecostal Church of Accru, Ghana 
20 Glossolalia 
21 God Has No Grandsons 
22 God Is Blessing Anglicans and Episcopalians 
 Box 38 Manuscripts: Writings of David du Plessis (G – Q) 
Folder Title 
1 Gray Ledges 1966 
2 Great Variety of Blesses in Five Weeks 
3 Have You Received the Baptism of the Holy Spirit 
4 He Established My Goings 
5 
The Healing Ministry in the Church by Bernard Martin – brief review by David du 
Plessis 
6 Historic Backgrounds of Pentecostalism 
7 Holy Spirit (1961) 
8 Holy Spirit 
9 Holy Spirit Brings Us Unity 
10 Holy Spirit in the Imperfect church 
11 Holy Spirit in Pentecostal Churches, Protestant Churches, Ecumenical Movement 
12 Ibra Radio and Karl Gustav Ottosson 
13 Impossible.... But God 
14 Into All the World 
15 Jesus Christ Is the Baptizer in the Holy Spirit 
16 Know What You Have 
17 Last Call 
18 Last Word 
19 Law and Free Grace 
20 Leadership in the Charismatic Renewal 
21 Let a Man Examine Himself 
22 Life in Its Fullness 
23 Listen to the Light 
24 Living in Christ 
25 Mine Hour Is Not Yet Come 
26 Missions Lectures - Transcript of Du Plessis lectures at Princeton Oct 2-4, 1959 




27 My Pentecostal Experience 
28 My Prayer 
29 My Visit to Indonesia 
30 A Nation is Shaken 
31 New and Old 
32 Notes on Being Filled with the Holy Ghost 
33 Once Again Holland 
34 On My Way – sermon notes for International Missionary Council farewell 
35 One Lord, One faith, One Baptism 
36 The Ought’s against the Any’s 
37 Our Conscience and the Holy Ghost 
38 Outpouring of the Holy spirit in Timor 
39 Pan African Christian leadership Assembly 
40 Parallels of the Miracle of Pentecost 
41 Pastor Lewi Pethrus 
42 Pentecost in Italy 
43 Pentecostal Bible School in Holland 
44 Pentecostal Bible week in Sweden 
45 Pentecostal Revival and Revolution 
46 Pentecostal Revival in North America 
47 Pentecostal Revival in Sweden 
48 Pentecostals and the Ecumenical Movements 
49 Praying in the Spirit 
50 Problems with Languages 
51 Prophecy 
52 A Queen Inquiries about Healing 
 Box 39 Manuscripts: Writings of David du Plessis (R – Z) 
Folder Title 
1 Rebirth and the Baptism 
2 Renewal of Christianity It Must Be Both Charismatic and Ecumenical 
3 Report of the President on his trip to Belgium, Germany, Rome and Africa 
4 Report on Sentani 
5 Report on the 1976 Charismatic Leaders Conference Oklahoma City 
6 The Resurrection of Jesus Christ 
7 Revival Tide Still Rising in Sweden 
8 Robe or Reality 
9 Seeing and sharing 






A Short Message to Carlton and Elizabeth Spencer: 50 years of ministry & note to 
Joe Nettleton 
12 Spirit Is Moving 
13 
“A Statement by Pentecostal Leaders” in Missions Under the Cross, International 
Missionary Council, 1953 
14 Story of Bishop Scott 
15 Strife of Tongues 
16 Surprises…His Appointments Never Fail 
17 There Is a Difference of Being Born in the Spirit and Baptized in the Spirit 
18 This Is That in the Last Days 
19 Thousands at All Night Services 
20 ‘Tongues’ – Glossolalia: IS Divisive AND Unifying 
21 Tongues a Spiritual Gift 
22 Traveling For God in Europe 
23 Travels of David J. du Plessis 
24 Twentieth Century Miracle of Faith 
25 Twentieth Century Youth Movements 
26 Unity and the Holy spirit/Spiritual Gifts 
27 Unity of Christian Evangelism 
28 Use what You Have 
29 Vatican II Ecumenical Council: From the Viewpoint of a Pentecostal 
30 A Vision realized in IRBA 
31 Walking in the Way 
32 A Wave of Revival Sweeps Over Lee College: Commencing Feb 12, 1950 
33 We Would See Jesus 
34 Western Europe has Wide Open Doors for the Gospel 
35 The Word for the World 
36 The World Council of Churches 
37 World Pentecostal Movement 
38 World-Wide Pentecostal Revivals, 1906-1956 
39 Years of Restoration 
40 You Shall be My Witnesses 
41 Zie het Lam Gods 
Box 39: Manuscripts: Forewords Written by David du Plessis for: 
Folder Title Author 
42 Pinksteren in Beweging Cees & Paul van der Laan 
43 Tongues Interpretation Prophecy Donna McLaughlin 
44 That They may be One Serenius Vernon 
45 The Spirit Bade Me Go David du Plessis 
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Folder Title Author 
46 
They Marched to Heaven's 
Drumbeat 
 
47 n.t. Ray & Birdella Stewart 
48 n.t. Howard Anderson 
49 The Days of Paul and Silas James Brown 
50 Kom O geest, doorway mijn hof F.A. Stroethoff, Matthys van den Heuvel 
51 A Ministry of Interpretation n.a. 
52 Over comer’s Way to Glory Paul & Naula O’Higgins 
53 Paul and the Spirit Edward O’Connor 
54 Love Has Come Again Jim & Deb Bigelow 
Box 40: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, by 
Unidentified Authors and Multiple Authors (Reports on Renewal 
Throughout Europe) 
Folder Title Note 
1 Accepting the Commands of Christ  
2 
Australian Forum, a special topics series of Present Truth, 
a publication of New Reformation Fellowship 
Topic No.1 - Pentecostalism and the Jesus Revolution 
Challenged and Refuted 
Topic No. 2 - The Jesus Revolution  
Topic no. 3 - Is the Charismatic Movement Catholic or 
Protestant? 
a discussion between 
Ray Martin, Robert 
Brinsmead of Australia 
and Jack Zwemer 
3 
Authority of Christ: Commandments of Jesus -unidentified 
periodical 
Cut out & pasted on 6 
pages 
4 Baptism Notes 
5 Baptism into the Body of Christ  
6 The Blessed Trinity  WCC, 3rd 
7 A Brief History of American Pentecostal Movements exhibits 1-16 
8 
The Charismatic Movement: Statement adopted by the 









Concordance to the words Pneuma, Parakletos, 
Pneumatikos as they refer to the Holy Spirit in the NT 
 
11 Cooperating Christian Movements, Charity & Relief Dept. Report  
12 A Famous Unwritten Letter – to Saul Paul  
from J. Flavius 
Fluffyhead 
13 The Garden Message – A.S. McPherson speaks in tongues  
14 
God’s Medicare- Jesus Heals Today: The ‘Lost Chord’ of 
Christianity 
From a Journal? 
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Folder Title Note 
15 Healing the Body of Christ  
16 History of the Assemblies of God  
17 
How to Guard against the Defilement of Listening to an 
Evil Report 
1981 Institute in Basic 
Youth Conflicts 
18 How to Live like King's Kids  
19 Interpretation and Prophesy Given by the Holy Ghost Lee College 
20 
Interview – Where in the World is the Spirit Going? Jim 
Bakker 
Jamie Buckingham 
21 Isaiah 58:1 Ravenhill? 
22 The Lausanne Covenant  
23 Maranatha Community Covenant  
24 Mature Church 1/13/1980 
25 My Fair Lady: a Meditation Pickering? 
26 Observations from a Crossroad Address 
27 Pastorale Begeleiding Bij Met Heilige Geest  
28 Pentecost Revival and Church Government Carl __ak__ 
 “Praying for the Death of the Charismatic Movement” Suenens quote 
29 Protestant Pentecostal Literature: A Pastoral Bibliography 
For Catholic 
charismatics 
30 Reports on Renewal throughout Europe (197?)  Multiple. authors 
31 Seven I Wills Gospel Tract Society 
32 Since the Cross Ecumenism 
33 Sins Against the Spirit  
34 Spiritualism  
35 
The Sun Stood Still (Oct 10, 1969 Evening World 
newspaper)  
Spencer, Indiana 
36 Supplementary on Water Baptism  
37 Them That Believe on His Name  
38 Untitled testimony  
39 Vervulling Met de Geest  
40 What is the Charismatic Renewal? Catholic Church, 1975 
41 Why Speak in Tongues  
Box 40: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Adkins-Athen 
Folder Author Title  
42 Adkins, J. Gene What does it mean to be Pentecostal? sermon 
43 Adkins, J. Gene Where is the Renewal Going? sermon 











Report on Glossolalia, 1962 
47 Andrews, John E. 
The Great Galilean Commission: social gospel of Jesus 
Christ 
48 Archbishop Michael 










Thyateira & Great 
Britain of the 
Ecumenical 
Patriarchate 
Facing Pentecost (translated by Anthony Spirtos from the 
Greek – published in “O Orthodoxos Khryx” May/June 
1972, official periodical of the Archdiocese of Thyateira and 
Great Britain) 
Box 41: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Baer-
Bradford 
Folder Author Title  
1 Baer, Richard A. Jr. 
Quaker Silent Worship, Glossolalia, & Liturgy: some 
functional similarities 
2 Beall, James Lee Rise to Newness of Life: a look at water baptism  
3 Bell, J. Milton Numbers can have a heart! 6/1978 
4 Bennett, Rita A Study Guide of the Spirit Filled Life 
5 Berkhof, Hendrikus De Heilige Geest en de Drieeenheid – radio transc. 1964 
6 Berkhof, Hendrikus Wijd als de wereld – radio transcript -1964 
7 Bigelow, James Love Has Come Again 
8 Billheimer, Paul 
Love Covers (sequel to Don’t Waste Your Sorrows) cover 
letter 
9 Blagg, John, Ruth Christ’s Seven steps Down 
10 Blagg, John, Ruth "Forgiveness" Study Guide 
11 Botha, Phillip Testimony Of P. Botha – Ex Priest of the Church of Satan 
12 Booth, William Gifts of the Holy Spirit – hand copy from The War Cry 
13 
Bradford, Brick 
First United Pres, 
Chandler, AZ  
Statement of the Session Concerning our understanding of 
the work of the Power of God in our church in our immediate 
areas of concern. 3/22/64 
Box 42: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Brandt-Dutch 
Folder Author Title 
1 Brandt, R.L. Charismatic Truth - manuscript 
1a Brawner, Mina The Mystery of the Middle Loaf 
2 Bredesen, Harald  Return to the Charismata 
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Folder Author Title 
3 Broger, John 
Apostle to the Nations (Greek arm of Far East Broadcasting) - 
1952 
4 Buckingham, Jamie A New Perspective 
5 
Burgess, Stanley  
Evangel College 
Long neglected sources in the Roman Tradition of 
charismatic piety 
6 Burruel, Rose To Du Plessis, David – prophecy 1982 
7 Carmichael, Bill Big Step in the right direction 
8 Clark, Steve 
A Statement of the Catholic charismatic renewal service 
committee on ecumenical service – 1/8/1974 
9 Cavnar, Nick Why are Catholic charismatics getting so Catholic? 
10 Chadwick, Henry 
Report submitted to the synod by the ecumenical observers 
1985. Letter from Justus to David du Plessis on back – 
afrikaan 
11 Cho, Paul Yonggi Home Cell Units – Bringing a bit of heaven to earth 
12 Chon-dok, Dae 
To Chin Shin-tak on “pillar of fire this century ready to move 
again.” 
13 Clason, Don Submission to Spiritual Authority - 1980 
14 Cook, Kenny 
Confession and testimony: "Through the Blood of Jesus I am 
redeemed" 
15 Corvin, R.O. Welcome to the first international seminar at O. R.U. 1963 
16 Courtney, Howard The Holy spirit, testifying, glorifying, revealing Christ 
17 Cronje, Frank Influence of Pentecostalism on church unity and diversity 
18 
Dalliere, Louis  
 L. Schneider 
Le Christ et son epouse/ Le Pere et ses deux fils/ Des deux, Il 
n’en a fait qu’un.- Union de Priere retraite 1972 
19 Dayton, Donald W 
Asa Mahon & the development of American Holiness 
Theology 
20 Dayton, Donald W 
From Christian Perfection to the Baptism of the Holy Ghost: 
a study in the origin of Pentecostalism 
21 Dayton, Donald W Theological Roots of Pentecostalism 10/1974, cover letter 
22 Dennis, J.A. America, Repent or Perish (Prophecy) 12/1952 
23 Dolphin, Lambert Testimony 
24 Dorpat, Norman P Day of the Lord Today – c. 1967 
25 Du Plessis, Justus 
Charismatic & Sacramental Understanding of the church: the 
Pentecostal Viewpoint 
26 Du Plessis, Justus Ministry of Reconciliation – 1979  
27 Du Plessis, Justus Ministry of Reconciliation -1980 
28 
Du Plessis, Justus -
1974 
My Impressions of the Modern Charismatic Revival & its 
Effects on the Churches Involved  
29 Du Plessis, P.W. Die Charismatiese Beweging 




Guidelines with Regard to the Charismatic Movement and the 
Charismatic Gifts -1979 
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Box 43: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Elton-Heath  
Folder Author Title 




Study commission on Glossolalia, Prelim. Report 
3 Erwin, Gayle D. 
Statement to my Denomination - Proposed guides in 
Relating to the Charismatic Movement 
“Leadership in the Pattern of Jesus, ” reprint from 
Agora 
4 Fahey, Michael 
Eucharistic sharing in the Christian Churches: 
thoughts on a Eucharistic Ecclesiology - 1980 
5 Farah, Charles Jr. Aspects of Authority in the New Testament 
6 Farah, Charles Jr. Contemporary Issues Facing the Pastor 
7 Farah, Charles Jr. Doctrinal Disagreements and Christian fellowship 
8 Farah, Charles Jr. Modest Proposal for Unity - 1975 
9 Fast, Clarence Studies 
10 Fitz, Bob Practising What You Pray (sic) 
11 Fluffyhead, J. Flavius Famous Unwritten Letter (to the Apostle Paul) 
12 Ford, Eugene The Work of the Holy Spirit 
13 Ford, Irving F. Nature & Operation of the Gifts of the Holy spirit 
14 Forester, G.H. Revival of the charismatic in an English parish 
15 Freeman, Hobart Prophecy - 1967 
16 
Full Gospel Businessmen’s 
Fellowship International 
Epistle of God to the F.G.B.F. I. Annual Meeting 
St. Louis, MO, July 1966 
17 
Full Gospel Businessmen’s 
Fellowship International 
Epistle of God to the F.G.B.F. I. Annual Meeting 
Miami Beach, FL, July 1967 
18 Gamble, Ivan S. And I was Afraid - 1961 
19 Gamble, Ivan S. Is Speaking in Tongues Ecstatic Utterance? 1961 
20 Gardner, John Nelson 
Prophecy, addressed to Darrell Hon, Secy FGBMFI, 
1967 
21 Gause, R. Hollis Issues in Pentecostalism 
22 Gee, Donald 
Contribution of the Pentecostal Movement to the 
Church Universal 
23 Gee, Donald 
To Our New Pentecostal Friends (editorial of Dec-
Feb 1962 issue of Pentecost, no.58) 
24 
Gerlach, Luther & Hine, 
Virginia 
The Charismatic Revival: Processes of Recruitment, 
Conversion and Behavioral Change in a Modern 
Religious Movement 
25 Giblet, Canon Notes Concerning Christian Baptism 
26 Gillies, George & Harriet Scriptural Outline of Communion - 1981 
27 
Glashouwer, W & 
Driebergen 
Leven Naar Pinksteren - 1964 
28 Gothard, Bill Primary Purpose of Church Discipline 
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Folder Author Title 
29 Graham, Billy The Bible in the Life of the Leader – PACLA ‘76 
30 Grimes, Albert Study of Spirits 
31 Grunstra, Bernard R. Papers related to Scripture, Society, Church 
32 Gyland, S.P. Scriptural Exegesis re Baptism in the Holy Spirit 
33 Hammond, Larry Experience – foreword by David du Plessis 
34 Hardy, R.G. Thus Sayeth the Lord: prophecy to James B Cole 
35 Harrell, C.F. West Coast doomed to judgement 
36 Heaston, L.C. Gifts of the Spirit Bible Course (notes by DDP?) 
37 Heath, Robert W Pentecostalism: a Historical Survey 
Box 44: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Heath-Lemen 
Folder Author Title 
1 Heath, Robert W. 1973 
Persuasive Patterns & Strategies in the Neo-Pentecostal 
Movement  
2 Hegger, H.J. Het Heilsfeit van Pinksteren 
3 Hillm, Sheilah Prophecy  
4 Hoehn, Fred The Parable of the Planter 
5 Hollenweger, Walter Charismatic movements today 
6 Hopkins, Linda Mysticism and Pentecostalism: an experiential faith 
7 Hopkins, Wilma Who are the Peacemakers? 
8 Horner, Jerry Living in the Family: Fellowship in the New Testament 
9 Houfe, Eric That they may all be one: a study of John 17 
10 Houser, Emerson Jr. Church Age - prophecy, 1981 
11 Houser, Emerson Jr. 
A Master Plan for the Body of Christ (Manifesto, Eph 
1:10) 
12 Humbard, Rex E. The Holy Ghost, part two 
13 Jaramillo, Diego La Renovacion Carismatica en America Latina 
14 Jarrah, Sheik 
Commentary of a Christian worshipping in Jerusalem – 
‘77 
15 Jessen, Betty & Dick Any Road but that Lord - 1980 
16 Johnson, Carolyn Testimony 
17 Jumper, Andrew A. Baptism of the Holy Spirit & Renewal of the Church 
18 Jumper, Andrew A. 3 sermons & a letter to D. du Plessis 
19 Jungkuntz, Theodore Testing the Vocabulary of the Charismatic Renewal – ‘74 
20 Kavanagh, Aidan Christian Initiation for those Baptized as Infants 
21 Kelsey, Morton T Man and Myth 
22 Kelsey, Morton T Angels, Demons and other Spiritual Entities 
23 Kennedy, Edward B. Ordinance of Christian Baptism: the Encyclopaedists 
24 Kennedy, John E. 
Literacy: Link Between diversity and Truth – PACLA, 
‘76 
25 Kennedy, Robert T. Charismatic (Pentecostal) Movement – cover letter - 1974 
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Folder Author Title 
26 Krol, Cardinal Homily on John 17 – Catholic Charismatic Conf. 1980 
27 Lake, John G. The Baptism of the Holy Ghost 
28 Law, Terry Words spoken at Memorial Service of his wife Jan  
29 Lawrie, R. Paulaseer A Personal Message to the Bride of the Lord Jesus Christ 
30 LeMay, C. Listen, God is Speaking 
31 Leenhouts, A.A. Dien Gij Nu Hebt, Is Uw Man Niet 
32 Lemen, Shirley -John Experiences of a Presbyterian woman 
Box 45: Manuscripts: Logos International Bible Commentary Mss. 
Box 46: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Loesch-
Melton 
Folder Author Title 
1 Loesch, William S. 
Introducing God’s End Time Messenger: William M. 
Branham; Lies and Remarks from the Detractors. List of 
Branham’s tape recorded sermons. 
2 Long, John F. Catechesis in Ecumenical Perspective 
3 Lotter, Fred Sequoyah Community Church History 
4 Love, Lilly World War III and the Second Armageddon, Edge of World 
5 Lovelace, Richard Challenges to Evangelicals and Charismatics in the 1980's 
5 Lovelace, Richard An Appeal to Evangelicals 
6 Lovett, Leonard Pentecostal Encounter and the Problem of the Color Line 
7 Lowe, Hannah Nixon’s Visit to Peking: a Fateful Misstep 
8 Lund, C.E. Take up the Gift - poem 
9 McDonnell, Kilian Distinguishing Characteristics of Charismatic Spirituality 
10 McDonnell, Kilian Ecumenism and the Charismatic Renewal - 1976 
11 McDonnell, Kilian The Function of Tongues in Pentecostalism 
12 McDonnell, Kilian 
Statement of the Theological Basis of the Catholic 
Charismatic Renewal 
13 McGraw, Barbara L 
Healing Ministry for Relationships: an Explanation of the 
Problem, Possible solutions, and My Ministry for it. 1984 
14 McGraw, Barbara L Testimony of Healing 
15 McGraw, Barbara L A Theology for Women in Church Leadership 
16 McLaughlin, Donna Tongues, Interpretation and Prophecy 
17 McMillan, Mrs. J.J. Seeking the Lord; Take and Partake; Knowing God 
18 McTernan, John T. The Importance, significance and results of Water Baptism 
19 Malony, N. Newton Integrated Interpretation of Glossolalia: Conclusions 
20 Manning, Joseph F. Miracle of Rebirth 
21 Marais, C.M. Children of the Bush – 1953 – letter & photo of author 
22 Martin, Ralph The Life of David du Plessis 
23 Martin, Ralph The Urgency of Re-Christianization in Our Day 
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Folder Author Title 
24 Matthews, David L. Judgment Begins at the House of the Lord 
24 Matthews, David L. The Perfecting of the Saints 
24 Matthews, David L. A Vision of the Pentecostal Household of Faith 
25 Melton, Isaac Born Again 
  
Box 47: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Mengel - 
Pinnington 
Folder Author Title 
1 Mengel, Manfred Letter on the Rapture – 1973 - India 
2 Miles, Houston Charismatic Movement 
3 Mitchell, Diane On Forgiveness 
4 Moller, F.P. Baptism in the Holy Spirit & the Gifts of the Spirit 
4 Moller, F.P. Covenant 
5 Moody, Dale Speaking in Tongues 
6 Morey, Earl Wesley Integrating the Charismatic Experience 
7 Muhlen, Heriburt Spiritual Renewal in the Church - 1986 
8 Mullaly, Lawrence 
Sacrament of Confirmation in the Life of the Christian 
community 
9 Muller, Kurt Wer ist Dr. H.C. David du Plessis 
10 Mumford, Robert 
Knowing Authority and Submission – 1975 – sent by Joel 
Smith 
11 Neal, Wayne We helped my brother die – he helped me live - Testimony 
12 Nelson, Douglas The Black Face of Church Renewal - 1985 
13 Nelson, William C. 
Group Therapy and Prayer Groups in the Healing Ministry - 
1961 
14 Nunes, Winston I. The Foundation of the Apostles and Prophets 
14 Nunes, W.I. Praying and Decreeing – Faith Temple, Toronto - Sermon 




To Roman Catholic Priests enquiring about the Pentecostal 
Movement 
16 
O’Dowd, Leslie J. & 
Gregory, Peter G 
Who Is the Baptizer? – personal letter attached - 1973 
17 
O’Higgins, Paul & 
Nuala 
The Overcomer’s Way to Glory: a Handbook of Victorious 
Holiness 
18 O’Reilly, Bernard  Catholic Testimony 
19 Opperman, Daniel 
Diary photocopy: born 1872 Elkhart, IN – met Parham 
3/1906 – to Zion city 8/1906, received baptism Holy Ghost 
1/1908 Belton, TX 
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20 Overstreet, Steve L 
It’s For You: a Fresh look at the Baptism in the Holy Spirit 
-  
21 Parker, Terry King of Kings vision 
22 Parkyns, Edgar Espoused to Christ - 1980 
23 Peck, Don Needs of Man 
23 Peck, Don New World – Latter Days – letter to D. du Plessis enclosed 
24 Phifer, Franklin C Two Faces of Enthusiasm 




Bible Class notes 
27 Pinnington, J.E. Pentecostalism and the Secular City 
 
Box 48: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Plotts - 
Suenens 
Folder Author Title 
1 Plotts, Morris 
Bwana Tembo: A Prince with God with Robert Paul Lamb, 
Swaggart 
2 Prince, Derek Discipleship and Shepherding 
3 Ramsey, Bonnie  Book 7: In This Is Love 
4 
Ranaghan, Kevin & 
Dorothy 
The Beginnings of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal in the 
United States 
5 Reed, William S. 
New Life of the Spirit – Not Bondage But Freedom - 
sermon 
5 Reed, William S Medical opinion 
6 Reese, F.H. 
Prophecy 1967: Churches of the Kingdom of God of the 
USA 
7 Robb, John D. Cambodia Adventure – a Message to Lawyers 
8 Robeck, Cecil M. 
The Holy Spirit and the Ecumenical Movement: a 
Pentecostal Persp. 
9 Robinson, Herb Believe in Miracles 
10 Robinson, Martin Charismatic Movement in Holland - annotated 
10 Robinson, Martin 
To the Ends of the Earth: the pilgrimageof an ecumenical 
Pentecostal, David du Plessis – extracts from a dissertation, 
letter to Du Plessis 
11 Robinson, Rich Here’s Anointing – sermon on the resurrection 
12 Robinson, Wes A Study on Baptism: Happy Pentecost - 1975 
13 Roh, Ray Priests and the Charismatic Renewal 
14 Ross, Brian R. 







The Autocephalous and Other Churches of the Orthodox 
Church 
(found with Far East Broadcasting papers) 
16 Rusthoi, Howard Israel and the Middle East in Bible Prophecy 
17 Samarin, William Questions about tongues: a linguistic inquiry - 1968 
18 Sandidge, Jerry 
Roman Catholic/Pentecostal Dialogue: Ten Years of 
Ecumenical Exchange (1972-1982) & Unity of Christians 
manuscript 
19 Sheets, Lloyd D. My Testimony 
20 Sheldon, Louis P. 
Taken from The Person and Work of the Holy Spirit: a 
committee report adoped by the 1971 G.A. of the PCUSA 
(Southern) 
21 Sluis, Joost What you should know about Gorbachev but did not ask 
22 Smet, Walter, SJ 
Survey of Scientific Literature on Tongue Speaking – 4th 
RC/Pent 
23 Smith, Brian Ecumenism 
24 Smith, Frank W. The Universal Call of the Holy Spirit 
25 Spittler, Russell 
Pentecostal Tradition: Reflections of an ‘Ichthus-iast’ - 
1971 
26 Spittler, Russell 
The Sudden and the Subtle: crisis & process in Pentecostal 
Exper. 
27 Stegall, Carroll The Modern Tongues and Healing Movement 




Charismata in the Early Church Fathers 
30 Stewart, Henry W Account of 1937 voyage to USA with D. du Plessis 
31 Stewart, Leon The Holy Spirit and Witnessing to this Generation 
32 Stilp, DePorres 
The Tenth Anniversary of the Catholic Charismatic 
Renewal in Korea 
33 Stols, Basil And Ye Shall Move Mountains - testimony 
34 Studer, Gerald C Charismatic Renewal - 1973 
35 Suenens, Leo Joseph Spiritual Ecumenism: Our Common Hope 
 
Box 49: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Sullivan - 
Turner 
Folder Author Title 
1 Sullivan, Francis  Catholic Interpretaton of “Baptism in the Spirit” 
2 Sutton, Robert A Forgiveness (New Wine) 
3 Svartdahl, Hans The Church in Function 
4 Synan, Vinson 




5 Synan, Vinson The Charismatic Movement: Renewal or Reform 
6 Synan, Vinson Where is the Pentecostal Movement Going? 
7 Synan, Vinson Speaking in Tongues 
8 Tan, Siang Yang What is Spirituality? 1985 
9 Tannenberg, Ward All I Can See – 2 letters to D. du Plessis from author 
10 Tappeiner, Daniel 
Psychological Paradigm for the Interpretation of the 
Charismatic phenomenon of prophecy 
11 Tari, Mel 
Continuing Revival in Indonesia – M. Pritchard or Geo. Otis 
scribe 
12 Thornton, Bill Renewal Radio Scripts 
13 Tilgham, J.Donnell Prophetic Words 
14 Tinney, James S. Black Origins of the Pentecostal Movement 
15 Tinney, James S. The Blackness of Pentecostalism 
16 Tinney, James S. William Seymour: Father of Modern–Day Pentecostalism 
17 Tisdale, Rosalie A Methodist with the Glossolalia Experience 
18 Toaspern, Paul 
Horen wie Junger horen – Sich leiten lassen vom Heiligen 
Geist 
19 Toaspern, Paul Leben im Heiligen Geist und in den Gnadengaben 
20 Toaspern, Paul Der Heilige Geist und sein Wirken 
21 Tosetto, Mary Testimony of an Italian Pentecostal convert 1911 (1973) 
22 Turkis, Harry Prayers, 1974 
23 Turner, William H. 
The Scriptural Proofs of the Absolute Deity of the Lord Jesus 
Christ 
23 Turner, William H. The Comforter is Come 
23 Turner, William H. 
The Temptation of Christ and its Relation to the Temptations 
of Spirit-Filled Believers and the Manifestation of Spiritual 
Gifts 
23 Turner, William H. The Baptism and Gifts of the Holy Spirit 
23 Turner, William H. 
The Relation of Christian Love to the Manifestation of the 
Gifts of the Holy Spirit: an Exposition of 1 Cor. 13. 
23 Turner, William H. 
N.T. Church Organization and Practice, the Divine Highway 
to Revival 
23 Turner, William H. The Revelation of Jesus Christ 
 
Box 50: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, Twitchell – 
Winter 
Folder Author Title 
1 Twitchell, Thomas 
How in the World Will They Know? Convincing a 
Troubled World 
2 Vail, Dino Pinecrest West a Family of Jesus - Letters to the Church 
3 Valdez, A.C. The Gates of Gaza 
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Folder Author Title 
4 Valdez, A.C. How Far Have We Gone? 
5 Valdez, A.C. If the World Only Knew 
6 Valdez, A.C. The One Thing They Lacked 
7 Valkenburg, C.M. Call for Thought 
8 van de Brink, J.E. Een smerige bediening? 
9 van Cleave, N.M. The Holy Spirit Glorifying Christ Through the Word of God 
10 
van der Laan, Cees, 
Paul 
Pinksteren in Beweging 
11 van het Kaar, C. De Behandeling van Spataderen, Phlebitis & Wonden 
12 van Leeuwen, P.C. Ministry of Healing in Holland - 1951 
13 van Pekgen, E.C. Prophecy about T.L. Osborn - 1960 
14 van Vliet, H. 
Maar Ook Nu Nog Luidt het Woord des Heren: Bekeert 
U..Joel 12 
15 Verbeek, F.M. Tongen als van Vuur 
16 Wagner, Robert F. Remarks made to an International Leadership Conference 
17 Weaver, John 





Bishop's Letter to clergy of the Diocese of Wellington, 1966 
19 Wesley, John A Letter to a Roman Catholic 
20 Whitaker, Robert 
Relating to Ecclesiastical Structures: Para-Church Groups - 
1976 
21 Whiting, Francis E. Marks of an Apostolic Witness 
22 Whyte, H. Maxwell The Body of Christ 
23 Wicker, John J. 
The Strangest Man Who Ever Lived (sent by DDP to 
supporters) 
24 Wilkerson, Ralph My Never List (see also Du Plessis, "My Always List") 
25 Willans, Jean Stone 
Testimony delivered in Chicago, 14th annual PFNA Conv. 
1961 
26 Williams, D. Pentecostalism: a Research Report 
27 Williams, J. Rodman Baptism with the Holy Spirit 
28 Williams, J. Rodman Charismatic Journey I & II 
29 Williams, J. Rodman Charismatic Journey III 
30 Williams, J. Rodman The Charismatic Movement & Reformed Theology 
31 Williams, J. Rodman The Coming of the Holy Spirit 
32 Williams, J. Rodman The Holy Spirit & Evangelism 
33 Williams, J. Rodman 
The Holy Spirit and the World: the Bestowal of the Spirit - 
1967 
34 Williams, J. Rodman A New Theological Era 
35 Williams, J. Rodman Pentecostal Spirituality 
36 Williams, J. Rodman 




Folder Author Title 
37 Wilson, E. H. To Help You Understand Your Pastor 
38 Winter, Art A Prayer of Presence 
 
Box 51: Manuscripts: Writings Collected by David du Plessis, WCC - Zweers 
Folder Conference Note 
1 WCC 





The Pentecostal Movement's Responsibility to the Present-
day Outpouring 
3 Zion, Victoria  The Challenging and Glorious Truth  
4 Zweers, H.J. Opmerkingen over fundamenteel onderwijs - 1967 
5 Zweers, H.J. 
Voortz etting briefwisseling tussen de broeders v.d. Brink 
en Zw. 
Box 51: Conferences, Acts – Catholic  
Folder Conference Note 
1 
ACTS 86 – Birmingham (get well note from attendees to D. Du 
Plessis) 
July 1986 
2 Africa Conference for Renewal 1977 
3 Agape Retreat (first & second) Brockville, Ontario,  1976 
4 
Alive in the Spirit annual conference, Edinburgh – Du Plessis, 








Anglican International Conferences for Spiritual Renewal (Holy 
Eucharist Rite 2) 
1978 
7 
Arise Shine for you Light has come – 2nd International Conference 
on the Holy Spirit and the Church - Sydney, Australia 
14-19 Jan, 
1979 
8 Asian Leadership Conference on Evangelism 1977 
9 
Assemblies of God in Great Britain : 38th annual General 
Conference 
1961 
10 Azusa Street Jubilee 1981 
11 Baptist conference on the Holy Spirit – Green Lake, WI 1975 
12 Be Filled With the Spirit – council on spiritual life 
Minneapolis 
1972 
13 CBU Conference, Reach Out  1975 
14 Calvary Ministries International - Indiana 1984 
15 Catholic Pentecostal Conference, National - Notre Dame 1969, 1970 
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Folder Conference Note 
15 Catholic Pentecostal Conference, National - Notre Dame 1972, 1973 




Catholic Church, National Conference on the Charismatic Renewal 




Catholic Charismatic Renewal, Southern Regional Conference on - 
Dallas, TX Cardinal Suenens 
1975 
17 
Catholic Charismatic renewal Eastern General Conference, New 
York City 
1977, 1979 

















Catholic Church, Charismatic Renewal in - Mid-Eastern Service 
Conference 
Mar 3, 1978 
18 




Catholic Church, Charismatic Renewal in - International 




Catholic Charismatic Leaders – notes by F. MacNutt, on talks by 
S.Clark & Ranaghan. Fabre, T.Forrest, Brian Smith, Harper, 
Gaudet, LePichon, Du Plessis 
1979 
18 
Catholic Charismatic Renewal, New England General Conference 
for the 
1980 
18 Catholic Charismatic Renewal, Fourth National Convention (India) 1980 
18 Catholic Charismatic Leadership Conference Rome, 1981 
18 




Catholic Charismatic Renewal Leader’s Conference, International 
(5th) – Domus Pacis, Rome Cantalamessa 
April 30 – 
May 5, 1984 
18 Catholic Charismatic Renewal – Oakland fall retreat 1984 
18 Greater Pittsburg Charismatic Conference  
May 19-24 
1975 
18 Greater Pittsburg Charismatic Conference – Du Plessis teacher 
May 24-29 
1976 





Box 52: Conferences, Catholic – Charismatic Summit 
Folder Conference Note 
1 
A Catholic Gathering (sponsored by Fire: a Catholic Alliance of 
Faith, Intercession, Repentance and Evangelism) Stockton, CA 
Feb 16, 1985 
2 Charismatic Clinic, 11th annual at Melodyland – Du Plessis  
Aug 6-13, 
1978 
3 Charismatic Clinic, 12th annual at Melodyland 1979 
4 Charismatic Conference – Lafayette, Louisiana Nov 23, 1973 
5 
Charismatic Conference, Berlin (messages on reconciliation by 




Charismatic Ecumenical Conference - Pentecote Sur L’Europe - Du 
Plessis, Ralph Martin, Daniel Ange, Sister B McKenna, Thomas 





Charismatic ecumenical celebration of Pentecost, Diocese of 
Connecticut 
1981 
8 Charismatic Leaders Conference 1985 
9 
Charismatic Summit Convocation – for New Zealand – James 
Worsfold 
1978  
10-24 Charismatic Summit Convocations Worldwide 1978 & 1980 
 
Box 53: Conferences, Charismatic Summit – Fire of His Love 
Folder Conference Note 
1-2 
Charismatic Summit Convocation worldwide - RSVPs, 
Report 
1980 Dallas, TX 
3 
Church of God in Christ 41st State Youth Congress, 
So.Calif. 
1984 
4-6 Conference of Charismatic Leaders  1973, 1974, 1976 
7 
Conference on the Charismatic Renewal in the Christian 
Churches 
Kansas City, MO Jul 20, 
’77 
8 Conference of Churches of Christ 1979 
9 Conference on the Anglican-Roman Catholic Dialogue II 1984 
10 
Conference on the Holy Spirit International Conference 
on the Charismatic Renewal in the Catholic Church 
1981, 1984 
Oral Roberts University 
11 Conferencia Evangelica Latino Americana, Lima, Peru Jul 29-Aug 6, 1961 
12 Congreso Nacional de Pastores Ap 22-May 2, 1963 
13 Congress of Bay Area Christianity 
Berkeley, CA, May, 
1969 
14 Congress on Evangelism Finland, 1973 
15 Convention Charismatique de la Porte Ouverte 




Folder Conference Note 
16 Convention Charismatique de la Porte Ouverte 1974, Du Plessis 
17 Convention Charismatique de la Porte Ouverte, 15th 1985, Daniel-Ange 
18 Eastern Iowa Conference on the Holy Spirit May, 1976 
19 
Eccla IV: Mexico - Catholic Charismatic Encounter, 
Latin America 
Jan 26, 1976 
20 Eccla III: Puerto Rico (Report by Du Plessis) 1975 
21 Embrace the World Berkeley 1984 
22 Episcopal Charismatic Fellowship Conferences May, 1974, July, 1978 
23 Episcopal Clergy Conference, National  
24 Episcopal Renewal Conference, Southeastern Regional Augusta, Georgia, 1985 
25-27 European Charismatic Leaders Conference  1972, 1974, 1978 
28 An Evening of Renewal – Old Mission United Methodist Fairway, Kansas, 1976 
29 Explo '85 
Campus Crusade for 
Christ 
30 Exploratory Dialogue in Spiritual Ecumenism - roster May 1975 
31 
Fire of His Love Conference – Lutheran, Catholic, 
Episcopal 
May, 1986, Phoenix 
Box 54: Conferences, FGBMFI – Jesus ’79  
Folder Conference Note 
1 Full Gospel Business Men’s Fellowship International Regional, 1962-1985 
1 
The New Pentecost Charismatic Revival Seminar Report, 
vol. 1. In 1963 seminars were held on the charismatic 
renewal by the FGBMFI, coordinated by Dan Malachuk. 
Discusses speakers and panel discussion held at the 
seminars. 
Oct 12 & Nov 16, 1963 
1 FGBMFI Charismatic Clinin, Missoula, Montana Aug 16-24, 1970 
1 FGBMFI Conference (Rally) - Stockton 
Stockton, CA, Feb 13, 
1982 
1 
FGBMFI – An International Conference – Du Plessis 
speaker 
Nov 29 (probably 1965) 
1 Full Gospel Church of God Camp Convention S. Africa, 1975 
2 Gesamtverzeichnis 1983/1984 
3 




Holy Ghost – End Time Camp Meeting, Lake Hamilton, 
Arkansas 
c.1976 
5 Holy Spirit Conference, Augusta, GA January, 1976 
6 Impetus 86 Sri Lanka 
7 International Come Follow Me Conference 
Trento, Italy July 6, 
1982 




International Conference on the Holy Spirit, Second – 
Fountain Trust 
Nottingham, 1973 
10 International Ecumenical Fellowship – Salamanca, Spain August, 1970 
10 
International Ecumenical Fellowship – Attenberg, 
Germany 
Sept, 1972  
10 
International Ecumenical Fellowship – programs, 
promotional 
Planning 1984 
11 International Eucharistic Congress May 20, 1976 
12-15 International Lutheran Conference on the Holy Spirit 1972, ’73, 1974, 1979 
16 International Missionary Council 1952, Germany 
17 International Prayer Assembly 1984, Seoul 
18 International Prayer Congress for Unity in Christ, Manila 1979, 1982 
19 International Renewal Conference at USC July 17-21, 1985 
20 International Seminar ORU, 1963 
21 
Jerusalem ‘84 (Pentecost) Thomas Roberts, J. Deppierraz, 
J-M Patois 
Peter Van Woerden 
22-23 Jesus ’79  1979 
 
Box 55: Conferences – Jesus ’79 – National Convocation 
Folder Conference Note 
1 Jesus '79 1979, San Fransisco 
2 Jesus ’80 1980, Bay Area 
3 Jesus ’81 “One in the Spirit” San Antonio, TX 
4 Jesus ’81 Berlin Airlift 1981 
5 Jesus ’81 Berlin (CZB) 1981 
6 Kampnuus 1975 – C.M. Ward, Du Plessis 
Mar 29- Apr 6, 
1975 
7 
Karisma 72: the first Interdenominational Conference on the 
Holy Spirit 
Stockholm, Sweden 
Oct 9-15, 1972 
8 Karismatisk konferens, Stockholm – Du Plessis Jan 25-30 
9 
Leadership, International Council for Christian Leadership – 
Theme: United Christian action - Noordwijk, Netherlands 
May 27-30, 1954 
10 Logos Ministry for Orthodox Renewal 
1975, Fort Wayne, 
IN 
11 Lutheran Renewal Outreach 1986 
12 
Lutheran –2nd & 4th Rocky Mountain Lutheran Conferences 
on the Holy Spirit 
Nov 1974, Aug 
1975 
13 Maranatha Ministries Conference – letter from Weiners 
12/1982, notes by 
Du Plessis 
14 Mass Rally for Christ (Montreal) 1971 
15 Mennonite Renewal & Holy Spirit Conferences 1974, 1979 
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Folder Conference Note 
16 Ministerial Seminar ORU, 1963 
17 Ministers’ Week - Emory University Jan 21-23, 1974 
18 Nairobi International Conference for Renewal Aug 1975 
19 National Charismatic Conference for Priests and Deacons 
Steubenville, Ohio 
1980 
20 National Conference on the Holy Spirit  1982 
21 National Convention of Christian Leaders 1980, 1982 






Box 56: Conferences, National Council – Pentecostal World Conference  
Folder Conference Note 
1-8 
National Council of Churches, Commission of Faith 
& Order 
1980-1987 
9 National Episcopal Clergy Conference  1983 
10 National Inner-City Pastors Conference 
Washington D.C., 3/18-21, 
1985 
11 National Men's Shepherds Conference Kansas, Sept 23, 1975 
12 National Prayer Breakfast Feb 3, 1983 
13 National Youth Workers Convention  
14 
North American Congress on the Holy Spirit & 
World Evangelization 
1986 
15 "One Bread, One Body" Ecumenical Conference 
1985 Featuring "Mr. 
Pentecost" 
16 One Way Day 1977 – Programma (choruses) Ben en Wiesje Hoekendijk 
16 One Way Day 1980 – Programma - liederen Antwerpen 
17 Open Door Christian Church 1981 
18 Orthodox Church, Charismatic Renewal Conference 1977, 1978 
19 Pan African Leadership Assembly Nairobi, Dec, 1976 
20 Pastoral Conference Berkeley, Feb, 1969 
21 Penecostal Adherents List  
22 Pentecostal European Conference, Germany 1984 
23 Pentecostal World Conference Programs  
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Box 57: Conferences, Pentecostal World Conference 
Folder Conference Note 
1 1st Pentecostal World Conference 1947 Zurich, Switzerland, 1947 
2 2nd Pentecostal World Conference 1949 Paris, 1949 
3-4 3rd Pentecostal World Conference 1952 London, 1952 
5 
Highlights of the 5th World Conference of 
Pentecostal Churches 
 
6 6th Pentecostal World Conference 1961 Jerusalem, Israel, 1961 
7 7th Pentecostal World Conference 1964 Helsinki, Finland, 1964 
8 8th Pentecostal World Conference 1967 Rio de Jeneiro, 1967 
 
Box 58: Conferences, Pentecostal World Conference, Pentecostal Roman 
Catholic Dialogue Papers 
Folder Conference Note 
1 9th Pentecostal World Conference 1970 Dallas, Texas, 1970 
2 10th Pentecostal World Conference 1972 Seoul, Korea, 1972 
3-5 11th Pentecostal World Conference 1976 London, 1976 
6 12th Pentecostal World Conference 1979 Vancouver, B.C., 1979 
7 13th Pentecostal World Conference 1982 Nairobi, 1982 
8 14th Pentecostal World Conference Song Book  
9 Pentecostal World Conference Articles  1985 
10-27 Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue Papers 1978-1983 
Box 59: Conferences, Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue 
Folder Conference Note 
1-19 Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue Papers 1961-1976 
Box 60: Conferences, Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue 
Folder Conference Note 
1-23 Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue Papers  
Box 61: Conferences, Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue – South Africa 
Folder Conference Note 
1-12 Pentecostal Roman Catholic Dialogue Papers 1968-1986 
13 Praying in the Holy Spirit Conference - Nairobi 1976 
14 Preaching at the Crossroads 1969 
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Folder Conference Note 
15 
Presbyterian Conferences on the Holy Spirit, East 





Religious Heritage of America "Religion & the 
Human Condition": "The Pentecostal Movement" by 
Du Plessis 
UCLA May 2, 1972 
17 Religious Presidential Inaugural Celebration 1981 
18 SACLA: Witness to South Africa 1979 
19 St. Louis National Leadership Conference, guest list Sep 6-9, 1983 
20 
Semaine de Priere (Week of Prayer for Christian 
Unity) 
1983, 1985 Centre Unite 
Chretienne, Lyon, France 
21 
A Seminar on the Theology of the Holy Spirit 
(FGBMFI) 
Derek Prince, Seattle 
22 




South Africa Renewal Conference – Report: “Love 
overcomes apartheid” Logos Journal, Graham Fysh 
(quotes Du Plessis) 




24 South Africa in World Evangelism 1978 
Box 62: Conferences, South Sound - WCC Assemblies 
Folder Conference Note 
1 
South Sound Conference on the Holy Spirit 
(Washington) 
Mar 26-28, 1982, 1st 
Assembly 
2 Southern Baptist National Charismatic Conference 1977, Calvin Grantham 
3 Spirit in “76” (Philadelphia) rally 
4 Suffering: in search of a truly Christian Response Redwood City, CA, 1982 
5 Teen World Outreach – Elim Fellowship Dec 18-31, 1984 
6 




Vatican Council – 3rd session – address book 
fashioned by 
David du Plessis - observers 
8 Viviers – Interconfessional Charismatic Conference France 1973 
9 Washington For Jesus April 29, 1980 
10 Women with a Word for the Times   
11 
Women's Day of Renewal, a Catholic church, 
Phoenix, AZ. 
Nov 22, 1974 
12 World Conference on the Holy Spirit (1st) Jerusalem, 1974  
13 World Conference on the Holy Spirit (2nd) Jerusalem, 1975 
14 World Conference on the Holy Spirit(3rd) Jerusalem, 1976 




World Confessional Church Groups – Du Plessis 
representing  
Geneva, 1959 
17 World Conference on Evangelism – Jack McAlister World Literature Crusade 
18 World Congress on Evangelism in Berlin Nov 10, 1966 Billy Graham 
19-24 WCC Assemblies  1952-1971 
Box 63: Conferences, WCC Assemblies 
Folder Conference Note 
1-19 WCC Assemblies 1961-1968 
 
Box 64: Conferences, WCC Assemblies 
Folder Conference Note 
1-22 WCC Assemblies 1968-1975 
Box 65: Conferences, WCC Assemblies 
Folder Conference Note 
1-25 WCC Assemblies 1975-1983 
Box 66: Conferences, WCC Assemblies 
Folder Conference Note 
1-7 WCC Assemblies 1983 
8-10 WCC Commission On Faith and Order 1959-1960 
Box 67: Conferences, WCC Commission On Faith and Order 
Folder Conference Note 
1-19 WCC Commission On Faith and Order  
Box 68: Conferences 
Folder Conference Note 
1-13 WCC Minutes and Reports  
14 World Prayer Conference  
15 World Presbyterian Alliance  
16 World Summit  
17 Yokefellow Conference at Earlham College, 1982 Richard Foster, speaker 
18 
Youth Specialties – Dallas National Youth Workers' 
Convention 
Nov 15, 1985 DDP spoke 




Folder Conference Note 
Item Description Note 
1 Book – WCC Workbook Vancouver 83 1983 
2 Book – Third Assembly WCC New Delhi 1961 1961 
3 Book – Breaking Barriers Nairobi 1975 1975 
4 
Book – Gathered for Life, Official Report VI Assembly 
WCC 1983 
Vancouver, Canada, 1983 
Box 69: Organizations, # - Bi 
Folder Organization Note 
1 
100 Huntley Street, Crossroads Christian 




2 Abbey of New Clairvaux (Du Plessis spoke ’68) Fr. Paul, Christmas 1969 
3 African Enterprise – Michael Cassidy newsletter quotes D. Du Plessis 
4 
AIMS – Association of International Mission 
Services 
Aug 1, 1985 
5 All Saints Renewal Fellowship 1987 – Lakewood, CA 
6 America Under God – Prayer day in DC 5/1/79 – John Hinkle 
7 American Baptist Charismatic Fellowship Newsletters 1984 
8 American Evangelistic Association  Baltimore, MD 
9 
American Institute for the Study of Racial and 
Religious Cooperation 
1985 – Irvin J. Borowsky 
10 
Angelus Temple – International Church of the 
Foursquare Gospel 
Harold & Winona Helms 
11 Apostolic Church – Yearbook 1980-1981 Riches of Grace v.16, 1963 
12 
Apostolic Faith Mission of S. Africa, Yearbooks, 
Reports 
1930-1980 Indian District, ’72-
’73  
13 
Apostolic Faith Mission of S. Africa – historical 
sketches 
Diamond Jubilee Calendar 
1908-68 
14 Apostolic World Christian Fellowship South Bend, Indiana 
15 Assemblees de Dieu de France - L'Annuaire 1965 
Centre d’ Formation biblique, 
Bievres 
16 Assemblees de Dieu Suisse Romande 
invitation to speak, Jean Lebel, 
11/84 
17 Assemblies of God General Council Clacton, 5/9/64; Miami, 8/1973 
18 
Assemblies of God statement on the Charismatic 
Renewal 
35th General council, 1977 
19 Assemblies of God – General Council Oklahoma, 8/18-23/1977 
20 Assemblies of God – General Council St. Louis, 8/20-25, 1981 
21 Assemblies of God – General Presbytery "Social Concern" 8/21/68 
22 





Folder Organization Note 
23 Assemblies of God – So.Cal District Council 70th annual convention 
24 Assemblies of God Yearbook 1984-85 
25 Assemblies of God Yearbook 1985-86 
26 Assemblies of God – Committee on Churches 5/2/1977 
27 AG Executive Presbytery – Charismatic report 1972 
28 
Assemblies of God statement on Mary as 
intercessor and Mediatrix 
Raymond G. Carlson, J. 
Flower, H. Steinberg 
29 Assemblies of God Executive Presbytery Conference on Holy Spirit 
30 Assemblies of God Ministries  
31 Baptist Gift Church Toronto 1964 
32 Baptist Standard - Dallas Association May 4, 1983 
33 Bethany Bible College (Santa Cruz, CA)  "Tide" – Du Plessis to speak 
34 Bethesda Bible College – General Conference 1987 
35 Bethany Missionary Church 1943-1968 T.A. Hegre 
36 Beverly Hills Baptist Church March 1975 
37 Bible Literacy League (Hillsboro, MO) Mission Digest Mar. 1984 
Box 70: Organizations, Bi - Ch 
Folder Organization Notes 
1 Bible Schools and Colleges  
2 Bible Schools and Colleges  
3 Blessed Trinity Society Jean Stone 
4 California Theological Seminary Vinson Synan, 1984 
5 
Calvary Church of the Valley - "After you have 
received the Baptism of the Holy Spirit" 
Scottsdale, AZ 
6 Calvary Ministries, Inc. – CMI International Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
7 Calvary Temple Church (Fort Wayne, IN) Fall 1984, Men's retreat 
8 Canadian Council of Churches – a play "Voyage, Voyageurs" 
9 Catholic Charismatic, the journal promotional material 
9 Catholic Charismatic Bible Institute Rufus Pereira, Bombay 
10 Catholic Charismatic Center  1980  
10 
Catholic Charismatic Community, Washington 
DC 
Mother of God -1983 
11 Catholic Charismatic Renewal in Montreal 
Regimbald, 1972 – Martin 
Ranalli 
11 
Catholic Charismatic Renewal Services, Prayer 
Groups, "Prophecies from General Sessions" 
Directory 1979-80, Prayer '85 
11 Catholic Charismatic Renewal Services 1982 Newsletter 
11 Catholic Charismatic Renewal Services Northern California 
11 Catholic Charismatic Renewal Services 




Folder Organization Notes 
12 Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights  
12 
Catholic University of America Jun 30-Aug 8, 
1969 
Preachers' Institute  
13 Catholic Negro-American Mission Board  
14 Celebration of Evangelism (Presbyterian) 1971 
15 Cenacle Retreat House correspondence 
16 Center for Pastoral Renewal Conferences 1984, '85 
17 Center for Theological Studies 1980 
18 Central European Bible Institute Montreaux, Switzerland 
19 Centro Pro Unione Rome 
20 Ceylon Pentecostal Mission booklets  
21 Charismatic Renewal, National Fellowship for  
22 








Christ for the Nations – letter to Voice of Healing 
evangelists 
Freda Lindsay 
25 Christ for the People Institute, Concord, CA 1977-78 Catalogue 
26 Christ the King Community New Wineskins May 1981 
Box 71: Organizations, Ch - El 
Folder Organization Note 
1 Christian and Missionary Alliance 
The Revived Tongues 
Movement 
2 Christian Anti- Communistic Crusade 1983 
3 Christian Artists Europe  
4 
Christian Center Interdenominational Church, 
Albuquerque 
Ordination of R. 
McConnell 
5 
Christian Committee to Expose the Evil of the Bank of 
Montreal 
1979 
6 Christian Fellowship Tours  Gordon Jensen 
7 
Christian Interdenominational Fellowship of South 
Africa (CIF) 
Derek Crumpton 
8 Christian Life Center, Santa Cruz, CA Robert J Pagett 
9 Christian Medical Foundation  
10 The Christian Preaching Conference 
Catholic, 12th Convention, 
'69 
11 
Christian Renewal Ministries, Oklahoma City – 
Newsletter 
Brick Bradford 
12 Christian Renewal Ministries, Canton, CT Bill Ober 
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Folder Organization Note 
13 
Christian Retreat Camp, Ogema, MN  
Du Plessis speaker 
Mennonite 
14 Christian Retreat Charismatic Conference Center Florida, April 1974 
15 Christian Solidarity International  
16 
Christian Union for the Evangelization of Latin 
America 
 
17 Christians for Cambodia  
18 
Christliches Zentrum Berlin Gev (CZB) Charismatic 
Conference 
Volkhard Spitzer 
19 Church Growth International  Paul Yonggi Cho 
20 
Church of God in Christ – Saints Industrial & Literary 
School 
 
21 Church of God School of Theology  
22 
Church of South India – The Holy Spirit & Life in 
Christ 
July 1953 
23 Church of the Holy Comforter  Miami, FL 
24 Clinton White   
25 College of Steubenville  
26 Committee of 40 – Fort Lauderdale, FL Eldon D. Purvis 
27-29 Committee on the Holy Spirit and Frontier Missions 
Consultation on the Holy 
Spirit 
30 Consultation on Church Union (C.O.C.U.) Richard Lovelace  
31 Concordia College  St. Paul, MN 
32 Continental Ministries  
33 
Coordinating Council for Professional Religious 
Associations in 
Higher Education - 
members 
34 
Coptic Evangelical Organization of Social Service –
CEOSS 
March 1978 Samuel Habib 
35 Covenant Outreach Ministries  Dennis Peacocke 
36 Crusade for Family Prayer Patrick Payton 
37 




Disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ newsletter, Praise 
Him! 
1984 
39 Don Price Memorial Missions  
40 Ecumenical Centre of Montreal  
41 Ecumenical Institute Chateau de Bossey 
42 Elim Bible College   
Box 72: Organizations, El - Fa 
Folder Organization Note 
1 Elias Malki Ministries  
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Folder Organization Note 
2 Enterprise Christian Light Limited  
3 Episcopal Charismatic Fellowship  
4 




5 Episcopal Renewal Ministries  
6 EPTA Bulletin mailing list 1985, 1987 forms 
7 
European Charismatic Renewal Communication 
Center 
 
8 Evangelical Full Gospel Assembly St. Louis, MO  
9 Evangelical Sisterhood of Mary Basilea Schlink 
10-12 Far East Broadcasting   
Box 73: Organizations, Fi - Hi 
Folder Organization Note 
1 Findhorn Trust  
2 First Baptist Church (Salem, NH)  
3 
First Church, Assemblies of God (Oakland, 
CA) 
 
4 First United Methodist Church of Pine Hills 
Orlando, FL - 1972 rejection of 
charismatics 
5 Forerunner  
6 Forest Drive Baptist Church Columbia, SC 
7 Foundation for His Ministry Dawkins, Godfrey 
8 Fraserview Assembly Vancouver, BC 
9 Fremont Christian School First Assembly of God, Fremont, CA 
10 Full Gospel Assembly Cleveland, OH 
11 Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship letter Nelson Melvin 1985 
12 Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship Oakland, CA 
13 Fuller Theological Seminary  
14 Garmond Mindt  
15 Genesis Training Center 
Letter of thanks for ministry, Jan, 
1973 
16 Glory Land Bible institute Florence, SC 
17 Glory Land Fellowship of Churches  
18 Gospel Messenger Manchester, NH 
19 Great Shepherd ‘s Prayer Community Levitttown, PA 
20 Graymoor Ecumenical Institute  
21 Gypsies for Christ  
22 Hampstead Bible School  
23 
The Healing Community (moved from box 
68)  
Caring Congregations – periodical 
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Folder Organization Note 
24 Hebrew Christian Hour radio ministry  A.U. Michelson - poster 
25 
Heritage Bible Training Center, Newark, 
CA 
1983-84, 1984-85 Catalogs, letter of 
thanks 
26 Heritage Christian Center, Sacramento, CA Don E. Shepherd, Nancy Harmon 
27 High Adventure Ministries  
28 Hill Fellowship St. Louis, MO 
Box 74: Organizations, In - Ju 
Folder Organization Note 
1 
Independent Assembly of God, Constitution & 
by-laws 
Why an independent local Church? 
tract 
2 Inner Peace Movement  
3 Institute for Christian Renewal  
4 
Institute for Ecumenical and Cultural 
Research 
Killian McDonnell 
5 Institute for Pentecostal Studies  
6 Institute for the Healing of the Whole Person  
7 Intercessors for America  
8 Inter-Church Renewal Ministries  
9 Intercollegiate Pentecostal Conference  
10 
International Commission of Pentecostal 
Editors 
 
11 International Ecumenical Fellowship  
12 International Evangelical Church Washington, DC 
13 International Lutheran Renewal Center St. Paul, MN - Larry Christenson 
14 International Pentecostal Assemblies  
15 International Students, Inc. - Washington D.C. Conquest for Christ Dec 1966 
16, 17 John 17:21  
18 Judeo-Christian Restoration Ministries 
Progressive Vision (Washington 
D.C.) 
Box 75: Organizations, Logos International 
Box 76: Organizations, La - Me 
Folder Organization Note 
1 Lake View Gospel Church 50th anniversary bulletin Chicago, Illinois 
1 Lakewood Video Bible School Dallas, Texas 
2 Lausanne Committee for World Evangelism  
3 Leona Frances Choy Ministries  
4 Liberation  Montreal, QB 
5 Liberty Church  Pensacola, FL 
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Folder Organization Note 
6 Light of Christ (Catholic Charismatic prayer group) Dennis Shehan 
7 Logos Translators 
Catholic Missionary 
Org. 
8 Lutheran Renewal Services  
9 Lutheran Church Missouri Synod Charismatic Movement  
10 Lutheran Church in America Charismatic Movement  
11 Lutheran World Federation  
12 Measure of Faith Ministries  Jerry Lambeth 
13-15 
Melodyland – School of Theology, Ecumenical Research 
Academy 
 
16 Melodyland Correspondence  
Box 77: Organizations, Me - Ox 
Folder Organization Note 
1 Mennonite General Assembly 1977 Statement on Holy Spirit 
2 Mennonite Renewal Services Goshen, Indiana 
3 Missionary Revival Crusade  Laredo, TX 
4 Mount Zion Fellowship Susan Woodaman 
5 National Association of Evangelicals 
Uniting Church in 
Australia 
5 National Catholic Evangelization Association Alvin Illig, 1985 
6 National Council of Churches  
8 National Ministers Day  
9 Network (Catholic Social Justice) Unification Theology 
10 Network of Christian Ministries  
11 New Ecumenical Research Association - Quebedeaux Rio de Janeiro 
12 New Life Inc.  
13 New Life Pentecostal Church  Tom Poeschl, Catholic 
14 News Service - Anglican Church of Canada  
 North Heights School of Lay Ministry 1982-83 Catalog Vaagenes, Christenson 
15 Northern California Charismatic Renewal Society, 1972 San Jose, CA 
16 Oekumenische Begegungstahe Schloss Craheim Oakland, CA 
17 Omega Fellowship   
18 One Hundred and Twenty Fellowship   
19 One Nation Under God  
20 Oral Roberts University, Holy Spirit Research Center  
21 Order of St. Luke  
22 Osteen Evangelistic Ministry  
23 Overseas Ministries Study Center catalogue 1984-1985 
24 
The Oxford Centre for Mission Studies, Summer School 
on Current issues in Mission 
July 22-Aug 12, 1984 
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Box 78: Organizations, Pa - Te 
Folder Organization Note 
1 Parish Renewal Council  
2 Partnership Foundation  Contest for Clergymen, 1959 
3 Paulist Catholic Evangelization Center Alvin Illig, John Hurley 
4 Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada  
5 
Pentecostal Church of God of America - Joplin, 
MO 
Constitution and By-Laws  
6 Pentecostal Fellowship of North America  
7 Pentecostal Holiness Church Discipline 1949  
8 Philadelphia Church (Seattle, WA)  
9 Pinecrest West  Medford, OR 
10 
Pleasant Vineyard Ministries, Renewal through 
Retreats 
1982 invitation to DDP to speak 
11 Prayer Canada  
12 Prayer Summit Ray Bringham 
13 Presbyterian Charismatic Communion J. Rodman Williams 
14 Presbyterian and Reformed Renewal Ministries   
15 
Presbyterian Ministers, Charismatic Communion 
of 
Brick Bradford 
16 Primitive Pentecostal Church  Richmond, VA 
17 Project Look Up – satellite for missions Jeffrey J. Wiebe 
18 Reinhard Bonnke Ministries, Inc.  
19 
Rogers Evangelistic Party and Healing 
Campaign 
 
20 St. John's Seminary, Collegeville, Minnesota 
Report to Investors 1964-1970 
Abbey and University Church 
21 SOS Ministries, Temple Baptist Church  San Francisco 
22 Schnftelijke Cubus  
23 Shalom Foundation  Baton Rouge, LA 
24 Sequoyah Community Church  AG, Oakland, CA 
25 Search for truth Publications  Houston, TX 
26 Servants of the Cross  Brunswick, ME 
27 
Service Committee for Orthodox Spiritual 
Renewal 
 
28 Society for Pentecostal Studies  
29 South Africa Foundation, Washington D.C. 
Testimony of John Chettle, 
trade policy, 1982 
30 South African Council of Churches  
31 Southern California College, Costa Mesa 
Thank you letter for ministry 
5/1972 
32 Southern California Renewal Communities  




Folder Organization Note 
33 Tabernacle Church  Melbourne, FL 
34 Team Trust Ministries  L. A. Pritchard 
35 Teen Challenge Chuck Redger, Dick Pickens 
36 Teen World Outreach 1984 
Box 79: Organizations, Te - Yo 
Folder Organization Note 
 TEMA the European Missionary Association Romanel sur Lausanne, Suisse 
 Terry Law Ministries  
1 
Union Theological Seminary – Robert Lee, 
1959 
Request for Pentecostal 
bibliography 
2 United Apostolic Faith Church  
3 United Church of Christ  
4 United Church of Christ - Newsletter 
Fellowship of Charismatic 
Churches 
5 United Pentecostal Church  
6 
United Presbyterian Church, Committee on the 
Work of the Holy Spirit 
 
7 Uniting Bay Area Ministries  
8 University Action  Leuven, Belgium 
9 U.S. Catholic  
promotional literature for the 
periodical 
10 Valley Community Church  Valley Station, KY 
11 Vatican II  
12 Western Pentecostal Bible College  
13 
William J. Seymour Society – Racial 
Reconciliation 
flyer for Symposium May 4, 
1985 
14 Women Aglow Fellowship  Western CA 
15 World Council of Churches  
16 World Healing Digest  
17 World Pentecostal Fellowship  
 World Salt Foundation Miami 
18 World Wide Bread Casting Co.  
19 World Vision  
20 
Worldorama, publication of the Pentecostal 
Holiness Church, Missions department 
1977-1981 Report 
21 
Year of the Bible – California Committee 
Report 
1983 
22 Youth With A Mission (YWAM) Oren Paris, Don Stephens 
23 Miscellaneous Ministries and Organizations  
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Box 80: Regional Subject Files, A - G 
Folder Region Note Note 
1 Australia/New Zealand Panorama Du Plessis itinerary 




Boer Prisoners of War in 
Bermuda 
4 Canada   
5 Eastern Europe   
6 France   
7-8 Germany   
Box 81: Regional Subject Files, L – I 
Folder Region Item Note 
1 Life Magazine 1958 “Climax in France” Pentecostals, Adventists 
2 Holland Periodicals Itinerary, articles, ephemera 
3 India Periodicals, tracts  
4 Indonesia   
5 Israel   
Box 82: Regional Subject Files, J - S 
Folder Region Periodicals, booklets Note 
1 Japan Japan and Pentecost, Adventures in Faith  
2 Korea Pastoral Exchange  
3 Lebanon 




Sidestreets, Where Asia Wears A Smile – gift 
with thank you inscription to Du Plessis from 
Sonia Yu Lun (sp?) 
souvenirs 
5 Scandinavia Korsets Budskap  
6 South America Trindade  
7 Spain Koinonia: Revista de la Renovacion carismatica  
8 Switzerland   
Box 83: Regional File: South Africa 
Box 84: Regional File: South Africa 
Box 85: David du Plessis’ Regional Subject Files-Pentecostal Adherents 
Folder Region Notes 
1 Africa  
2-3 Latin America  
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Folder Region Notes 
4 Alaska-Hawaii  
5 Europe  
6 Far East  
7 Australia-New Zealand  
8 Soviet Union  
9-21 United States  
22-25 Canada  
Box 86: Subject Files, People 
Folder Name Notes 
1 Donald Gee  
2 Pope John XXIII  
3 Pope John Paul I  
4-5 Pope Paul VI 
John Redfern, “Forgive us for the past, Paul 
asks Protestants” 
Box 87: Subject Files, People 
Folder Name Note 
1 Aimee Simple McPherson 
Photos, “Give Thanks Unto the Lord” words & 
music 
2 Anna du Plessis  
3 Dom Helder Camara  
4 Bob Mumford  
5 Thomas Roberts 
Interconfessional, Meeting, Nice, France, 
October 1977 
Chants et Choeurs de Reveil 
6 Jan Tillemans  
Box 88: Subject Files, People - Pope John Paul II 
Folder Name Notes 
1-7 Pope John Paul II Includes photos 
Box 89: Subject Files Re: Mother Mary 
Item  Name Notes 
1-12 Pamphlets and Books  
13 Medjorje Scrapbook  
14 Newsprint  
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Item  Name Notes 
15-17 Marian, Articles  
Box 90: Subject Files 
Folder Subject Notes 
1 
Azusa Street – photo of the leaders in 1907, 
with names 
L.A.Times "Weird Babel of 
Tongues" 
2-4 
Baptism with the Holy Spirit and Speaking in 
Tongues 
 
5-6 Anti-charismatic, anti-tongues  
7 Evolution Bees tract, letter from DDP 
8 Healing  
9 Jesus Movement 1971 
10-11 Water Baptism  
Box 91: Subject Files: Politics: America and Prayer, Church and State, 
Moral Decay Of Us 
Box 92: Published Interviews with David du Plessis & Justus and Anna du 
Plessis 
Folder Interviewer/Periodical/Title Date 
1 Clipboard n.d. 
2 “Pentecostalism & Protestantism” Dallas, TX n.d. 
3 “Echo van opwekkingen in de Kerken” 1952 
4 “In de gehele wereld” 1952 
5 Pentecost, “A Very Different Attitude from 50 years ago” 1960 
6 Pentecost, “1, 400 Christian Congregations (Pentecostal) in Brazil” 1960 
7 Le Trait D’Union, “David J. du Plessis a Territet” Mars, 1964 
8 Evelyn Brock, Logos Journal 1971 
9 Thorleif Ruud, Korsets Seier, “Mr. Pinse” pa Norgesbesok” 1972 
10 Pneuma 20 1975 
11 His Paper, “Introducing Mr. Pentecost”  
12 Jeff Park, Koinonia, “Seeing God’s Glory in the Church” 1976 
13 Kevin Ranaghan, New Covenant, “Tenth Anniversary Interview” 1977 




John Kenyon, Christian Herald, “What the Spirit saith unto the 
Churches: a conversation with David du Plessis” 
1977 
16 
James Bakker, Action (PTL), “What is Happening in the Church 
Today” 
1978 
17 Agora, “Agora Talks to David du Plessis” 1978 
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Folder Interviewer/Periodical/Title Date 
18 Bill Carmichael, Cornerstone 1978 
19 New Logos Journal, “Visit with Anna du Plessis” 
Mar/April, 
1979 
20 Jerry Sandidge, University Action 1980 
21 Charisma, “Ein Mann der Kirchen: Interview mit David du Plessis” 1981 
22 Christ the King Community, New Wineskins, “Mr. Pentecost” 1982 
23 
Theology, News & Notes, “A Meeting of Minds: Dunn, du Plessis and 








Philip Wagner, excerpts from So Great a Cloud of Witnesses (Oasis 
Ministries) 
1983 
26 Steven Lawson, Charisma, Mr. Pentecost Looks Toward the Future” 1985 
27 
Laurie Tychsen for The People of Praise, South Bend, IN., New 
Heaven/New Earth 
March, 1985 
Box 93: Published 1977 Interview with David du Plessis for Agora 
Magazine – Tapes, Transcript, Photos 
Box 94: Published Writings of David du Plessis, No Date 
Folder Title Publication 
1-2 An Appeal to Become Mature Christians unidentified, photocopy 
3 Are Tongues Divisive? Pathfinders Journal 
4 D’ou as-tu ton autorite?  
5 Forgiveness  
6 Gather the Wheat – Burn the Chaff  self – 6 p. tract 
7 
Glossolalia: a Biblical study of the Spiritual Experience 
of Speaking in Tongues 
self – 15 page booklet 
8 God has No Grandsons  self – 7 p. tract 
8 Gud har INGEN borneborn Kristent Bogcenter 
9 
He Shall Baptize You with the Holy Ghost and with 
Fire 
self – 4 p. tract 
10 Het Pinkstervuur brandt reeds in vele kerken! 
Datmaakt God Van 
Onsleven 
10 In Vele Kerken Brandt Het Pinstervuur!  
11 Het teken van de Doop des Geestes 
Datmaakt God Van 
Onsleven 
12 The Holy Spirit The Texas Herald 
13 The Holy Spirit: extracts from an address unidentified periodical 
14 The Holy Spirit Brings into Unity Acts 29 (1984) 
15 Jesus Christ – the Baptizer  unidentified periodical 
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Folder Title Publication 
16 Jesus Christ – the Baptizer in the Holy Spirit self – 5 page tract 
17 Jesus Kristus: Pembaptis Dalam Rohulkudus  
18 Jesus – the Baptiser in the Holy Spirit unidentified periodical 
19 Kjortelen eller virkeligheten Livets Gang – photocopy 
20 Living Water - To: God's Beloved Ones Everywhere  
21 
Manifestaties van de Heilige Geest en menselijke 
reacties bij de doop met de Heilige Geest 
unidentified periodical  
22 Mijn ure is nog niet gekomen unidentified periodical 
23-24 Pentecost Outside "Pentecost" 
self – 30 page booklet, 
c.1961 
25 The Pentecostal Blessing Continues unidentified periodical 
26 
Renewal of Christianity Must be Both Charismatic & 
Ecumenical 
self – 12 page booklet 
27 Vernieuwing en de Wereldraad van Kerken WCC leaflet 
Box 94: Published Writings of David du Plessis, by Date 
28 A Confession Comforter Nov 1928 
28 Een Belydenis Trooster Nov 1928 
29 Pentecost in South Africa The Gospel Broadcast Nov 1937 
30 South African Pentecostal Work Grows Pentecostal Evangel c. 1938 
31 Pentecost in South Africa Pentecostal Evangel 
July, 
1938 




39 Real Unity Comforter - photocopy Sept 1939 
40 A Call to Pentecostal Revival Pentecostal Evangel 
S 20, 
1947 
40 Pentecost in Italy Pentecostal Evangel 
S 11, 
1948 
41 Die Ongeluk Comforter Jan 1949 
42 The Pentecostal Work in Canada Pentecostal Evangel Jul 1950 
42 Pentecost in Continental Europe  
A 26 
1950 
43 Caribbean-Area Convention  Jan 1951 
43 We Would See Jesus Foursquare Magazine Apr 1951 
44 Pentecostal Fellowship Foursquare Magazine Jan 1952 




A Brief History of the World Pentecostal 
Fellowship 
Booklet by WPF c.1953 
46 Are We Going Back to the Churches? Pentecost Dec 1955 
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47 A Nation is Shaken Full Gospel Men's Voice 
May 
1956 
48 Winning the Nations Crusade The Voice of Healing Nov 1956 
48 Op alle vlees De Oogst, No. 2 Dec 1956 
48 
World Wide Pentecostal Revivals 1906-
1956 
The Voice of Healing July 1956 
48 World Wide Pentecostal Revivals The Pentecostal Testimony Aug 1956 
49 Upon All Flesh - photocopy The Voice of Healing Oct 1956 
50 A Tremendous Missionary Program The Voice of Healing Mar 1957 
50 Acts of the Holy Spirit Around the World The Voice of Healing Apr 1957 
50 A Modern Gospel Crusade The Voice of Healing 
May 
1957 
50 News from the Spiritual War Fronts The Voice of Healing 
May 
1957 
51 All Barriers Submerged The Voice of Healing Aug 1957 
51 All Barriers Submerged Full Gospel Men's Voice Sep 1957 
 The Nations The Voice of Healing Oct 1957 




Golden Jubilees of Twentieth-Century 
Pentecostal Movements 
International Review of 
Missions 
Apr 1958 
52 World-wide News Briefs World-Wide Revival Dec 1958 
53 Acts of the Holy Spirit Around the World The Voice of Healing Apr 1959 




The Astounding Move of God in the 
Denominational Churches 
Voice of Healing Jan 1960 
54 
Dear Brother Editor...A Time to Look to 
God 
The Gospel Herald July 1960 
55 A Word of Personal Testimony Proceedings Vatican II 
Au 3 
1960 
55 God Has no Grandsons - photocopy The Pentecostal Evangel Sept 1960 
55 God Has no Grandsons - photocopy The Gospel Herald Dec 1960 
55 
The Astonishing Move in "Liberal" 
Churches 
Voice of Healing Oct 1960 
55 
World Pentecostal And Ecumenical 
Movements 
Full Gospel Men's Voice Dec 1960 
56 





57 God Has no Grandsons 




The Astonishing Move in "Liberal" 
Churches 





57 Pentecostal Pioneer – about Du Plessis Christianity Today 
Jan 30, 
'61 
57 A Letter from David J. du Plessis Comforter Mar 1961 
57 Pinksterbookschap Kracht Van Omhoog Jun 1961 
58 
Pentecostal Witness (letter to the editor in 




58 God Has no Grandsons The Elim Evangel Aug 1961 
58 
The Annual Christian Fellowship 
Convention, NY 
Herald of Faith Sept 1961 
59 The Pentecostal Bible School in Holland The Voice of Healing Oct 1961 
59 He Established My Goings The Voice of Healing Nov 1961 
60 Baptized in the Spirit in a Cathedral Pentecost Mar 1962 
60 
Glossolalie: Een studie over het spreken in 
tongen 
Kracht Van Omhoog Nov 1962 
61 De doop met de Heilige Geest Kracht Van Omhoog Oct 1963 
61 Glossolalia The Gospel Herald Feb 1963 
61 
News Letter from David J. du Plessis (Oct 
1962) 
The Texas Herald Feb 1963 
61 Glossolalia The Pentecostal Testimony Feb 1963 
61 Glossolalia The Pentecostal Testimony Mar 1963 
61 Glossolalia End Times Messenger Feb 1963 
61 Glossolalia The Texas Herald Sept 1963 
61 The Holy Spirit: extracts from an address Redemption Tidings 
June 
1963 




L'oeuvre du Saint Esprit biblique et 
actuelle... 
La Porte Ouverte No. 28 Oct 1964 
62 Du Plessis Speaking A Voice of Faith Jl-S 1964 
62 Jesus Christ – The Baptizer Herald of Hope N-D 1964 
63 Soyez remplis de l'Esprit Territet 1965 
63 Dieu n'a pas de petits-fils Le Trait D'Union  Jan 1965 
63 
Deus nao tem Netos (God has no 
Grandsons) 
Fogo Pentecostal Fev 1965 
63 
Jesus Christ – The Baptizer in the Holy 
Spirit 




A Message to the Churches: God has no 
Grandsons 
South Africa periodical, n.t. c.1966 
64 Du Plessis Speaking Logos (New Zealand) Aug 1966 
64 The Holy Spirit – Forward by Du Plessis The Texas Herald Sep 1966 
65 
Jezus Christus, de Doper in de Heilige 
Geest 
De Pinkster Boodschap 1966 
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66 Jesus Christ the Baptizer in the Holy Spirit Advent Christian Witness 
May 
1967 
66 Ecumenism and Pentecost Fellowship 
Sum 
1967 
66 L'Eglise dans les maisons De Trait D'Union Sep 1967 
66 World Pentecostalism Treasures of Grace S-O 1967 
66 Jesus Christ the Baptizer 
Acts: Today's News of the 
Holy Spirit's Renewal 
S-O 1967 
66 
Over de Vertolking van het Spreken in 
Tongen 
Vuur 11.8 – entire issue Oct 1967 
66 La Parole Creatrice de Dieu Le Trait D'Union Dec 1967 




67 D'ou as-tu ton autorite? Le Trait D'Union Fev 1968 
67 God heeft geen kleinkinderen Kracht van Omhoog Feb 1968 
67 Oecumenisme Le Trait D'Union Jan 1968 
67 Les Dons du Saint Esprit Le Trait D'Union Nov 1968 
68 Roman Catholics and the Holy Spirit Apostolic Life Jl-A 1969 
68 God, Teach Me to Forgive the Churches Dagen 
S. 30, 
1969 
68 Etude sur le parler en langues Le Trait D'Union Mai 1969 
69 What You Do or What Jesus Does? Herald of Faith 38 Jan 1970 
69 There Must Come a New Pentecost Preaching 5.1 
Jan-Feb 
1970 
69 Dit is Het: in de Laatste Dagen Nieuw Leven c.1970 
69 Jesus the Baptizer Renewal 1.1 June 1970 
69 My Visit to Indonesia 
Herald of Faith Harvest 
Time 38 
Jl/Au 1970 
70 Jesus is the Baptizer 
Message of the Open Bible 
54.2 
Mar 1971 
70 Jesus is the Baptizer The Pentecostal Testimony June 1971 
70 Nogmaals Du Plessis Zomergastenweek July 1971 
Box 95: Published Writings of David du Plessis 
Folder Title Publication  Date 
1 God Has No Grandsons Faith! (World Radio Mission) 1972 
2 I have been a Jesus freak for 50 years St. Anthony Messenger Mar 1972 
2 What You Do or What Jesus Does? New Covenant Aug 1972 
2 Those Dry Bones are Moving Logos Journal 
N-Dec 
1972 
3 Charismatic Summer in Europe Logos Journal  S-O 1972 
4 Spreading the Message by Television 





4 Spreading the Message by Television World Pentecost p.20 no. 4 1972 
4 David du Plessis Reports from U.S.A. Bond c.1972 
5 





5 Jesus – o Batizador Voz 
Mar/Ap 
1973 
5 One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism Revivalist May 1973 
5 






Persecution For Charismatic 
Catholics 
New Covenant 3.6 Jan 1974 
6 Those Bones are Moving Conviction 12.1 Jan 1974 
6 
The New Pentecost – Who Can Deny 
It? 
Logos Journal 4.2 
Mar/Ap 
1974 
7 Forgiveness  self – 8 page tract  
7 Forgiveness – 13 page booklet Logos International 1974 
7 Reach out with love with Forgiveness New Life in the Spirit 2.10 Oct 1974 
7 
The Historic Background of 
Pentecostalism 
One in Christ Oct 2, 1974 
8 Thoughts on Church Restoration Koinonia W '75-76 
8 Renewal and the WCC 
Open letter to Evangelicals in 
Britain 
1975 
8 Renewal and the WCC (photocopy) 
Note by Du Plessis: the 
leaven of Heaven 
1975 
8 Miracle of the New Wine 
Christ for the Nations 
XXVIII, 2 
May 1975 
8 Pentecost in Rome '75 Logos Journal Jul-A, 1975 
9 Unity Through Forgiveness New Covenant 6.5 Nov 1976 
10 
The Renewal of Christianity: It must 
be both Charismatic and Ecumenical 
Koinonia W 1977 
10 
The Renewal of Christianity: It must 
be both Charismatic and Ecumenical 
unidentified periodical n.d. 
10 My Choice of Books  Spring '77 
10 God Has No Grandsons The Good News letter June 1977 
11 You Shall be My Witnesses Logos Journal 1978 
12 
Christian Renewal Must Be 
Charismatic And Ecumenical 
Charisma (article about Du 
Plessis – They Call Him Mr. 
Pentecost) 
N/D 1978 
13 The Renewal Newsletter - introduction The New Logos Journal Jl/Au 1979 
13 Tracing Pentecostal Roots Charisma Jl/Au 1979 
14 
Catholics and Pentecostals Dialogue 








Du Plessis critiques Dore in “Water 
Baptism” 
Acts Ap-M 1980 
16 
Christian Renewal Must Be 
Charismatic And Ecumenical 
Pastoral Exchange 9.3 
May -June 
1981 
17 Gott hat keine Enkelkinder  Charisma 42 J-Mar 1984 
17 The Holy Spirit Brings us into Unity 
Empowered: fostering 
renewal from an Anabaptist 
Perspective 
Spr 1984 
18 Mr.Pentecost Looks Toward the Future Charisma reprint May 1985 
19 Walking in the Way Life Together reprint 1986 
20 Pentecostals and Catholics New Covenant 16.10 May 1987 
Box 96: Published Articles about Du Plessis, Organized by Date  
Folder Author/Publication Title Date 
1 Revival News 
It has been a great joy to us in England to have 
with us…. 
n.d. 
1 Miscellaneous English and Dutch n.d. 
2 Kracht Van Omhoog Pinksterkerken n.d. 




Sveits (entire issue) 
Pinksevekkelsen i Sor-Afrika & Pinsevennenes 
verdenskonferanse i Zurich 1947 & Konferansens 
samtalemoter (Pethrus, Jeffreys, Douglas Scott, 
Nystrom, Andre Nicolle, Gee, Corsini, K. 
Schneider, L. Steiner) 
1947 
5 Vermeulen, G. 
Du Plessis' resignation as General Secretary from 
Apostolic  
Faith Mission – Comforter 
Nov 1947 
6 Cook, George  
Paul H. Walker & David du Plessis Injured in 
Auto Accident  
West Virginia Witness 
Oct 1948 
6 Pentecostal Evangel Brother Du Plessis Requests Prayer  Nov 6, 1948 
7 Pentecost (D. Gee) David J. du Plessis Mar 1957 
8 Foursquare Magazine Branham-Du Plessis Coming April 1959 
9 Redemption Tidings Signs of Another Springtime July 1 1960 
10 Elim Evangel Editorial on Pentecostalism and Du Plessis July 2 1960 
10 Istina 
Faith and Order at St. Andrews – 1st time DDP 
"consultant" 
Jul-S 1960 
10 Trinity They ‘Speak in Tongues’ c.1961 
11 The Province His big job: interpret Pentecostal Jan 28, 1961 
11 Christianity Today Pentecostal Pioneer Jan 30, 1961 




Pentecostals and the WCC - NAE June 1961 
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Folder Author/Publication Title Date 




David du Plessis over de Pinksterbeweging en de  








Full Gospel News 
Letter 
We must all pray much for Bro. David J. du 
Plessis 
May 1963 
14 Whyte, Maxwell 
Experiencing Acts 2:4 in Colombia, S.A. Voice of 
Healing 
May, 1964 
14 Newbigin, Leslie Review of The Spirit Bade Me Go – Frontier  Sum 1964 
14 Strachan, Gordon 
The Pentecostals raise some disturbing questions 
–  
Life & Work, Church of Scotland monthly 
July 1964 
14 Lindsay, Gordon 
The Amazing Greenwich Meeting – The Voice of 
Healing 
July 1964 
14 Kracht Van Omhoog Enkele flitsen uit de Irene-hal Sept 1964 
15 Greenville Piedmont Relgion News: Ecumenical Pentecost Sage Feb 6 1965 
15 L’Appel du Maitre 
Hollande: Le Pasteur David du Plessis… 
(Tziganes reverse) 
Jul-A 1965 
16 Newbigin, Leslie 
Extracts from Review by Bishop Lesslie 
Newbigin 
1966 
16 The Australian Ecumenical Pentecostal in New Zealand Mar 1966 
17 De Oogst Zwitserland June 1967 
17  From USA to Standerton – Christian Recorder April 1967 
17 Walker, Robert Christian Life editorial Sept 1967 
17 Chandler, Russell 
Fanning the Charismatic Fire – Christianity 
Today 
N 24, 1967 
18 Albuquerque Journal 
Army Chaplain's Profession, Life Unique & 
Guest Speaker 
Jun 20 1970 
18 
Lincoln Sunday 
Journal and Star, Gene 
Kelly 
Charismatic Renewal Spurs Third Force 
Pentecostal Revolution 
N 1, 1970 
19 The Catholic Voice Catholic Pentecostals are praising the Lord Jan 7, 1971 
19 Chattanooga Times Du Plessis Series Continues in Area F 13, 1971 
19 Pentecostal Testimony 
Mass Rally for Christ in Montreal & Du Plessis, 
Regimbald 
May 1971 
19  Fountain Trust Convention N/D, 1971 
20 Harper, Michael  “The Dialogue” Logos Journal M/A 1972 
20 New Covenant Vatican Dialogue April 1972 
20 Geilszeugnisse Ein Pfingsten mit Zweckbestimmung Nov 1972 
20 Rosten (entire issue) David du Plessis, USA Nov 1972 
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Folder Author/Publication Title Date 
21 Boletin Ecumenico #17 
"El Hermano David" Apostol de la Unidad 
(Santiago, Chile) 
1973 
21 Dallas Times Herald 
Episcopal Charismatics Hold Historic 
Conference, Dallas 
Feb 1973 
21 St. Cloud Visitor World is parish for Pentecostal leader  S 20 1973 
21 His Paper 9 David J. du Plessis the Spirit bids me go..to... Nov 1973 
21 Balsiger, Dave Charismatic Insider’s Report - Logos Journal 1973 
22 De Oogst Brazilie Mei 1974 
22 Elsevier Tweede pinksterwonder Juni 1974 
22 Willoughby, Bill 





ting Christian Unity 
Third Meeting with Pentecostals 1974 
22 National Cath Reporter 
Major Shapers of contemporary Christian 
Thought 
Sep 5 1974 
22 S.F. Sunday Examiner 
Major Shapers of contemporary Christian 
Thought 
Au 25 1974 
22 New Life in the Spirit David du Plessis August 12-18  1974 
22 A.D. 3.9 A Search for Giants Sep 1974 
23 Pat Wynn 
Minister Calls for Church Reconciliation- The 
Idaho Statesman 
Oct 5 1974 
23 Spiritual Charisma That We All Might Be One Dec 1974 
23 Taylor, James A. Giants of Our Faiths – U.S. Catholic Dec 1974 
23 Logos Journal Du Plessis Listed Among Top Thinkers Dec 1974 
23 Bennett, Dennis J.  
Iowa Methodists Hold Charismatic Conclave 
Logos Journal 
c.1975 
23 Bond (FGBMFI, S. Af.) A World Religious Giant A-Jun 1975 
24 
Logos Ministry for 
Orthodox Renewal 
Prominent Pentecostal Keynoter at Conference – 
Ft. Wayne News-Sentinel 
Jun 21 1975 
24 Charlene Warnken 
‘Mr. Pentecost’ Altered opposing views- The 
Houston Post 
Jul 5, 1975 
24 New York Times 
Growing Charismatic Movement is Facing 
Internal Discord 
S 16, 1975 
24 Christianity Today The Growing Rift in the Charismatic Movement 10/10/75 
24 Synan, Vinson 




Africa's Charismatic Conferences – Acts: Today's 
News of the Holy Spirit's Renewal 
Ja/Fe 1976 
25 Voice of Triumph 2.4 Bridge-Builder April 1976 
25 Far East Reporter Du Plessis to Speak May 1976 
25 The Catholic Voice Pope warmly greets Pentecostal leader Jun 14 1976 
25 Oakland Tribune Christian Leader to Speak Jul 7, 1976 
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Folder Author/Publication Title Date 
25 
reprint from The 
Catholic Voice 
Pope Warmly Greets Pentecostal Leader – 





That Unfortunate Demonstration (of tongues, 
by Du Plessis, on TV) 
Nov 1976 
25  Voice of Triumph Bridge Builder  Ap 1976 
26 National Courier 
David du Plessis: Saint or apostate? letters to the 
editor 
Jan 7 1977 
26 Christian Life Du Plessis explains “infallibility” statement Jan 1977 
26 Koinonia 
Dialogo entre la Iglesia Catolico y los 
Pentecostales Clasicos 
S-O, 1977 
26 editor of Acts 
Du Plessis Warns Against move for 'Charismatic 
Church'  
N-D, 1977 
27 New Zealand paper  
Pope and pentecostals: establishing dialogue 
(incomplete) 
D ’77-F’78 
27 Acts/Twenty Du Plessis sees hope for Ecumenism c.1978 
27 Reflections Bethany honors "Mr. Pentecost" Jul/A, 1978 
27  Glad Tidings Bethany Bible College: Honorary Doctorate  July 1978 




Open Letter to David du Plessis – S. Africa 3rd Q 1978 
28 John Lucero 
‘Mr. Pentecost’ works for unity in the churches- 
Record Searchlight 
Oct 7 1978 
28 Expressen Stop Condemning, Forgive Instead (translation) Feb 1979 
29 
 Miracle Living 
Magazine 
Prophecy by Smith Wigglesworth to David du 
Plessis in  
South Africa, 1936  
Fall 1979 
29 The Record 
"Principal voice" of ecumenical movement to 
speak 
c.1980 
29 Dart, John, L.A Times Du Plessis, Assemblies Near Reconciliation c. 1980 
30 
reprint from Church 
World Jan 31, 1980 
David du Plessis meets Pope John Paul II – 
Maine Christian Ministries Newsletter 
Feb 1980 
30 Pastoral Exchange 9.3 
Cover photo “Rev. David duPlessis & Pope 
John Paul II” 
M-Jun1981 
30 L’Osservatore Romano This Basilica like the Upper room June 1981 
30 Charisma 33  Ein Mann der Kirchen O-De 1981 
30 Mears, Robert W. Right man for the job 1983 
30 Buursma, Bruce "Mr Pentecost" brings message to Louisville c. 1983 
30 Straner, June Du Plessis Preaches "one voice for Christ" Jan 22, '83 
31 Jesze, George 
"Mr. Pentecost" Again With 70 x 7 – Voice of 
Renewal Intl. 
1984 
31 Sandidge, Jerry Roman Catholic/Pentecostal Dialogue Spr 1985 
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Folder Author/Publication Title Date 
31 Christian Life 




Journal of Ecumenical 
Studies, Jeffrey Gros 




32 Lawson, Steven "Mr. Pentecost" - 70 x 7 – Progressive Vision Oct 1985 
33 editor 
Crowd drawn as 'Mr. Pentecost' presents archive 
–Bulletin FTS 
Sum 1985 
33 Hocken, Peter 
A Startling Prophecy – from Streams of 
Renewal (Paternoster) 
1986 
34 Lilly, Fred 
The Consequences of Pentecost – New Covenant 
15.6 
Jan 1986 
35 Synan, Vinson A Tribute to Mr. Pentecost – Charisma 12.9 Apr 1987 
35 Gros, Jeffrey 
David du Plessis and the Challenge of Dialogue 
(Pneuma) 
Spr 1987 
36 Hollenweger, Walter 
Two Extraordinary Pentecostal Ecumenists: the 
letters of Donald Gee and David du Plessis 
(Ecumenical Review 52.3) 
Jul 2000 
37 Macchia, Frank D. 
Karl Barth Meets David du Plessis: A New 
Pentecost or a Theater of the Absurd? (Pneuma 
23.1) 
Spr 2001 
Box 97: Dissertations and Student Papers about David du Plessis 




The Prophecy of Smith Wigglesworth in the Life of 










The Life of David du Plessis in Relation to the 





Bibliography for "From prosecutor to defender : an 
intellectual history of David J. du Plessis, drawn from 









David du Plessis: an Analysis of the Events Surrounding 











To the Ends of the Earth 1987 
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Box 98: Dissertations 
Dissertation Bittlinger, Arnold Pentecostal/Roman Catholic Dialogue n.d. 
 
Box 99: Published Tracts & Booklets Collected by David du Plessis, # - By 
Folder Author Title 
1 n.a. Berlin Declaration on Ecumenism, full version, 1974 
1 n.a. The Rite of Baptism 
1 Jan, 1969 
“The Pentecostal Phenomenon” issue of St. Anthony 
Messenger 
1 Sept. 27, 1972 
“The Charismatic Movement” issue of The Christian 
Century 
1 Aug-Sep, 1978 
Acts 29 Newsletter “Where we are now in the continuing 
Acts of the Holy Spirit” Leaders’ Conference, Du Plessis, 
“Report on California ECF Conference, Jean Stone 
Willans 
2 Allen, A. A. Receive Ye the Holy Ghost! 
2 Allen, A.A. The Price of God's Miracle Working Power 
2 Appleby, Rosalee Mills Why I Believe in the Infilling with the Holy Spirit 
2 Appleby, Rosalee Mills 
Testimonies of Famous Christians concerning the Filling 
and the Baptism of the Holy Spirit 
2 Anderson, E. Howard I Believe... Divine Healing is For You! 
3 Anderson, Robert Spirit Manifestations & The Gift of Tongues 
4 Armstrong, Hart My Thoughts at Three Score and Ten 
4 Armstrong, Herbert W The "Tongues" Question 
4 Armstrong, Herbert W All About Water Baptism 
5 Ashcroft, J. Robert Apostolic Emphasis 
5 Baba, Toshihiko 
Problems of Charismatic Religion (offprint from Meijo 
Bulletin of Humanities no.5, 1967) 
6 Barham, W.S. Simple Steps to the Baptism of the Holy Spirit 
7 Barnes, F. R Seventeen Reasons why I should speak with Tongues 
8 Basich, Thomas Some Characteristics of the Charismatic Movement 
9 Batts-Sain Debate Water and Spirit Baptism 
10 Beall, J. L 
"Laying on of Hands" a chapter from the booklet: The 
Baptism of the Holy Spirit 
11 Bell, Madeline Love's Gift 
11 Bennett, Dennis 
Pentecost: When Episcopalians Start Speaking in 
Tongues 
12 Beverley, C. F. The Promise of the Spirit 
13 Bittlinger, Arnold  Baptized in Water and Spirit 
14 Block, Walter My Business is God's Business - FGBMFI 
15 Bohen, Mr Marian, OSU Confirmation: Gift of the Spirit 
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Folder Author Title 
16 Borst, Jim Good News to the Poor 
17 Bostrom, John H. What Every New Convert Should Know 
18 Bradford, Brick Releasing the Power of the Holy Spirit 
19 Brandt, Robert L. Tongues for a Sign 
20 Branham, William The Spoken Word 1/1959, 3/1960, 6/1963 
20 Branham, William Personal Testimony of the Coming of the Gift 
21 Brawner, Mina Ross 
The Mystery of the Middle Loaf, Redemption Tidings 
(April 1946) 
22 Bray, John The Holy Spirit in the Life of the Christian 
22 Brewster, Percy S. The Revolutionised Life 
23 Broadley, Harry I am found of them that sought Me not 
24 Brumback, Carl The Baptism from Heaven 
25 Buchanan, Colin 
Encountering Charismatic Worship (Nottingham: Grove, 
1977) 
26 Buess, Bob You Can Receive the Holy Ghost 
26 Buess, Bob The Pendulum Swings 
27 Burton, W. F. P.  Signs Following 
27 Bushnell, Horace 
“Nature and the Supernatural” reprint from Trinity 
Magazine 1963 
28 Byrne, James 
Threshold of God's promise: An introduction to the 
Catholic Pentecostal Movement 
Box 100: Published Tracts & Booklets Collected by David du Plessis, Ca - Fr 
Folder Author Title 
1 Caldwell, William 1 Corinthians 12-14: the Charismatic Translation 
1 Cantelon, Willard We Shed No Tears 
2 Carpenter, James How God Baptized me in the Holy Ghost and Fire 
3 Carter, John 
“The Baptism of the Holy Spirit” Redemption Tidings, 
6/1958 
4 Cate, B. F. The Nine Gifts of the Spirit are not in the Church today 
5 Cavnar, Jim Prayer Meetings 
6 Cheetham, Jack & Betty An Age of Meditation 
7 Christenson, Larry Which Way the Family? 
7 Christenson, Larry The Gift of Tongues 
7 Christenson, Larry What About Baptism? 
8 Clark, Stephen B. Baptized in the Spirit (Pecos: Dove, 1970) 
8 Clark, Stephen B Spiritual Gifts (Benet Lake: Dove, 1969) 
9 Congelliere, Peter In His Image: the Peter Congelliere Story 
10 Cornwall, Judson 
Freeway Under Construction: by order of Isaiah 40:3-5, 
1978 
11 Corpus Fifty Facts & Insights about Priests who Marry 
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Folder Author Title 
12 Cove, Gordon How to Make your Healing Permanent 
13 Coventry, John Why Christian Unity? 
14 Dake, Finnis The Truth About the Baptism in the Holy Spirit, 1967 
15 Daoud, Jane Collins Miracles and Mission 
15 Daoud, M. A If We Knew – Jesus Would Come Tonight 
15 Daoud, M. A How to Study and Read the Holy Bible 
15 Daoud, M. A Undeniable Proofs: God’s Will is to Heal All Today! 
15 Daoud, M. A Difference Between…Miracles and Healings 
15 Daoud, M. A Adultery and its Problems 
16 De Celles, Charles 
The Catholic Pentecostal Movement – from Cross and 
Crown 
16 Dee, Peter 
Charismatic Age – quarterly, Spring 1972, METFGCC, 
NY 
17 De Ferrieres, J.C. 
The 20th Century Pentecostal Revival Movement – How 
did it Happen? (London: Evangel Press, 1969) 
18 De Grandis, Robert 
An Introduction to the Catholic Charismatic Renewal 
(1974) 
19 De Haan, Richard The Charismatic Controversy 
20 Derstine, Gerald Visitation of God to the Mennonites  
21 
Deshaies, Robert & Chet 
Stokloza 
On Becoming an Evangelist (Worcester, MA : Catholic 
Evangelistic Center, 1982) 
22 Dodson, Betty 
The Contest Between the Occult and the Mighty Holy 
Spirit 
23 Dove, William The Living Word 




Seven-point Plan for the Seventies, Polish Herald 
26 Farah, Charles 
Faith or Presumption (Christian Renewal Ministry, OK, 
1973) 
27 Fisher, H & O. Reeve 
Still it Flows: story of the Pentecostal Church, Hockley, 
UK 
28 Fjordbak, E 
Handbook of Christians: a guide into Fellowship, 
Lakewood AG 
29 Flower, Alice Reynolds Oil of Joy for Mourning 
30 Foster, Thomas N. The Baptism of Holy Spirit: is it for To-day?  
31 Freeman, Hobart  Deliverance from Occult Oppression and Subjection 
Box 101: Published Tracts & Booklets Collected by David du Plessis, Fr - Ho 
Folder Author Title 
1 Frodham, Stanley The Life of Joy (Springfield: Gospel Publishing House) 
2 Frost, Robert C Life’s Greatest Discovery (Plainfield: Logos, 1968) 
3 Gee, Donald God’s Grace and Power Today 
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Folder Author Title 
3 Gee, Donald The Initial Evidence of the Baptism in the Holy Spirit 
3 Gee, Donald 
Jesus – The Baptizer with the Holy Ghost, Redemption Tidings, 
11/55 
4 Gerner, K Life in the Spirit (Holywood, Ireland: Holywood Fellowship) 
5 Gibbings, Cecil Divine Healing 1.2 (Sept 1962) Peterborough, England 
6 Grant, W. V 
How to Receive The Holy Spirit Baptism: for instructors & 
seekers 
6 Grant, W.V. Maybe You Have a Thorn in the flesh 
6 Grant, W.V. The Real Revival of Restoration 
6 Grant, W.V. Receive Ye the Holy Ghost: Instantly! 
6 Grant, W.V. Chronic Cases Cured 
6 Grant, W.V. From Rags to Riches or Clothed with Humility 
6 Grant, W.V. The Gift of Faith: Faith for your Healing 
6 Grant, W.V. God’s Secrets Revealed: Revelation gifts restored 
7 Grant, W.V. Growing Faith 
7 Grant, W.V. 7 Reasons why You Can’t Receive Your Healing 
7 Grant, W.V. Armageddon 
7 Grant, W.V. Casting Out Devils 
8 Groves, H 
Miracle Power: How to Receive Miracle Power of the Holy 
Spirit 
9 Grubb, Norman Touching the Invisible 
10 Gruen, Ernie Have You Received the Holy Spirit? 
11 Hagin, Kenneth E In Him 
11 Hagin, Kenneth E The Origin and Operation of Demons 
11 Hagin, Kenneth E Demons and How to Deal with Them 
11 Hagin, Kenneth E The Ministry of a Prophet 
12 Hall, Franklin Atomic Power with God 
12 Hall, Franklin Must I Speak in Tongues? 
12 Hall, Franklin Receiving the Holy Spirit 
13 Hardy, R. G Wake Up, America 
13 Hardy, R. G. God Pronounces Judgment of America 
14 Harper, Michael 
Prophecy: a Gift for the Body of Christ (Lowestoft: Green, 
1964) 
14 Harper, Michael 
Life in the Holy Spirit: some questions and answers (London: 
Fountain Trust, 1966) 
14 Harper, Michael Beauty or Ashes? The Ashe Lecture 1979 
14 Harper, Michael 
Charismatic Crisis: The Charismatic Renewal – past, present 
and future 
14 Harper, Michael Charismatic Renewal – A New Ecumenism? 
15 Harris, Leo God Heals Today (Australia) 
16 Hayes, Alton The Healing Ministry of Alton L. Hayes 
17 Hegre, T. A Healing (Minneapolis: Bethany Press) 
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Folder Author Title 
17 Hegre, T. A. How to Receive the Baptism 
18 Helms, Michael Testimony, 22.3 (Spring 1984) Hanford, CA Great Commission 
19 Hocken, Peter 
Catholic Pentecostalism: Key Questions, II (Heythrop Journal 
15.3, Jl ‘74) 




1970 Prophecy: “Year of Charisma” 
21 Holloway, Gilbert Pentecostal Power (Miami: New Age Truth Publications, 1963) 
22 Horn, Neville A Spirit Controlled Life (Lincoln: Back to the Bible, 1962) 
23 Hornby, W. Ralph The Pentecostal Movement around the World (Ontario, 1950) 
Box 102: Published Tracts & Booklets Collected by David du Plessis, Ho - 
Ma 
Folder Author Title 
1 Horton, Harold 
The Baptism in the Holy Spirit (London: AG Publishing, 
1956) 
1 Horton, Harold Receiving Without “Tarrying”  
1 Horton, Harold Laying on of Hands, an open letter to the AG, 1949 
1 Horton, Harold 
“The Baptism in the Holy Spirit, ” Redemption Tidings 
(9/1942)  
2 House, J. S.  
Pentecost is not an advanced step in the Christian Life: a 
warning 
3 Howe M. A. Baptism in the Holy Spirit, Speaking in Tongues: Q & A 
4 Hurst, D. V. Spiritual Life – God’s Gift (Springfield: Gospel, 1972) 
5 Ingram, George S 
The Fullness of the Holy Spirit (London: Christian Lit. 
Crusade) 
6 Jarman, Ray Charles My Personal Testimony 
7 Jebb, Stanley The Baptism in the Holy Spirit (UK, 1973) 
8 Jeevaratnam, Lam 
Concerning Demons: Q & A (Divine Healing Home, So. 
India) 
9 Jones, Bob 
“The Church of Rome in Perspective, ” Faith for the Family, 
1978 
10 Jones, E. Stanley The Holy Spirit and the Gift of Tongues (Sept 1962) 
11 Jones, Eddie 
4 Tracts: Water Baptism, Tongues, One God, Spirit 
Baptism 
12 Jones, Ossie The Positive Road to Revival 
13 Jumper, Andrew A 
The Baptism of the Holy Spirit and the Renewal of the 
Church ‘67 
14 Kantzer, Kenneth S. 
Documenting the Dramatic Shift in Seminaries from Liberal 
to Conservative (Christianity Today, Feb 4, 1983) sent by 
June Straner 
15 Kennedy, Edward B The Ordinance of Christian Baptism (photocopy) 
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Folder Author Title 
16 Kenyon, E. W 
The Blood Covenant (Fullerton: Kenyon’s Gospel Publish, 
1949) 
16 Kenyon, E. W Identification: a Romance in Redemption (Kenyon’s, 1941) 
16 Kenyon, E. W 
Sign-Posts on the Road to Success (Kenyon’s Gospel P, 
1938) 
16 Kenyon, E. W The Two Kinds of Knowledge (Seattle: Kenyon, 1941) 
17 
King, Frederick Chas 
& D.J. Smyth 
2 Tracts: Christ and Miracle Faith: Miracles, Gifts of 
Healing, Divine Health; Charisma XX-I Century: Who is 
the Holy Spirit? 
18 Kinne, Seeley D. The Mystery of the Bride Made Ready  
19 Kopp, E. Paul The Truth about Divine Healing 
20 Kosick, F. J Do All Speak with Tongues? 
21 Krause, Henry God’s Plowman 
22 Kronberg, Walter God Called Me  
23 Kulbeck, E. N. O The Threefold Ministry of the Holy Spirit (1938) 
24 Lampe, Anna Male and Female Created He Them (1952) 
30 Leo XIII 
On the Holy Spirit (Encyclical: Divinum Illud, 1897) 2 
copies 
31 Leonard, B G The Doctrine of the Laying on of Hands 
32 Lewis, L. B Believing is Receiving (1956) 
33 Liardon, Roberts The Price of Spiritual Power (Tulsa: Albury Press, 1973) 
33 Liardon, Roberts The Invading Force (Tulsa: Albury Press, 1987) 
34 
Lillie, David G 
(Open Brethren) 
The Present Ministry of the Holy Spirit (Report from 
Conference at Mamhead Park, near Exeter, 9/1962) Speakers: 
Ben Allen, Roger Forster, L.Kirkham, J.Sensenig, C.Cousen, 
A.Wallis, P.Faunch 
34 Lillie, David G Tongues Under Fire (London: Fountain Trust, 1966) 
35 Lindsay, Gordon 21 Reasons Why Christians Should Speak in Other Tongues 
35 Lindsay, Gordon 30 Objections to Speaking in Tongues and the Bible Answer 
36 Linzey, Stanford Why I Believe in the Baptism with the Holy Spirit (1962) 
37 Long, Ward Willis The Baptism with the Holy Spirit and the Gift of Tongues 
38 MacDonald, William  Glossolalia in the New Testament 
39 Maddoux, Marlin Miracle at Notre Dame: Catholic Charismatic renewal 
Box 103: Published Tracts and Booklets Collected by David du Plessis, Ma - 
Ro 
Folder Author Title 
1 Magee, Charles H. 
Antics of Aimee: the Poetical Tale of a Kidnapped Female 
(Los Angeles: Pacific Magazine Agency, 1926) - photocopy 
2 Martin, George 




Folder Author Title 
3 Martin, Ralph 
Ralph Martin on . . . Pastoral Renewal 7.5 (Dec 1982) entire 
issue 
4 Martin, Ralph 
Unless the Lord Build the House: the Church & the new 
Pentecost 
5 McAlister, Robert Heaven’s Fixed Laws (National Evangel Press, 1960) 
6 McAlister, Robert Dimensions of the Christian Faith (Brazil, 1983) 
7 McDonnell, Kilian 
Catholic Pentecostalism: Problems in Evaluation 
(Pecos:Dove, 1970) 
8 McDonnell, Kilian 
Theological & Pastoral Orientations on the Catholic 
Charismatic Renewewal (Prepared at Malines, Belgium, May 
21-26, 1974) 
9 McGee, J. Vernon Talking in Tongues! & Talking in Tongues Part II 
10 McLaughlin, Donna 





3 Tracts: The Silver Net, The Ministry of Christ & of the 
Church, Articles of Incorporation & By-laws of the 
Foursquare Church 
12 Miles, W. L The Three Appearings of Christ 
13 Miller, Andrew We Hold These Truths (Church of God, Anderson, IN)  
14 Mills, Dick 
The New Wave of the Holy Spirit (Tulsa: Harrison House, 
1983) 
15 Mitchell, Clarence G The Battle for Supernatural Ministry and Worship in our day 
16 Montgomery, G.H. Why I Came to the Coe Foundation 
16 Moore, Lazarus 
Law and Grace (Hobart, Tasmania: Christian Renewal 
Centre) 
17 Moore, Lazarus 
Tradition in the Church (Russian Orthodox Church in 
Australia) 
18 Morrow, Ord 
Born Again: What does it Mean? (Australia: Gospel 
Literature) 
19 Mudge, Lewis S. The Servant Lord and His Servant Church 
20 Newbigin, Lesslie A Letter from Lesslie Newbigin 
21 Niswander, Dwight 
Instructions for the Newly Spirit Filled Believers (CA: Bethel 
Pub) 
22 Norris, S. G The Keys (Hazelwood, MO: Pentecostal Publishing House) 
23 Nurock, Max 
Information Briefing: Israel information centre – Jerusalem 
1975 
24 O’Connor, Edward Pentecost in the Catholic Church (Pecos: Dove, 1967) 
25 O'Connor, Edward A Catholic Pentecostal Movement 
26 Osterlund, Rosa A Tomorrow For Me (Los Angeles: Bedrock Press) 
27 Otis, George 
God the Holy Spirit: His footprints Genesis through 
Revelation 
28 Paul VI, Pope Concilio Vitam Alere, signed by members of Dialogue team 
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Folder Author Title 
29 Paulk, Earl 
To Whom is God Betrothed: examining the Biblical Basis for 





Christ Still Heals People 
31 Petterson, Larry Prayer and Healing (Berkeley: St. James Press) 
32 Price, Charles 
The Sick Are Healed (Pasadena: Charles Price Publishing, 
1939) 
33 Prince, Derek 
Expelling Demons: an introduction into practical 
demonology 
34 Ramsay, Vic Why I Pray for the Sick (Norfolk: Vic Ramsay Assoc., 1958) 
35 Ranaghan, Kevin 
The Lord, The Spirit and the Church:a prominent leader 
examines attitudes toward Charismatic renewal in the 
Church (1973) 




The Gospel Message of Healing: A doctor’s Report 
38 Rettig, Richard A Leaflet to Inspire Confidence & Faith Before an Operation 
39 Rettig, Richard Steps to Secure Spiritual and Bodily Healing 
40 Reynolds, Bill 
History and Testimony of Bill Reynolds, Chippewa Indian - 
1971 
41 Riley, Stan Demons Revealed: an expose 
42 Robb, Edmund W. The Person and Ministry of the Holy Spirit (1971) 
Box 104: Published Tracts & Booklets Collected by David du Plessis, Ro - Su 
Folder Author Title 
1 Roberts, Frances Launch Out! Selected writings (Redding: King’s Press, 1964) 
1 Roberts, Frances Living Water (Redding: King’s Press, 1965) 
1 Roberts, Frances The Sounding of the Trumpet (Redding: King’s Press, 1966) 
1 Roberts, Frances Lovest Thou Me? (Monterey Park: Great Commission, 1967) 
2 Roberts, Evelyn I Married Oral Roberts 
2 Roberts, Oral Healing for the Incurable 
2 Roberts, Oral Master Key to Healing 
2 Roberts, Oral My Favorite Bible Scriptures 
3 Ruark, A. E Falsities of Modern Tongues 
4 Rudd, Sam I Rode with Patton: the Sam Rudd Story (FGBMFI) 
5 Sala, Harold Love to Live by (Gospel Light, 1973) 
5 Sala, Harold The Healing Power of Faith Hope Love and Prayer (1978) 
6 Sanford, Agnes Homosexuality and Prayer 
7 Savelle, Jerry Giving: the Essence of Living (Tulsa: Harrisson House, 1982) 
8 Scanlan, Michael The Power in Penance: confession and the Holy Spirit (1972) 
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Folder Author Title 
9 
Schlink, Mother M. 
Basilea 
The Royal Priesthood (Darmstadt, 1968) 
Canaan: Built by Faith in Christ Jesus Alone 
10 Schmauss, G. 
Concerning the Witness of the Holy Spirit in us and through us 
(The Messenger of the Deaconess Home, Liberty Corner, New 
Jersey) 5/1963 
11 Schubert, Linda You Showed Me The Face of My Father: testimony (1986) 




Strange Tongues: a Glossary for Glossolalia (Ohio: Forward 
Movem.) 
14 Shevkenek, Alice Things the Baptism in the Holy Spirit will do for You (1976) 
15 Smith, David 
Be Thou Made Whole: a survey of the doctrine of divine 
healing 
16 Smith, Frank W. Pentecostal Positives (Des Moines: Inspiration, 1967) 
16 Smith, Frank W. What Value Tongues?(Springfield: Gospel Publishing House) 
17 Smith, G. Milton The Spirit Filled Life (New Zealand: Christian Advance) 
18 Smith, Malcolm Life Beyond Life (New Jersey: Logos, 1978) 
19 Smolchuck, Fred Tongues & Totoal Surrender (Springfield: Gospel, 1974) 
20 Solomon, J. F 
60 Questions on the Godhead: Bible Answers (Pentecostal 
Publishing) 
21 Spence, Hubert T. The Person, Work and Witness of the Holy Spirit (P.H. Church) 
22 Spillenaar, R. Open Brief: Een Vrucht der Bekering (Busselaar, 1958)  
23 Springer, Rebecca Within the Gates (Intra Muros): vision of paradise 
24 Squire, Frederick H 
The Revelation of the Holy Spirit (Leamington Spa: Full Gospel, 
1947) 
25 Steadman, Alice T. Who's the Matter With Me? (1966) 
26 Steccone, P. G True Experiences with God (Oakland, CA, 1941) 
27 Steil, Harry J What Will Happen Next? (Springfield: Gospel, 1938) 
27 Steil, Harry J A Guide to Gloryland (Springfield: Gospel, 1938) 
28 Steven, Margery The Story of My Miraculous Healing (England, 1960) 
29 
Stone, Jean and 
Harald Bredesen 
The charismatic Renewal in the historic Churches 
Reprint from Trinity Magazine 
30 Storey, Del 
Complete in Him (Twin Falls:Gospel Industries International, 
1971) 
31 Stott, John R. W 
The Baptism and Fullness of the Holy Spirit (London:IVF, 
1964) 




Ecumenism and Charismatic Renewal: Theological and 
Patoral Orientations (Malines Document 2) gift from John 




Can the Pentecostal Movement Renew the Churches? (British 
Council of Churches, 1972) Study Encounter VIII.4 
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 Box 105: Published Tracts, Hymnals & Booklets Collected by David du 
Plessis, Su - Wa 




Baptism in the Holy Spirit: a Catholic Interpretation of the 





The Pentecostal Movement - Offprint from Gregorianum 
53.2 (Rome: Gregorian University Press, 1972) 
3 Sumrall, Lester F 
Fishers of Men: a Handbook for Personal Workers 
(Zondervan, 1946) 
4 Swaggart, Jimmy Tracts on Authority, Armageddon, the Baptism, etc. 
5 Swaggart, Jimmy 
The Book of Revelation (Baton Rouge, LA : Jimmy 
Swaggart Evangelistic Association, 1980) 
6 Taft, Robert F Eastern Rite Catholicism: its Heritage & Vocation 
7 Terlizzi, Joseph What Hath God Wrought: life story of Terlizzi 




Gifts of the Holy Spirit (Highlights of the Summa 4) 
10 Truesdell, C. M. Twenty Questions & Answers on Divine Healing 
11 Turner, W. H 2, 000 Years of Pentecost 
12 Vandenbrink, J. E The Knowledge of the Unseen World 
13 van der Woude 40 Jaar Pinksterwerk in Rotterdam 
14 Vereide, E. B. 
“Power for the Presbyterian Ministry” Blessed Trinity 
Society reprint 
15 Vinley, Jason I Was Delivered From Deliverance 
16 Vikse, Simon Man of Two Countries 
17 Voorhoeve, J.N. Doop en Verbond 




The Jesus Only Theory: a brief analysis of the Trinity 
20 Walker, Paul H The Manifestation of the Godhead 
21 Wallace, Wendell The Wall: the Wendell Wallace Story 
22 Ward, A. G 
Maintaining the Glow and other studies on the Overcoming 
Life 
22 Ward, A. G …Soul Food… for Hungry Saints 
23 Ward, C. M The Holy Spirit is for You 
23 Ward, C. M Marriage Insurance 
23 Ward, C. M Detente 
23 Ward, C. M 
The True Relationship between the Pentecostal Believer and 
the Medical Doctor 
23 Ward, C. M The Three Big Lies of Communism 
23 Ward, C. M God Speaks Today 
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Folder Author Title 
23 Ward, C. M Are You a Witness? 
Box 106: Published Tracts, Hymnals & Booklets Collected by David du 
Plessis, Wa – Zi  
1 Wells, Robert J. Be Filled with the Spirit 
2 Whalen, William J The Pentecostals 
3 Wheeler, George S. 
The Administration & Operation of the Gifts of the Holy Spirit 




Hang in There: Council for Charismatics – note to DDP 
5 Whiting, Francis E. A Concordance to Pneuma, Parakletos, Pneumatikos 
6 
Whyte, H. A. 
Maxwell 
The Operation of Spiritual Gifts 
6 
Whyte, H. A. 
Maxwell 
The Power of the Blood 
7 Wilkerson, David 
David Wilkerson Speaks Out: speaking in tongues, the 
forgotten teenager, moneyraising 
7 Wilkerson, David The Devil’s Heartbeat: Rock and Roll! & Teen Sins 
8 Winsett, R.E. Songs of Pentecostal Power (1908) 
9 Witt, Otto Pioneer of Divine Healing: Jon. Chr. Blumhardt 
10 Witte, Johannes The Question of Baptism and the Unity of Christians 
11 
Woodard, Charles F 
Baptist Evangelist 
God’s Holy Fire! A message on WHY every Christian needs 








The Hiding Place 




The Pentecostal Position 
15 Miscellaneous 33 pieces of sheet music, words to songs, small song books 
Box 106: Published Clipping Files: Articles from Periodicals, No Author – by 
Date 
Folder Title Publication, date 
15 Non English articles various dates 
15 
Afrikaner en die Pous – Justus du Plessis & John 
Paul II 
n.d. 
16 Why Baptize Children?  
Department of Social 
Service 
16 The Person & Work of the Holy Spirit General Assembly 
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Folder Title Publication, date 
16 
An Appeal for Greater Unity with Classical 
Pentecostal Movements 
Pathfinders 
16 New papal delegate named to US: Pio Laghi  
16 Cardinal backs protest against Mafia Our Sunday Visitor 
16 Jewish Origins of Christian Baptism Testimony 
16 Protestantism and the Later Immigration Photocopy, about Chicago 
16 




General Council, Memphis, TN – An Important 
Resolution 
Pentecostal Evangel Sp 25, 
1937 
17 
Twenty Years ago (excerpts from a letter by S. 
Moffat, 1920) 
Comforter Dec 1939 – Jan 
1940 
17 Evangelism: by Isolation or by Participation?  
Christianity Today Ap 29, 
1957 
17 
The Pentecostals (adapted from Presbyterian Survey by 
O’Guin) 
Pentecostal Messenger Oct 
1964 
17 
WCC: Preparation for 1968 & Ecumenical Move. at 
Berkeley 
America Dec 16, 1967 
17 Frankenstein in South Africa 
Saturday Evening Post, 
2/10/68 
17 Pentecostals Celebrate Their World Flame  
Christianity Today, Dec 4, 
1970 
17 Church questions baptism of infants 
Daily American, Rome 
6/23/71 
17 Report from Europe: ‘A Rustling in the Leaves’  
Christianity Today, Oct 13, 
1972 
17 Pope Issues New Rules for Adult Converts 
Oakland Tribune Feb 18, 
1972 
17 Healing and Reconciliation  
National Courier Dec 2, 
1975 
17 
Ramsey hits charismatic use of ‘baptism’ phrase – 
note by Du Plessis on baptism. Trinity Church (NY) 
Conf. on Holy Spirit 
Photo of Ramsey, Suenens 
and Br. Roger of Taize 1974 
17 
Methodist committee reports on The Charismatic 
Movement 
Revivalist June, 1974 
17 
The inerrancy of the Scriptures (An Official Position 
Paper) 
 Pentecostal Evangel 
7/19/77 
17 Singapore is site for Christian Summit c.1978 
17 
Gospel joy in the angry eighties: How does the 
WCC’s general secretary Philip Potter see the strategy 
of the ecumenical movement for the 1980’s. 
One World c.1979 
18 Entire issue Shekinah, Feb 1981 
19 Another ‘Nobel Baby’ is born Cross & Crown, Sept 1982 
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Folder Title Publication, date 
19 Pope's Holy Year plans caught everyone by surprise Visitor, Dec 12, 1982 
19 at WCC Assembly 1983 
19 
A Renewed African Looks at Renewal in Africa – 
Cassidy, M 
Christian Life, Feb 1984 
19 Happy 98th Birthday Church of God 
Church of God Evangel 
8/13/84 
19 Israelis Oppose Missionary Work Moody Monthl, y June 1984 
19 Pope in French Canada, 1984 Papal Visit Canada 1984 
19 Il Papa ai Carismatici L’Osservatore Romano 1984 
19a Introducing Our Panel of Advisors Ministries Winter 1984-85 
Box 106, Folder 20: Published Clipping Files: Articles Which Quote David 
du Plessis 
Box 106: Published Clipping Files: Articles from Periodicals, Arranged by 
Author, A - L 



















The Sacrament of the Body Sharing n.d. 
22 Barclay, William 





22 Bolwijn, K.H. 
Gaven des Geestes in de eerste 
euwen 
 n.d. 
22 Bouyer, Louis Comments by Fr. Louis Bouyer  n.d. 
22 Briggs, Kenneth A. 
Pentecostalism Rises Like a 
Phoenix From Slums 
The New York 
Times 
2/20/75 
24 Cantry, George Why I preach divine healing  n.d. 
24 Christenson, Larry 
Don’t Set Your Congregation of 
its Ear 
 n.d. 
24 Cimino, Richard P. 





24 Cleath, Bob Report on "Stanford '79"  Oct '79 




23 Cornell, George W. Speaking With Tongues Herald of Hope Jul-A '61 
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Folder Author Title Publication Date 
24 Croucher, Rowland 
Charismatic Renewal: myths & 
reality 













25 Fast, Clarence How Big is Your God? Message 2/1966 
26 Garrett, John Pentecost: Forgotten Festival? WCC  
26 Giese, Vincent J. Perspective Sunday Visitor 2/13/83 
26 Gibeau, Dawn 







26 Gibeau, Dawn 
Pentecostals, conservatives 




Jan 12,  
1973 
26 Gilbert, Marjorie Faith at an Early Age U.S. Catholic Oct ‘73 
26 Gordon, Patrick Confusion & Bewilderment The Christian 12/3/65 
26 Griffin, Robert F. A letter to Jimmy Swaggart Visitor 4/10/83 




All Things are Possible with 
God 
  




27 Helms, Jerry 






27 Henry, Bernard 
Trying times for Priests and 
Wives 
NCR n.d. 




27 Herbut, Paula 
Religious Broadcasters Bring 





27 Hess, M Whitcomb 





27 Hoffman, Edwin 






Prescriptions for Healing of soul 
& body 
Sharring n.d. 
27 Hughes, John Jay 
God's Chosen Peoples by 
Buhlmann, W 
book review n.d. 
28 
Illig, Alvin A., 
CSP 
Renewal and evangelization NCR reprint n.d. 
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Folder Author Title Publication Date 
28 Ireson, C.C. 
Truths Relating to the Holy 
Spirit 
D.V. n.d. 








29 Kobler, John The Truth about Faith Healers McCall’s 2/1957 




30 Lefevere, Patricia 
Uruguayan Methodist to lead 
WCC 
NCR 4/3/84 
30 Lindsay, Gordon 
The Truth about the Present 
Move of God in the Historic 
Churches 
The Voice of 
Healing 
Nov 1961 
Box 107: Published Clipping Files: Articles from Periodicals, Arranged by 
Author, M - Z 
Folder Author Title Publication Date 





1 Martin, George 
Report: Theological Conference 
on the Charismatic Renewal: 
35 Catholic Theologians 
 1973 




1 Marty, Martin E. 









God’s Tall Man of Healing Abundant Life 3/1958 
1 McKenzie, J.G. 
When the low spiritual 






1 McKinney, Joseph 
Review of A Man Called Mr. 
Pentecost 
New Covenant 4/1978 
1 Miller, Holly G. 
Billionaire Bunker Hunt’s 





1 Moller, F.P. Die Sakrament van die Doop Trooster 10/1973 
1 Moller, F.P. 





Folder Author Title Publication Date 
1 Mullaly, Lawrence 
Pastoral Ecumenism: A 





1 Mullin, Laurence 





1 Murray, Andrew 
Die Inwoning in die Heiligdom 
deur die Bloed 
 
1 Murray, J.S. 






1 Mwaura, Peter 





















Assemblies of God: on the Way 
Up 
Sat Eve Post 7/1982 




5 Rath, Ralph 








Infant Baptism The Sign 10/1969 
5 Roberts, Oral What is God Punishing Me For? Abundant Life 2/1966 
6 Sagstrom, S.A. Pinksteropwekking in Australia Trooster? n.d. 




6 Scott, Orville 





6 Schulz, Klaus Tradition vs. traditions Rayma Feb 1980 
6 Schut, H.  Pinksteren toen, nu, straks, eens Vuur  4/1962 
6 Small, Dwight S. A Baptist on Baptism Eternity 11/1959 
6 Smith, John 






6 Squire, Fred 
Is Divine Healing in the 
Atonement? 
 1954 
6 Stanger, Frank B. None of These Diseases  n.d. 
6 Stone, Jean 





6 Stone, Marvin 
Unity Without Uniformity 





6 Swaggart, Jimmy A Letter to my Catholic Friends The Evangelist 1/6/1983 
7 Toit, H.D.A. du Die Allerbelangrikste Vraag   
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Folder Author Title Publication Date 
7 Tyrrell, Bernard 
Bernard Lonergan's Philosophy 
of God 
America 11/30/74 
8 Van Ingen, A.C. Doop en Herdoop  n.d. 




























Dialogue with the Editor: Judge, 




9 Winiarski, Mark 
Exclusive: Dom Helder tells 
NCR 
NCR 3/31/78 




Box 107: Published Newspaper Articles about David du Plessis, 
Photocopied, by Date 
Box 108: Promotional Flyers for Speaking Engagements of David du 
Plessis 
Folder Event/Organization Note 
1-8 Flyers without date such as:  
 
Dialogue-Luncheon, United Methodist church, Rhode 
Island 
n.d. 
 Informatorium on the "Charismatic Revival" Ames AG n.d. 
 John 17:21 International Fellowship 
News Release, Ronald 
C. Haus 
9 Flyers dated 1937-1959 such as:  
9 Highway Mission Tabernacle, Philadelphia, PA Aug 1, 1937 
9 Angelus Temple, 29th Annual Convention Feb 3, 1952 
10 Flyers dated 1960 such as:  
10 1st Assembly of God, Sunnyvale, CA Nov 20, 1960 
10 
Canadian General Conference Pentecostal World 
Conferences 
Dec 1960 
11 Flyers dated 1961 such as:  
11 Broadway Pentecostal Tabernacle, Vancouver, B.C. Jan 29, 1961 
11 FGBMFI, Chicago - Catholic Priests attend March 1961 
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Folder Event/Organization Note 
12 Flyers dated 1962 such as:  
12 El Paso Ministerial Association Oct 3, 1962 
13 Flyers dated 1963 such as:  
13 7th Annual Spiritual Life Convention, Gospel Crusade, FL Jan 2-6, 1963 
13 FGBMFI Houston, Texas July 1-5, 1963 
13 FGBMF Breakfast, Hamilton, Ontario Nov 9, 1963 
14 Flyers dated 1964  
14 First Church (Paul Schoch) Feb. 2, 1964 
14 London Healing Mission Summer 1964 
15 Flyers dated 1965 such as:  
15 FGBMFI Richmond, VA Feb 20, 1965 
15 Scottdale Mennonite Church, Scottdale, PA April 17, 1965 
16 Flyers dated 1966 such as:  
16 Seminar: the Holy Spirit and the Ecumenical Movement Jan 13, 1966 Oregon 
16 Invitation to hear David du Plessis (Newbigin review) 
Mar 15, 1966 
Australia 
16 The Church of St. John the Divine, Houston, TX June 26, 1966 
17 Flyers dated 1967 such as:  
17 Charismatic Interchurch Renewal Ministries Conference Jan 8-11, 1967 
17 FGBMFI Eastern Regional Conference, N.Y. City Oct 5-7, 1967 
18 Flyers dated 1968 such as:  
18 The Ecumenical Relations Commission of Rhode Island March 15, 1968 
18 Symposium on the Charismatic Renewal 
Dec 21, 1968 S. 
Africa 
19 Flyers dated 1969 such as:  
19 Faith Center Pentecostal Convention Mar 23-30, 1969 
19 First AG, N. Hollywood – Operation Charisma 
May 20-21, 1969 
(with Kuhlman) 
19 
The Christian Preaching Conference, 12th Annual 
Convention 
April 7-10, 1969 
19 FGBMF Regional Convention, Lubbock, TX June 5-8, 1969 
20 Flyers dated 1970 such as:  
20 FGBMFI, Portland Jan 9, 1970 
21 Non-English flyers  
22 Press Releases   
23 Du Plessis tape, book and television promotional materials  
Box 109: Promotional Flyers about David du Plessis 
1 Flyers dated 1971  
2 Flyers dated 1972 such as:  
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2 Inter-Church Renewal Ministry 
Jan 2, 1972 (with Jean 
Darnall) 
2 Business Men's Fellowship (Greenville FGBMF) Apr 15, 1972 
2 Christ Church of Westminster, morning service Apr 30, 1972 
2 Telethon, Hartford Christian Television Sept 28-30, 1972 
3 Flyers dated 1973 such as:  
3 Presbyterian Church of Wales, Summer School July 2-5, 1973 
4 Flyers dated 1974 such as:  
4 Holy Spirit Conference, First United Methodist Church Sept 15-18, 1974 
4 FGBF, Harrison chapter, Meeting and Seminar Oct 12-14, 1974 
4 Ministerial Breakfast Oct 18, 1974 
5 Flyers dated 1975 such as:  
5 Calvary Temple to present influential Reverend Tampa Times Jan 4, 1975 
5 Ekumeniese Sake, Pretoria Mar 14, 1975 
6 Flyers dated 1976 such as:  
6 Church Renewal and Women’s Aglow Jan 4, 1976 
6 
2nd Annual Episcopal Charismatic Conference, San 
Antonio 
with Fullam, Bennett, 
MacNutt 
7 Flyers dated Jan-July, 1977, such as:  
7 Inter-Church Conference on Christian Living Apr 1977 
7 Evangel Temple June 12-14, 1977 
7 Day of Renewal, Marin County July 2, 1977 
8 Flyers dated Aug-Dec, 1977  
9 Flyers dated 1978  
10 Flyers dated 1979  
11 Flyers dated 1980 such as:  
11 
Pentecost, Our Lord's Community Church, Oklahoma 
City 
May 15, 1980 
12 Flyers dated 1981 such as:  
12 Day of Christian Unity, Yakima, WA Dec 6, 1981 
12 Calvary Church Christian Center c. 1981 
12 Celebration of Life – Inter-Church Renewal Fellowship Vancouver, c.1981 
13 Flyers dated 1982  
14 Flyers dated 1983-1986 such as:  
14 Voice of Triumph Ministries, Portland, Oregon Feb 16-18, 1984 
14 Calvary Presbyterian Church, Berkeley Mar 11, 1984 
14 Christian Life Assembly, evening service Sept 9, 1984 
14 Unity Maine, Oct 18-21, 1984 
14 
Conference on the Holy Spirit, Voice of Triumph 
Ministries 
Feb 21-23, 1985 
14 Lakeshore Evangelical Church Mar 10-14, 1985 
14 Shalom Pentecost '85 May 21- June 2, 1985 
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Box 110: Conference Badges of David du Plessis  
 
Box 111: Framed Certificates & Awards 
 
Box 112: Commemorative Medals, Plaques, 70 X 7 Lapel Pins 
 
Box 113: Books 
 
Box 114: Bibles 
 
Box 115: Afrikaans Bible, Scrapbook of the 1937 AG General Assembly  
 
Box 116: Photo Album 1937, U.S.A. Trip of Henry W. Stewart & David du 
Plessis 
 
Boxes 117- 121: Photos 
 
Box 122: Photo of 9th Pentecostal World Conference 1970 
 
Box 123: Photos of International Christian Leadership Conference 1960, 
AG General Assembly 1947 
 
Box 124: Negatives 
 




Box 126: Newsletters and Prayer Letters Collected by David du Plessis 
Folder Organization Name 
1 Bread of Life Charles Simpson 
2 Catholic Mission - Usa River, Tanzania 1975, 1983 
Girard Kohler, Robert 
Nygaard 
3 Charis Mission  
4 
CWA Bulletin – Charismatic Writers Assoc. 1979-
1980 
S. Reynolds, Ralph Rath 
5 Vision Ministries & Chadashchay, Inc. Alan Langstaff 
6 Church Union Newsletter  
7-9 Miscellaneous newsletters  
Box 127: Miscellaneous Documents 
Folder Topic Note 
1-10 
Du Plessis Center for Christian Spirituality – letters of 
congratulations, diagrams, etc. 
1995 
11 Certificates and Awards  
12 Credentials with the Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa  
13 Assemblies of God Credentials  
14 Visa and immigration documents  
15 Lee College contract 1949 
16 Book contracts with Logos International  
17 Last Will and Testament  
18, 19 Travel  
20 Mementos  
Box 128: Miscellaneous Documents 
Folder Topic Note 
1 Mailing addresses  
2, 3 Tape ministry  
4 Du Plessis quoted by another author  
5 Collected prayers, meditations, sermon ideas  
6 Sermon notes 1962 
7 Financial  
8 
Book publishers' promotional letters (Paraclete Press features David 
du Plessis) 
Fall 1987 
9 Catalogues, order forms  
10-12 Songs, hymns and choruses  
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Box 129: Miscellaneous Documents 
Folder Item Note 
1-4 Notes separated from Du Plessis' books  
5-8 Tourist information and Exhibit guides  
9-11 
Miscellaneous non-English printed material, Apostolic Youth 
annuals 1947-49 
1972, 1977 
12 Orthodox and Episcopal Church bulletins  
13 
Church Bulletins from Chapel of the Good Shepherd – Du Plessis' 
church 
1982 
14 Ministries of David du Plessis  
15 Health topics  
16 Honors, News releases  
17 Untitled manuscript  
18 Protocols of the Elders of Zion summary sheet  
19 Pentecostal Revival Crusade Church in Africa  
20 Archives of the Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa Inauguration 
Box 130: Memorial Services of David du Plessis, Anna du Plessis 
Folder Item Note 
1 Miscellaneous  
2 
Du Plessis Biographical material collected by Russ 
Spittler 
For Dictionary article, 
correspond 
3 Last letters written to David du Plessis  
3 Memorial David du Plessis 
4 Words spoken by Joseph Mattson-Boze  
5 Condolences to Anna  
6 Obituaries  
7 Memorial Anna du Plessis 
8 Sale of property  
Box 131: Extra Copies of David du Plessis’ & Anna du Plessis’ Newsletter 
 
Box 132: Ephemera 
Video tapes 
1. Betamax video entitled “Celebration for David J. du Plessis Center for Christian 
Spirituality, Address by the Reverend Father Kilian McDonnell” 2/7/85 10:00 AM. 
2. VHS video: “Celebration for David J. du Plessis Center for Christian Spirituality, Address 
by the Reverend Father Kilian McDonnell” 2/7/85 10:00 AM. 
3. VHS: “Luncheon for Dr. and Mrs. David du Plessis 2/7/85 1-2:00 PM. 
155 
 
4. VHS: “The Lakewood Bible Study” Speaker: David du Plessis, Subject: “Portraits of 
Faith”, Host: Everitt Fjordbak. Lakewood Productions, Dallas, TX. 
5. VHS: David du Plessis interviewed by Everitt M. Fjordbak, 1982 
6. VHS: What Makes You Tick? #1604- “All Be One” David du Plessis 
7. VHS: “5 – Fri. eve Message – David du Plessis” “6 – A Tale of Two Churches – Alan 
Langstaff” 
8. VHS: “8 – I Have given them the Glory” Vaughn Jarrold. Final Message – David du 
Plessis. 
Audio tapes 
1. Steve Fry: “We Are Called: An Experience in Worship” 1983 
2. Du Plessis: “The Holy Spirit and True Ecumenism” part 1, 5/4/75 
3. Du Plessis: “The Holy Spirit and True Ecumenism” part 2, 5/4/75 
4. Du Plessis: “Forgiveness & Ecumenism” part 1, 6/26/76 
5. Du Plessis: “Forgiveness & Ecumenism” part 2, 6/26/76 
6. Du Plessis: “Ecumenicity of the Church” – Heritage Village Series, Nov, 1980 
Audio CDs (provenance: Joshua Ziefle) 
1. David du Plessis: Princeton Seminary 10/2/1959 “The Holy Spirit in the Life of the 
Individual” 
2. David du Plessis: Princeton Seminary 10/3/1959 “The Holy Spirit in the Life of the 
Church” 
3. David du Plessis: Princeton Seminary 10/4/1959 “The Holy Spirit in the Mission of the 
Church” 
Scrapbooks 
1. Birthday wishes 2/7/85 
2. 50th Wedding Anniversary photos Aug 13, 1977, Oakland, CA 
3. David du Plessis’ history in captioned pictures (copies) 
Box 133: Original Inventories 
 
Box 134: Posters and Oversize Photos 
 
Items in Oversize File Cabinet 1, drawer 7:  
David du Plessis Pax Christi Award, photo with John Paul II, 50th Anniversary of Azusa Street 
Revival held at Angelus Temple – poster; Los Angeles Daily Times front page reproduction – 
“Weird Babel of Tongues”; O.L. Jaggers publicity poster; Revival meeting at Missionary 
Tabernacle poster (speakers Winford, Cassidy, Bowlin, Brand); Applegarth poster: Humanity 
Hungers in Body and Soul – Give; enlarged People article “Making a Pentecostal pilgrimage: 
L.A.” by J. Colletti. 
 
